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INTRODUCTION (Hans-Bernd Zöllner) 

A Pioneering Work in Blind Spot 

The book “Political History of Myanma” introduced in this volume was the third book published by 

the Nagani Book Club, following Thein Pe’s biography of U Lun (Thakin Kodaw Hmine) and the 

compilation of Nu’s early plays.  It heralded a new chapter in the history of historical writing in 

Burma as it signifies the first Burmese yazawin (historical chronicle) of Burmese written by a 

Burmese in his native language focusing on the country’s history after the end of the Burmese 

kingdom. After an overview of the country’s history up to the beginning of the 20th century, the 

book gives a detailed account of the nationalist movements in colonial Burma until late 1937. Since 

it was published in early 1938, its temporal closeness to the events described and commented upon 

make the book a valuable source for understanding the critical period prior to the Second World 

War. However, since it was written in Burmese, it was almost completely ignored by Western 

scholars.1  

A quote by J.S. Furnivall sheds light on this issue. Furnivall was one of the founding fathers of 

Burma studies, and a Fabian socialist as well as an ardent advocate and practitioner of uplifting 

education and knowledge in Burma, where he lived during the years 1902-1936.2 In 1942, he wrote 

on the topic of education with regard to Burma’s reconstruction after the war: 

Fifty years ago Burma could claim to be the best educated country in the tropical Far East, with the 

possible exception of the Philippines. Now it would be hard to refute the charge that it is the worst 

educated. ... In Burma, I can recall only half a dozen works in English by Burmans that are worth 

reading and of these three are translations from the Pali and another is a study of Burmese history. 

Only two books look outside Burma: that on Burmese Mysticism by U Ba Maw3, the late premier and 

one on Blake by his brother.4 

It is not known to which book on “Burmese history” Furnivall referred to, but his yardstick for the 

standards of education is clear. Educated people were supposed to write in English and their 

                                                 
1  This is partly due to the fact that Western scholars until now did not pay much attention to the small “Fabian group” 

in pre-war Burma to which Ba Khaing belonged. 
2  For an introduction into Furnivall’s life and writings see Frank Trager, Furnivall of Burma.  
3  See Furnivall’s review of the work submitted 1924 at the University of Bordeaux in the Journal of the Burma 

Research Society 15, 2 (1925): pp.89-91. 
4  J.S. Furnivall, Reconstruction in Burma. Place and exact date of publication: unknown: 64. - Ba Han’s dissertation, 

The Evolution of Blakean Philosophy, is the Ph.D. thesis submitted in Freiburg, Germany, which dealt with the 
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writings had to touch on matters related to the world outside Burma. 

Ba Khaing’s book did not meet these criteria — nor did all books published by the Nagani Book 

Club, which were deliberately written in Burmese so as to educate the readers about domestic as 

well as international affairs.1 Another reason why Ba Khaing’s book — as well as the other Nagani 

publications — did not attract Furnivall’s attention was due to the fact that he left Burma in 1936 

and thus missed the years before the war and — in Tin Htway’s words — “the climax of political 

writing in Burmese literature”.2 But even Tin Htway, who translated parts of the book in his M.A. 

thesis,3 did not mention the work in the summary of his thesis published in journals for a wider 

public.4 As a result of these and other causes research on Burma’s historiography developed a blind 

spot with regard to Ba Khaing’s book. 

Furthermore, Furnivall’s remark discloses two different concepts of education connected to the 

question of language. One lay behind Furnivall’s many attempts to “educate” Burmans in a bi-

lingual and bi-cultural way. The other, followed by Ba Khaing and the founders of Nagani, accented 

“Burmeseness”. The two concepts of language and education are particularly striking since several 

indications point to a relationship between Ba Khaing and Furnivall. Therefore, the next paragraph 

will look into the personal connections that may have contributed to the publication of this book as 

one of the very first Nagani publications. Thereafter, some considerations on the form of the book 

will be presented. 

Shared Convictions — Differing Ways 

Until now, not much has been known about Ba Khaing, the author of the book. His name is not 

mentioned in the Myanmar Encyclopedia. He was born in 1906 and died early in 1940. He 

contributed two more books to U Tun Aye’s publishing house, one on “Internal Affairs of 

Germany” and a second one written together with Hla Pe on “War and Socialism”.5 He was a 

scholar and a writer interested in Burma, world affairs, and socialism. Tin Htway characterised him 

                                                                                                                                                                  

English mystic William Blake and was published in 1926 in Rangoon. Furnivall reviewed the book in the Journal of 
the Burma Research Society 16, 1 (1926): pp. 68-70. 

1  The “Dragon Book of Verse” by Nagani (see Vol. 1 of this series) was printed for the needs of Burmese students to 
meet their English class requirements. 

2  Tin Htway (1972) The Role of Literature in Nation Building. Journal of the Burma Research Society 55, 19-46: p. 
32. 

3  See below II. 4. 
4  Tin Htway’s article was published twice in 1972, in the JBRS and in Bernhard Grossmann (1972) (ed.) Southeast 

Asia in the Modern World. Wiesbaden. Otto Harassowitz. 
5  Numbers 83 and 86 respectively in Kyaw Hoe’s bibliography. 
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as a “professed Fabian”1, an expression substantiated by Dr. Maung Maung.2 According to internet 

encyclopaedia Wikipedia 

[t]he Fabian Society is a British socialist intellectual movement, whose purpose is to advance the 

socialist cause by reformist, rather than revolutionary, means.” It was founded in 1884 and some of its 

members participated in founding the Labour party in 1900. Besides many other persons up to this 

day, Persons such as George Bernhard Shaw, H. G. Wells, Annie Besant and Bertrand Russell have 

shared and propagated the convictions of the Society, which continues to this day.  

So too did Furnivall,3 whose impact on the intellectual life of Burmese society could hardly be 

underestimated.4 In 1911, he co-founded the Burma Research Society. After he left the Indian Civil 

Service, which had brought him to Burma, he set up the Burma Book Club in 1924 along with the 

magazine “The World of Books”. About four years later he founded the Burma Education 

Extension Society under the biblical motto “The Bricks are Fallen down, but we will build with 

Hewn stones”5. In 1931, Furnivall published a bilingual book entitled “An Introduction into the 

Political Economy of Burma”. 

It may be no more than pure accident that this title resembled that of the work of Ba Khaing under 

consideration here. Ba Khaing was close to Ba Choe - who helped in founding and popularizing 

Nagani6 - and to Nu. Editor Ba Choe, in turn, not only helped young authors such as Nu to publish 

their works in his Deedok journal,7 but he also founded and chaired the Fabian party, which 

contested the elections of November 1936 and won one seat in the first Burmese parliament after 

the separation of Burma from India.8 Ba Khaing, as mentioned by him in his book, was a co-

founder of this party.9 

Therefore, it is likely that the “Fabian connection” helped to produce Ba Khaing’s book and led to 

its publication in the Nagani Book Club. However, it remains unclear whether the book was 

originally written for Nagani or whether it was republished. Tin Htway stated November 1936 as 

                                                 
1  Tin Htway, Emergence: 181. 
2  (Dr.) Maung Maung (1969), Burma and General Ne Win. Rangoon, Religious Affairs Department Press: 50. 
3 See Julie Pham (2005) J. S. Furnivall and Fabianism: Reinterpreting the ‘Plural Society’ in Burma. Modern Asian 

Studies 39, 2: pp. 321-348. 
4  Oway, the magazine of Rangoon’s Student Union, in its first issue, dated 1938 contained an article on Furnivall 

entitled “Oway’s No. 1 — The Architect of our Destiny”. 
5  Isaia 9:10. 
6  See Vol. 1 of this series: pp.: 16-17; 38. 
7  U Nu’s early plays, which were published by Nagani as the second book of the enterprise, had been published before 

separately by Ba Choe. 
8  The elected person was U Maung Myint, representing the Mawlamyinggyun Township in the Delta region. 
9  For Ba Khaing’s assessment of the party, see below pp. 116-118. 
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the date of the first publication without providing any details.1 The foreword of the Nagani book 

written by the author,2 however, shows the date January 1938.3  

More important than the clarification of the book’s publishing history is another question raised by 

the coincidence of English and Burmese Fabian activities in Burma. Furnivall had left Burma some 

years before Nagani started publishing. Ba Khaing’s book could be seen as an actualisation of his 

legacy. It would deepen our understanding of the interchange of traditional Burmese and foreign 

ideas if we knew how the Fabian idea of promoting socialist ideas by “reformist, rather than 

revolutionary, means” was conceptualised and put into practice by Western and Eastern professors. 

An apt object of investigation is the group of enterprises founded by “Fabian” Furnivall and 

“Fabian” Nu to distribute books for the sake of education. Apparently, they shared similar ideas, but 

realised them in rather different ways.4 

Such an investigation could start with a deliberation of the difference of Furnivall’s bi-lingual 

approach5 and Nagani’s attempt to translate the wisdom of the world into Burmese.6 From this 

starting point, one could proceed to an investigation into the different concepts of “education” 

followed by a tentative explanation of the reasons of Burma’s longtime reluctance to enter into an 

open exchange with “others” - and conversely the “others’” reluctance to take the country as it is - 

in general. This could lead to an additional explanation of the rather limited efforts to encourage the 

use of English even in the field of academic studies in Burma and Myanmar, particularly after 1962.  

Such inquiries will not result in simple explanations, as I will demonstrate in the following 

paragraph, which will discuss some formal aspects of Ba Khaing’s book. 

Closed Systems of Communication 

It may be of interest to quote Tin Htway’s assessment of Ba Khaing’s book at some length, simply 

because it is the only estimation that could be found so far: 

One of the most remarkable books of this period [1930-1936], and one which is outstanding in the 

whole history of Burmese political writing, is U Ba Khaing’s Burma’s Political History. This book is 

the only record in Burmese of the modern history of Burma as seen through the eyes of a 

                                                 
1  Tin Htway 1969: 174. - The book was not mentioned in the “Catalogue of Books”. 
2  See the reproduction following this introduction. 
3  The date is according to the Burmese Calendar. 
4  Interestingly, Julie Pham’s investigation into Furnivall’s ideas does not mention any of the Burmese practioners of 

Fabianism. 
5  The Journal of the Burma Research Society as well as the World of Books accepted contributions in English as well 

as in Burmese. 
6  The target group of the “Nagani Book of Verse” published in English (see Vol. 1 of this series) was Burmese 

students who needed help in their English classes. 
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contemporary politician. U Ba Khaing was a professed Fabian but succeeded in maintaining a 

detached unbiased attitude in writing of rival parties and politicians. 

[A short summary of the book follows.] 

In many instances U Ba Khaing’s account differs considerably from the reports of the non-Burmese 

historians who have dealt with that period. 

One major criticism of U Ba Khaing’s book is that he provides little documentation. This is due less to 

a lack of scholarly zeal on U Ba Khaing’s part than to the traditions of scholasticism in Burma. For 

centuries knowledge has been preserved and passed on from generation to generation, from teacher to 

student, by word of mouth and learning by rote. As a result, confusions and inaccuracies have arisen. 

Even in the Buddhist scriptures, which have been afforded comparatively greater care, divergences 

can be found. The style used in Buddhist scriptures also tends to vagueness, thus we read ‘Once upon 

a time’ or ‘Once a long time ago a certain angel approached Buddha’. 

This tradition still prevails in Burma. Many writers are content to put down what they consider to be 

true facts of a situation without bothering to consult sources, state references or do even elementary 

checking. Thus, it is quite possible to find in something which purports to be a serious article, 

contradictory facts, unsupposed conjectures. 

The value of Ba Khaing’s book, despite these inadequacies, is self-evident: it is the first attempt of any 

Burman to record, as a sympathetic bystander, the events and activities he witnessed in a particularly 

tumultuous period of his country’s history. The value lies mainly in the fact that he saw the event 

through Burmese eyes; non-Burmese historians have described Sayadaw U Ottama as a rabble-rousing 

monk who was even an outcast from his own fellow monks. U Ba Khaing points out the great respect 

in which the Sayadaw was held by the Burmans, his learning, his experience, his patriotics, the role of 

the C.I.D. in the affair, the fear of involvement in political upheavals on the part of the Sangha. 

Again, non-Burmese historians have, almost to a man, neglected the part which Burmese women 

played in the independence movement as they have neglected the part played by the ordinary citizen. 

U Ba Khaing lived through this period, he was a protagonist in the drama. 

There is a great deal of information regarding the Shoe question, Dobama Asia-yone, the Thakhin and 

the Wunthanu movements which are omitted in the accounts given by non-Burmese historians. U Ba 

Khaing in his writings not only gives more information but he is able to suggest the feelings and 

emotions of ordinary Burmese living through this period. This is an advantage denied to non-Burmese 

historians however sympathetic. ….1 

 
Tin Htway’s comments point to a focal problem which unfolds in various facets. Ba Khaing, the 

unbiased and thus “modern” Burmese reporter of the country’s history, was not able to cast off the 
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fetters of tradition. Tradition prevented him from presenting an account of his subject, which met all 

the requirements of modern research according to London SOAS standards, where Tin Htway had 

submitted his thesis. Western students of Burmese history and politics, however, were not better off 

because they lacked Ba Khaing’s special insight into the Burmese contemporary political and 

cultural world.  

The problem surfacing here points to a special variant of the “tradition and modernity paradigm”. 

Ba Khaing was “modern” and “traditional” at the same time, at least in the eyes of Tin Htway. 

Modernity and tradition were interleaved. Both elements cannot be separated. They belong to a 

particular system of communicating the subject under review — modern Burmese history — for a 

Burmese public. This system was a closed one and, was, therefore, at least partly regarded as 

“strange” from the outside. One may ask whether Tin Htway’s critical remarks apply to his own 

history of Burmese political writing. For example, he does not quote any of the non-Burmese 

historians who might have misjudged at least some parts of Burmese history. 

This fundamental problem of historiography can be looked at from another perspective. We can 

imagine a conventional Western scholar who knows how to use “modern” methodology, but lacks 

the intimate and up-to-date insight into his subject of inquiry. The results of his investigation might 

be labeled “orientalist” by an outside critic because he never will be able to completely cast off the 

fetters of his Western scientific traditions. In other words, there are different systems of 

communication which arrange the elements of “tradition” and “modernity” in a particular way. 

Only by way of meta-communication can these systems can be related to one another. 

“Fabian” J.S. Furnivall’s example might be invoked to counter this argumentation. Indeed, he lived 

in Burma, was married to a Burmese lady, had many Burmese friends and wrote brilliant pieces on 

Burma. He seemed to live in both worlds and was able to bring both sides together. But,  

unfortunately, he failed to convince his addressees on both sides. As long as he tried to influence 

British politics towards Burma in the colonial period, his recommendations went unheeded. When 

he served as an adviser to the Burmese government after independence, the same happened. 

However, he remained very much respected on both sides. This respect may be regarded as respect 

in the face of a dream which would become real.  

Furnivall’s example shows that another criterion, which was omitted by Tin Htway, needs to be 

added to analyse Ba Khaing’s as well as others' contributions to the study of “things Burmese”. It 

could be termed the successful transfer of insight to the other side of a cultural border. Or, in the 

                                                                                                                                                                  
1 Tin Htway 1969: pp. 181-183. 
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terms of Niklas Luhmann’s Systems Theory: All social systems including scientific ones are closed 

in their inability to “import” the mode of communication from a neighboring system. The only way 

out of this dilemma is to construct a third system with a special kind of communication. 

This leads directly to today’s problems. The ongoing non-communication between different 

systems operating in the field of Burma studies is striking. The book reports submitted for this 

project provide an example. Most of them were written by people who received their education 

exclusively in Burma and thus still follow the modes of communication characterised by Tin 

Htway. Consequently, this project could be interpreted as an attempt to establish a new “system of 

interpretation” of texts, which in comparison to existing ones do not claim to be “better” or 

“worse”, but which are simply “different”. 

About this Volume 

This Working Paper has undergone some changes since its first draft in June 2006. This is due to 

various factors, the most important of which is the translation of the whole work into English by Dr. 

Tin Hlaing, completed in 2008. Of course, this translation is the highlight of this paper. The former 

versions contained two book reviews which provided some detailed insights into the contents of the 

book. They are omitted in this volume, apart from the introduction and the conclusion of Dr. 

Thida’s review. It is placed between Kyaw Hoe’s basic bibliographical information and the full 

translation because it gives some information about the composition of the book.  

Finally, Tin Htway’s translation of seven extracts of the book is reproduced here again. Also added 

is the Burmese text of the respective sections which Tin Htway found particularly interesting. This 

may be helpful for teaching and other purposes.  

Finally, the editor is glad to include the appraisal of the book by a scholar from the young 

generation. Ko Ko Thett’s essay can be regarded as a good introduction into the Ba Khaing’s work 

and might be read first before the whole book is studied in detail. 

Open Questions 

As usual, comments and assessments are very much appreciated and might be included in a further 

updated version of this paper. Some topics that could be worthy for further investigation may be 

briefly listed: 

a) Fabian U Ba Khaing’s biography, as well as assessments of his writings, could shed more 
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light on the roots and the history of political thinking in Burma / Myanmar.1 

b) More information about the history of the “Fabian movement” in Burma and the influence 

of John S. Furnivall on the group connected with U Ba Choe could help to clarify the 

relationship between a “nationalist” and a “foreign” perception of Burmese political history. 

c) Ba Khaing bemoans the sad state of “politics” in Burma and lists some faults of politicians, 

parties and the people in general. It could be extremely interesting to look at perceptions of 

“politics” throughout the various periods of Burmese history after Ba Khaing. 

d) Similarly interesting would be an overview about “unbiased” and “biased” historiography in 

Burma / Myanmar up to this day. Here, Tin Htway’s previously quoted observations could 

be a starting point to work on a “meta-methodology” of writing Burmese history.2 

e) Ko Ko Thett recommends to add the dates of some of the events mentioned in the book. 

Any volunteers willing to undertake this task are very much welcome! 

To sum up: Ba Khaing’s work might provide the starting point for investigation into some very 

interesting topics. It is hoped that the updated Working Paper might help a little to uplift the 

standards of reflection on the history of political writings in Burma / Myanmar. 

 

Hans-Bernd Zöllner 

March 2010 (last update) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1  For a first attempt, see the editor’s paper delivered at the Burma Studies Conference 2008 in De Kalb: 

http://www.zoellner-online.org/BSC2008.pdf.  
2 For a “starter” into this discussion, see Hans-Bernd Zöllner (2001), Asterix and Caesar in Burma/Myanmar. Some 

Remarks on the Historiography of Burma in the Global Age. Myanmar Two Millennia. Proceedings of the Myanmar 
Two Millennia Conference 15-17 December 1999. Yangon, Universities Historical Research Centre. Part 1: 192-
211. 
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I. MATERIAL on BA KHAING,  POLITICAL HISTORY OF MYANMA 

1. Kyaw Hoe, Bibliographical Information 

Translated from his Nagani Bibliography, pp. 16-17 by: Frankie Tun 

 

U Ba Khine: Burmese Political History / Yangon / Nagani / 1937, 352 Pages, 1 Photo. 

 

In this Burmese political history is included from the time of past history to the GCBA 21 group. 

Maiden’s Organization, Saya San, Students’ Boycott, Outlaw San Phe, Indian-Burmese clash, 

Shwedagon fire, unions and divisions, the Nga-Pwint-Saing (Five Flower Group), Sinyetha (Poor-

Man-Party), Dobama (We, the Burmese!), all of them are fully included. 

 

It had 12 chapters and written under 50 sub-titles.  

 

As being frustrated with the present politics, the author wrote, “If we look at today’s political 

situation in Burma, it had been much lower than that of the past 15 years’ time” and he also pointed 

out the failures fact by fact in his introduction. 

 

The author thanked Deedok U Ba Choe and wife Daw Hla May, U Ohn Khin, U Htun Phe, U Thein 

Zan from the royal courier group, U Hla (Prosperity Magazine), U Ngwe Zin, U Ba Pe, U Wimalar 

Bya Di, Saya Taw U Ke Tu, Thar Du Monastery Head Sayadaw U Zawana, Ko Nu and U Kyaw 

(England) by mentioning their names. 

 

The photo included is that of the delegates of Burma who attended Burma’s First Face to Face 

Meeting.1  

It is written at the first page: Tun Aye-Publishing, Yangon. On the cover, it is written that Nagani 

had published this book and also noted “The first part, The Second Book”.2 

 

                                                 
1 This photo is not included in the copy obtained for this publication, and cannot be reproduced here. The “Face to Face 
Meeting” may refer to the first Burmese “nationalist” delegation to London in 1919. 
2 This information may indicate that Ba Khaing’s book was the second and not the third one published by Nagani.  
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2. Dr. Khin Thida, Review of Ba Khaing, Political History of Myanma 

Translation: Htun Aung Kyaw 

 

‘The Political History of Burma‘ by U Ba Khaing was printed at the Burma Film Press, 240-

244 Barr (Maha Bandoola Park) Street, Rangoon (Yangon), and distributed by Tun Aye Book 

Distribution. Although the date was not there in the publishing notes, the date accompanying the 

author‘s name at the end of the book (1937) implied that it was published in pre-independence time. 

There were 12 chapters in that book each with its titles and subtitles except for chapter 6. Chapter 

12 bad 50 subtitles but the rest had only 1 or 2 subtitles. 

Chapter 1 deals with Burma‘s past history and Chapter 2 with motivation for independence. 

The origins of wunthanu (patriotism) and the split between the old and the young (there was a 

misspeled word in the table of contents. The Burmese word uGJ for split was misspeled as vJ for 

change or fall – an assumed oversight by the compositor). Chapter 4 described the General Council 

of Burmese Associations (GCBA) and its branch associations, and their discord in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 had no subtitles/lead titles, and religious affairs were presented in Chapter 7 Burmese 

Women‘s patriotic movement and the Burmese Women National Council was described in Chapter 

8. Chapter 9 was about the GCBA led by U Chit Hlaing, and Chapter 10 dealt with the second split 

in GCBA. The GCBA led by U Soe Thein was covered by Chapter 11, and the last Chapter; 

Chapter 12 was in 50 subtitles as follows: 

 

1) Differences of opinion between U Soe Thein and the Buddhist clergy 

2) Resolution by the GCBA 

3) The Galon Rebellion and Saya San 

4) Plenary meeting 

5) Rangoon College Students‘ Strike 

6) Riots in Mandalay 

7) ‘San Phe‘, the outlaw 

8) Anti-Indian Mobs 

9)         Uprising at the Rangoon Central Jail 

10) Anti-Chinese Mobs 

11) Earthquakes and fires 
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12) The Shwedagon Pagoda on fire 

13) Youth prosperity club 

14) Doh Bama Asiayone (The Burmese/Our Burman Organization) 

15) Translation work 

16) Our nation, our country and our literature 

17) When monasteries turned into vernacular schools 

18) The statue of stone 

19) The year 1390 (Burmese Era) 

20) Wonders of the arts disciplines 

21) The Arts and Farming 

22) Way to succeed 

23) Prepare for the worse 

24) Sovereignty 

25) The emergence of the Thakins (Master race/ Lord)  

26) To secede, or not 

27) Proponents of secession 

28) The Mingalun GCBA 

29) The second University strike 

30) The demands 

31) Sir Mya Bu‘s Report 

32) Students called off the strike 

33) Students‘ Conference 

34) National College 

35) Proletariat, .the ideology of the poor 

36) Group led by U Chit Hlaing 

37) The policy of U Chit Hlaing 

38) U Chit Hlaing and the Burmese language 

39) The group of five 

40) In the services of the poor 

41) How Burma was offered self-rule. 

42) The finance of Burma 
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43) Burma‘s earnings 

44) Burma‘s expenditure inventory 

45) Tasks within the Assembly 

46) The Second Assembly session 

47) Indian Civil Service (ICS) and Burma Civil Service (BCS) 

48) Aim of the new administration 

49) The Achilles hee1 of the Burmese people 

50) Conclusion 

 

In the preface the aims of the book were stated. The author said that it is necessary for the 

public to know the political movements for independence. Therefore, the book is meant for the new 

generation and those students of politics to the authentic history o f Burma, and for politician to be 

able to gauge their performances against the backdrop of the changing times. 

The author admitted that he had written this book with special care on the authenticity of facts 

and figures for which he bad relied on newspapers, magazines and journals as supporting evidence. 

It was an objective compilation ignoring personal bias, he said. 

In his introduction, the political activities in Burma were assessed as promising at the initial 

stage. Those who pursued politics at that time were not necessarily of true politician/ professionally 

skilful ones/ but mostly amateurs who were after a fad. 

In fact there were very few people to sacrifice their lives to politics. Moreover, there were 

more people to exploit politics for their own interests. The author defiled Burmese politics and 

politicians to the extent that politics was a haven for the unemployed, the morally laxed, and even 

the educated who initially appeared to be doing politics, would abandon it when the Government 

offered them prestigious positions. For him, the politicians took advantage of the country not being 

farsighted, and the people not being rational and manipulated by deceptive means to achieve their 

own interests. Nevertheless, the author admitted that there were also true politicians. He assessed 

the Burmese political situation as very low in standard. Therefore, the author wrote the book with 

the aim of enlightening the future generations on the weaknesses of the Burmese political scene so 

that they could take its failures as stepping stones for success in achieving independence for 

country. 

The author acknowledged his thanks to Deedoke U Ba Cho and wife Daw Hla May, U Ohn 

Khin of the hiking club, U Tun Pe, U Thein Zan, U Hla of the Kyeepwaryay Magazine, U Ngwe 
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Zin, U Ba Pe, U Vimlabuddhi, Sayadaw U Ketusaddhu, Presiding Monk Sayadaw U Javana, U Nu, 

and Bilat (UK) U Kyaw for their help in writing the book. 

 

[Summary of the book] 

 

In conclusion, the author said that the prevailing political situation had reached its lowest in 

the Burmese political history. No political party could yet work effectively for Burma‘s 

independence. The reason was that the political parties had not ample supporter for their causes. 

The Burmese people were also not exactly on the path to independence, but working for their own 

personal gains. The Burmese thought the path to independence ended at the Legislative Assembly 

formed by the British administration. Thus, the fight for independence had lost its course. There 

were political parties but with them the split story had become a trade mark of Burmese politics. 

The split was always between the self-interest group and those making sacrifices for the political 

cause. He remarked that one prominent political party going after self interests was the 5-Party 

Group which tried to grab every high position in the government. Not until that mentality had been 

got rid of would anyone be able to lead the country. Dr. Ba Maw‘s group was, in fact, doing nothing 

for the independence of the nation nor did it intend to. U Chit Hlaing‘s group stopped doing 

politics, but was bent on seeking self fulfilment. The Fabian group really did sacrifice for the 

national cause. Unfortunately, they did not have ample supporters to be having some effective gains 

in politics. The DBA (Doh Bamar Asiayone), (the Burman Organization) members worked in 

earnest for independence undergoing prison sentences, bankruptcy and poverty. However, they 

were without or overall strategy, and tactical arrangement, and so their sacrifices did not pay off. 

All efforts were crushed by the government. Youthful pride was also a hindrance to unity in the 

organization. Social relations was not very much valued and that did not help in amassing 

supporters for their cause. The author concluded that without ample followers, or adherents, the 

Burmese politicians would not be able to work effectively for the nation‘s independence. 

The people needed to support organizations that had sacrificed for a political cause. They 

should rally to reinforce such group organizations and work in unity. Therefore, the people needed 

to be able to distinguish who were egoistic and who were not, the author suggested. 
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Assessment 

A review of the book on the history of Burmese politics by U Ba Khaing would find the 

author‘s attempt to compile a comprehensive volume on the topic. However, the presentation needs 

clarity, and the arrangements need to be more systematic. It might as well be the time difference 

between the publishing practice of yore and the present day readership. When mentioning of dates 

are involved the author ignores consistency in that Burmese and Christian eras are used at his own 

convenience. Nevertheless, the author was frank and candid in what he wanted to put forward as a 

subject of discussion. The time of the publication was pre-independent era and Burma was still 

under the British rule. Even then, the author could speak frankly and made a critical assessment of 

Burmese politics. May be it was because U Ba Kaing‘s book on the political history of Burma dealt 

more with the criticism of native political leaders than with the British Government. 

The author, true to his words of presenting objectively, did his best to present the then 

prevailing political Situation in Burma, especially about the political leaders of those days. He 

pointed out that the progress of a nation depends much on qualifications of its political leaders. 

Should the political leaders go astray, the country would surely go downhill. And without any bias, 

the author made outright criticism of what he saw happening before him. 

According to the author, there were not only lay people but also members of Sangha who had 

made politics a means to their personal ends. The Sangha community could either be an advantage 

for unity in a political organization or be a disadvantage since they could work for unity as well as 

for diversity. The common weakness of the Burmese people - that of the tendency to fall in with 

those near and dear irrespective of their personality and ideology - and other undesirable 

characteristics as estrangement and quarrels had all led to total destruction. The author let his 

readers realize the shortcomings of Burmese politics. Burmese political parties usually have no 

ideology. That was the greatest shortcoming which all citizens were responsible to correct. The 

prosperity and the rights of the Burmese people would have to be brought about by themselves. It 

was their responsibility, the author added. Malpractices in handling public funds were disclosed by 

the author. The pro-government MPs had never worked effectively for the people, but were busy 

trading votes in Parliament for their own benefits. The Burmese political leaders lacked good 

leadership, and there were more egoistic persons than those ready to sacrifice for a political cause. 

Burma did not develop on as much as it should have had due to individuals using polities as a 

means to their ends. Unity was rare in the Burmese mentality because of mistrust, selfishness, and 

pride in oneself. Without unity there would be no success. With a few cases of disparities in 
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historical facts and figures, that was a work worth reading to have a clear view of Burmese politics 

in those days. For those who thought highly of Burmese political leaders of the colonial days, it 

might be some food for thought. 
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3. Complete Translation (Tin Hlaing) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

My aim in writing this book is to inform the public about the politics of the independence 

movement. I also want those interested in political history and politics to be correctly 

informed; and former politicians to be reminded about their past activities. I want them to 

make correct assessments as to whether politics has gone forward or backward, and to reason 

why it happened so. 

I have tried my best to give correct facts; in doing so I have approached respective politicians 

and also referred to newspapers, magazines and journals. I have tried to be objective and to be 

unbiased. 

Looking back, the political beginnings have been ambitious and united and have developed the 

desire for independence. Although it was encouraging, generally, the politicians lacked the feel 

of the taste of politics; in fact they had no idea of politics, but they thought their strong desire 

for independence meant real politics. Believing the national liberation to be an easy affair, they 

have rushed in, in high spirits. They had not realized it would be a long and hard struggle, a 

gradual process, which requires patriotism and sacrifice of lives and labor spanning over 

generations. 

In those days politics appeared to be a fashion; and those who ventured to sacrifice were few. 

Those who didn’t dare lost their interest in politics – they were like ‘straw fire’. Like building 

founded on sand, their edifice quickly crumbled. Those who had taken up politics as amateurs 

were apparently interested in the task, but when they found it really called for sacrifice they 

faced a dilemma. With no way to turn back, they pretended to march ahead; but they worked 

for their own benefits. Such leaders happened to be mostly modern educated people, who to 

some extent got the support of followers. They continued to use politics as cover, but they 

worked for their own ends, such as by taking up pro-government tasks, and sharing the benefits 

with their followers. They might be known as politicians, actually they were not. The English 

saying “Politics is the last refuge of scoundrels” applies to them. Unemployed, without a 

profession, or without a government job, these men generally were of bad character; some 

were former government employees who had been dismissed for bad conduct. Lacking good 

intentions, when chance occurred they worked to destroy organizations. Some educated men 

used politics as stepping stone; once they got the approval of the government, they took up 
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positions given them as bribe in return for their silence. Once they got a government post they 

gave up politics. Those who have not been bought became self seekers once they got into the 

Legislative Council. Some men started with good intentions in the beginning; but as time 

dragged on they found hardships unbearable: they lost patience and ‘drank the bitter rain water, 

like others’ and abandoned politics to become corrupt. 

Some men knew the ignorance of the masses and exploited from it. Pretending to work for the 

poor who form ninety five percent of the population, they would give impossible promises. To 

sustain the people’s confidence, they would turn to new issues, leaving old ones, showing 

unreal expectations. In the end they had only deceived the nation for personal gain. 

Apart from above type, there were others who knew politics and loved independence; they 

knew how much sacrifice they have to make and they were prepared for it. A way to test 

whether a politician was truthful is to look to look at how poorer he got. Those who remain 

well off after they got involved in politics were not real politicians, but rather they were selfish 

men who exploited from politics. Otherwise they had not been really doing politics. 

Looking at the present political situation, we see that it has much degraded from what it was 

fifteen years ago. Actually there is really almost no political movement at present. What 

remains is party rivalry and business for self interest. The reasons for the absence of political 

and the loss of sight of independence may be listed as follows. 

1. Lack of appreciation of independence leading to absence of real desire for it. 

2. Poor growth of nationalism. 

3. Insufficient love of the country. 

4. Dishonesty of political leaders. 

5. Presence of followers who, with hope of personal gains, support leaders, whom they 

know as dishonest. 

6. Unwillingness for sacrifice. 

7. Ignorance of one’s responsibilities. 

8. The Burmese people’s inability to carry out cooperative effort. 

9. There were few able leaders. 
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10. Followers had unchecked allegiance in their leaders. 

11. Followers lacked power to reason and to distinguish what was good and bad, and they 

had personal loyalty for their leaders. 

12. People have the spirit of forgiveness for a leader who had once did a selfless job, but 

then became a menace for the party. 

13. People's attachment and loyalty for a party regardless of it being right or wrong. 

14. People lack forbearance. 

15. People used to mix personal domestic affairs with national politics. 

16. People accepting the Sangha's advice without reasoning whether they were right or 

wrong. 

17. They have bee unable to overcome the government's various tactics to disrupt their 

plans. 

18. People have poor knowledge of foreign countries and were unable to learn from their 

experience. 

19. People used to make unfounded accusations against English educated men with whom 

they disagree. 

20. People appreciate titles given by Western capitalist and became instant leaders. 

I have written this book with intention to correct these weaknesses and to achieve 

independence. 

In preparing this book I have got the assistance of Deedoke U Ba Cho and wife Daw Hla May, 

U Ohn Khin of Hiking Association, U Tun Pe, U Thein Zan, Kyi Pwar Yay Magazine U Hla, 

U Ngwe Zin, U Ba Pe, U Wimala Bodhi, Sayadaw U Kaytu, U Zawana, Chief Abbot of 

Thardu Monastery, Ko Nu, and Bilat (England) U Kyaw. I thank them all very much. 

 

Maung Ba Khine 

12 the Waxing day of Nattaw, 1299 (Myanmar Era) 

(December, 1937) 
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Chapter 1 

HISTORY OF BURMA 

Burmans are an eastern race with a glorious history: they had commanded fear and respect 

among eastern countries; long before the age of steam ships they had been to Sri Lanka in big 

wooden boats and waged war there; they had marched on foot and conquered Indian lands as 

far as Brahmaputra River; they had captured Ayudhoya (Thailand) using bamboo sticks; they 

had defeated the invasion of China in the north, a much more populous country. These are 

historical facts. However a boxing champion ceases his training when he became unchallenged 

and that leads to his utter defeat when a contender comes up. Burma has had the same 

experience. Valiant Burmans had been subjugated by the British who were far superior.  

Since 1600 Englishmen had ventured overseas for trade and exploration. Under favorable 

conditions they looted and colonized lands. And the English Kings and government 

encouraged these acts. Men like Drake and Raleigh, of the English navy, were famous for their 

exploits. They explored and gathered riches, Englishmen had come to Burma three hundred 

years ago for trade. Gradually they became stronger; and in 1826(?), 1188 Myanmar Era, 

England waged war against the Burmese kingdom. The war ended with the treaty of Yandabo, 

by which the English annexed Tennessarim (Tanintharyee) and Arakan (Yakhine). Again in 

1852, during the reign of King Bagan Min, motivated by greed, the English fought the 

Burmese. With unmatched weapons, the Burmans put up brave resistance, killing many 

English and Indian troops. But it was an uneven fight and Burmans were driven back. Lower 

Burma fell to the English. The English generals who had used a large number of Indian 

soldiers admitted that their victory in Burma had not been easy. In capturing Indian territories 

their job had been much easier, they said. One can judge the quality of the Burmese who 

fought guns with knives and daggers from North and South Americas, and from Asia.  Some of 

them pirated on the high seas and became rich. In those days, the Spanish, Portuguese and 

Dutch were competitors in enriching their countries by ventures abroad. 

In the beginning there were only four powers, French, English, Portuguese and Dutch, who 

went overseas in search of riches. But they quarreled, and only France and England remained. 

The two powers provoked clashes between Indian princes and took sides. Princes who got 

French support lost and the English annexed one Indian Territory after another. They got 

victory because the Indians were not trained for war, and Indian weapons were inferior. It was 
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an age when better guns prevailed. The whole of India ended under British rule. 

In this way, the British who had come to Burma 300 years ago for trade gradually gathered 

strength. In 1826, 1188 Burmese Era, as a result of colonialism which had grown in England, 

the British fought the Burmese. The war ended with the treaty of Yandabo, by which the 

British annexed the Burmese lands of Tennessarim (Tanintharyee) and Arakan (Yakhine). 

Again in 1852, during the reign of King Bagan Min, the Second Anglo-Burmese War broke 

out. The Burmese, armed with weapons of inferior quality and much less quantity, fought 

bravely. With the fight unequal, they had to retreat, and the British captured Lower Burma. 

The British had employed Indian forces in Burma, but they admitted that their victory in 

Burma was much harder to achieve than in India. It shows the quality of the Burmese who 

fought guns with swords. 

Then in 1884 (1247 Burmese Era), following a dispute with the Bombay Burma Timber 

Company, war broke out between the British and Burmese, for the third time. In this conflict, 

they almost didn't use guns. They conspired with U Kaung (Kin Wun Min Gyi) and other 

ministers and captured King Theebaw like a bird. The British exiled Theebaw to Ratnagiri in 

India. This time the annexation of Burma was final and complete. 

The British government as well as British historians maintain that the war was due to the 

unfairness of the Burmese government. They said the judgment in the case was one sided, and 

the company's appeal to King Theebaw didn't bring justice; instead, the Burmese government 

confiscated the company's timber while its appeal was pending. This explanation is incorrect; it 

hides the truth. Even political leaders in England admitted that the capture of Burma was an 

unfair job. Lord Randolph Churchill, Sir Winston Churchill's father, a prominent leader in 

parliament, had written about Burma. He said that Burma had to be captured, against the will 

of parliament, because of the threat of French domination over it. Lord Peel, a member of 

parliament, also wrote a book titled “Friends of Burma”. In this book he wrote that the 

colonization of Upper Burma was unjustified and that parliament disagreed with it. However, 

he added that annexation happened because the Burmese were negotiating with the French to 

form an alliance. 

This shows that the Burmans have been unfairly subjugated. But it is the way colonialists do 

things. 

Before the third war, Burma had been a buffer state between China, a great power and British 
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India. Traditionally, a small buffer state used to be kept independent. But they had to annex 

Burma, they said, because the Burmese government had been attempting to cooperate with 

French to build a railway, and to give them license in the ruby mines. They feared that Burma 

would become a French colony, bringing it in contact with British Lower Burma. Cochin-

China, to the east of Thailand was already a French possession. The two powers agreed to keep 

Thailand neutral and unharmed 

The Burmans having become a subject race unknowingly felt bitter; they took up arms to resist 

British rule. The British had to use, in addition to the army, a 20.000 strong military-police 

force. It took them five years and a huge amount of money spent to suppress the revolt. The 

population of the country suffered like 'the grass under two fighting buffaloes'. And the 

number of resistance fighters with only their swords slowly dwindled as they had to yield or 

relax in the face of uneven strength. Some gave their lives in fighting; some fled to remote 

frontier regions; some simply gave up the fight and reverted to normal professions. Even 

though threats to peace had been wipe out Burma was not ruled like other countries, but as a 

special administrative region known as 'Scheduled Area'. This plan gave the officers unlimited 

powers, which they used to the full. The natives saw for themselves the ruthless repression, the 

memory of which left them scared all the time. 

The people felt threatened, and were scared; they began to adopt the attitude of slaves. They 

realized their helpless status. They blamed their bad kamma for their woes. When the 

government changed, the people did not like to give allegiance to the new ruler like their 

former Burmese King. They couldn't afford further revolt, but they did not like to live under 

foreign rule. The displeasure seemed to be there all the time because new revolts occurred 

frequently. And whenever a new contender for the throne came up, there used to be an 

appreciable number of followers who rallied to his cause. This is seen in the revolts of Min 

Laung Maung (King-to-be) Maung Thant, Bandaka, the ascetic, Saya San etc. 

But the government was efficient; once a new rebellion started they could crush it before it 

could grow. Because of modern technology, such as telegraph and wireless, it was easy for the 

British to handle revolts. When reports reached the top officers, troops equipped with machine 

guns were sent quickly by boat or railway, and they can block the movement of rebels. There 

was no chance for the rebels to succeed. 

In spite of some public support for rebellions they did not achieve any aim because their 
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leaders were autocratic; they wanted to revive the monarchy. Those who disliked it stayed 

away from them. This shows that like other people the Burmese people appreciate freedom but 

not autocracy or brutal government. 

Looking at Burmese history, we notice that there never had been a national success due to 

collective effort. We find that we used to reach the peak due the leadership of an individual. 

This is obvious from the great empires built under Anawratha, Tabin Shweti, Bayint Naung, 

Mingyi Yan Naung, Alaung Paya, Sinbyu Shin,  Bandoola etc. who were either kings or 

generals. The conquest of Alaung Paya over Ayodhaya and Sinbyu Shin's defeat of the Chinese 

using only bamboo rods are examples of success due to good individual leadership. But when 

their successors were incapable the nation declined. Bagan kingdom built by Anawratha 

became disunited under 'Tayoke Pyaye Min' (the king who ran away when Chinese came); 

Taungoo kingdom founded by Bayint Naung soon decayed under King Anauk Phet Lun (the 

king who died on the west bank) and his successors. These are clear examples. 

Likewise, the level of politics in Burma depends solely on the leaders of political parties. 

Wrong leadership took the country on the wrong path and left it in poor condition. The present 

status testifies this fact. 

Chapter 2 

GROWTH OF DESIRE FOR INDEPENDENCE 

Because of the unrest that followed the annexation power became concentrated in the hands of 

civil administrative officers. But the foreign civil officers were either former soldiers or 

employees of the East India Company. The native officers wanted to use all powers at their 

discretion; they did not pay attention to the need to follow the old traditions such as ten 

commandments of kings, six attributes of leaders, four principles of social conduct 

(Brahmavihar) etc. The people felt oppressed to the extent that they did not like to hear the 

word 'government'. 

The government knew well that, although the people were kept in awe and fear, they would 

one day rise up for liberty. People used to rise against even native governments; how could a 

foreign government feel assured that revolts would not occur. America and Ireland had fought 

the British for liberty. Italy had gained liberty under Mazzini and Garibaldi; Austria had gained 

independence from Hungary. These are lessons for those who slightly enlightened. But in 
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Burma there are people who believed a "Buddha Raja' would come soon and save the country; 

others believed in predictions from 'thaik sar' (document from treasure mine) which says, "Inn 

hintha sin lein myee; hintha muksoe lay hnint khwin leint myee; muksoe htee yoe yeik leint 

myee; htee yoe moegyo pyit leint myee"  (meaning Hintha bird will land in the reservoir; the 

hunter will kill the bird with bow and arrow; the umbrella rod will strike the hunter; then 

thunder will hit the umbrella rod.)  (Translator's note: This is known as tabaung, a saying 

which predicts events to come.) Such beliefs gave the Burmans hope. Then there also were the 

examples of revolutions which arose due to oppressive governments: the revolutions in France, 

Portugal, Spain, Russia, and in addition the Indian mutiny of 1857. The British government 

knew all these. Thus, in order to prolong its rule over Burma, the British began to relax its rigid 

rule. 

The Governors' Advisory Council which had few members initially was enlarged with more 

members. After the Indian mutiny, Her Majesty's government took over the Government of 

India from the East India Company. The Governor's Council, with twelve members, now 

consisted of six native members who were non-officers. At the same time in the provinces,  

governors had Advisory Councils. In England, the Liberal Party came to power; it sent Lord 

Ripon as Governor-General to India. In 1884 Lord Ripon introduced a law known as the Ilbert 

Bill. Previously, only European judges could try criminal cases in which Europeans were the 

accused. The Ilbert Bill aims to remove color discrimination and allow Indian judges to try 

European criminals. The Bill caused a row among the Europeans; it was soon revoked. This 

obvious bias provoked people's hatred for the Europeans. We can still see such attitude of 

Europeans in Burma today. 

During Lord Ripon's time the government formed town municipal committees with local 

members. It also organized local councils. But in Burma such changes came late. Municipals 

which started from 1874 had been run by government officers; they were expanded in 1898. In 

1921, local government was given to District Councils. 

These changes in India and Burma came about because Lord Ripon was a member of the 

ruling Liberal Party. In England also the government had made liberal changes. New laws, 

included anti-slavery law and the law prohibiting inhuman treatment of men. Thus the 1900's 

mark the years of change and progress. 

Although the government brought changes gradually, the Indians thought they were too slow. 
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Their grievance led to the formation of Indian Congress in 1885. It first it had some European 

members; their ideas was to influence Indian mind so that respect for the British grew. But in 

1903 the Japanese, an eastern power, defeated Russia, a European power. This encouraged all 

Easterners. Then World War came; the government enlisted natives in the army to fight its 

equal, the Germans. After fighting the Germans, who were better armed perhaps than British, 

the natives became bolder. They told their stories to their folk. Their impression and respect for 

the British gradually faded. 

In 1869, with the opening of the Suez canal, the voyage from Europe to India became much 

shorter. More people went to Europe to study or visit. While in Europe they lived among the 

White men as equals. When they came back they no longer feared the White men. They had 

seen Englishmen working as laborers. They now knew that only in their subject countries 

could Englishmen act like masters. Those who came back from the west stopped giving them 

respect as masters. This attitude spread to the masses and their fear of White men went away. 

Moreover, during the World War many Europeans in India were drafted for war and sent to 

Europe; inferior men, with poor intellect were given government posts, and at the same time 

some positions were given to higher caliber, far better than Europeans.  This also let the 

natives know that Europeans really are not superior, and indeed they began to have poor 

impression for them. At the same time Woodrow Wilson, US president, announced his 

fourteen point declaration which included the right of nations for self determination. The 

colonial peoples eagerly welcomed Wilson's declaration, and it gave them hope and raised 

their hearts. After the war, the Indians, having worked hard, had developed India's economy; 

they found India also could produce goods like Europe. They became convinced that more 

hard work would allow them to compete with England.  

India government which had carried out Lord Macaulay's plan gave English education to the 

natives. Indians had read 'Men are born free'; their lessons included human rights and history 

and universal knowledge. The Indians began to realize that the struggle for independence was 

every man's duty. Then they saw the Russian revolution, the assassination of Czar, the 

proletarian government which brought rapid progress in Russia. Indians at the bottom liked the 

Russian system. 

When political parties were organized in neighboring India for independence struggle, the 

Burmese did likewise. 
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The British had suffered badly during the war. Their colonial subjects no longer had respect 

and admiration for them. 

Chapter 3 

THE BEGINNING OF THE WUNTHANU MOVEMENT 

Mr. A. O. Hume, I.C.S., a retired officer formed the India Congress in 1885. Its aim was to 

gradually improve the form of government and ultimately to make India a self-governing 

dominion within the British Empire. Other objectives were to improve morals, to encourage 

cooperation, and promote industrialization. YMBA, the Young Men's Buddhist Association, 

the first political entity in Burma which opened people's eyes, also had identical objectives as 

the Indian Congress. But in 1907 a split occurred in Indian Congress between moderate and 

radical factions. The radicals didn't like the adopted aims; they aimed for full independence. 

Similar splits also occurred in Burma: the split between Tu-Thar-Thin and young men and the 

split of diarchy and anti-diarchy factions. In 1916 the Congress factions reconciled, but 

diverged again in 1918. They differed in their response to the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, a 

system of government proposed by Montagu, Secretary of State for India, and Chelmsford, the 

Governor-General of India. The radicals, who stood for full independence, rejected the 

reforms; the moderates accepted it. The moderates formed the new party, National Liberal 

Federation. The extremists changed Congress's constitution by removing articles containing 

'British connection'; they meant to break any connections with the British and claimed for total 

independence. 

The Burmese people, feeling the need for social organizations, formed the Buddha Sasana 

Noggaha Athin (Society to Support the Buddhist Order) in Mandalay in 1897, 1259 Burmese 

Era. This was followed by the opening of Buddha Sasana Noggaha (BTN) High School, also in 

Mandalay. But, because of its religious nature, its membership was limited. Then in 1902, 

people formed the Asoka Society in Bassein (Pathein) under the patronage of Buddhist monk 

Bhikkhu Asoka. It also aimed to work for social and religious development. In 1906, imitating 

the western organization, YMCA, the Burmese formed YMBA, Young Men's Buddhist 

Association. The founders of YMBA were students of Rangoon College whose prominent 

leaders were U Ba Pe, U Maung Gyi, U Sein Hla Aung, Dr Ba Yin, U Hla Pe and others. But 

the membership was less than twenty. Thus in the first two years the students held meetings in 

their homes as convenient. The association has only its secretary and executive committee, but 
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no constitution yet. In 1908, the association's meeting was held at the Queen Victoria Buddhist 

High School in Kyone Gyi Road. U Ba, who had so far been secretary, was elected chairman. 

In his speech, U Ba spoke about the benefits to be gained from the organization. The 

participants agreed with him and the meeting elected president, vice-president, secretary and 

executive members of the association. In 1910, the general meeting of YMBA resolved to 

organize branches in the districts, and to enlarge its activities. The meeting also elected U Po 

Byawt as president. Soon after that meeting the news paper 'Thuria' (The Sun) began 

publication. It became the main promoter of the YMBA. U Ba Pe and U Hla Pe were the editor 

and manager of Thuria. YMBA also published its own monthly magazine, Burman Buddhist, 

to promote its ideals and work. 

Following that U Mone, a retired Inspector of Schools, and U May Aung toured the districts 

and gave talks to urging the formation of YMBAs. This led to many YMBAs. In 1911 (1273 

Burmese Era) the general conference of All Burma YMBAs was held in Rangoon. It elected U 

Po Byawt chairman. After deliberating on the constitution, the conference resolved to form the 

General Council of YMBAs, on a trial basis. Members were enthusiastic and the Council 

thrived. The annual meeting of 11914 became a national meeting with representatives coming 

from all parts of the country. The next meeting, held in Mandalay appointed Mr. Pearle, an 

advocate, as president. It was followed by 1916 meeting at Henzada when U May Aung 

became president. In following years also meetings were held, at Pyinmana in 1917, with U Po 

Byawt in the chair; at Moulmein in 1918, with the election of U Pe, Sub-Divisional Officer as 

president. In 1919, the meeting in Bassein (Pathein) appointed U Chit Hlaing president. Then 

U Ba Pe became president, chosen by the 11919 meeting held in Prome (Pyay). 

The conference at Pyay was important because the Council resolved to change its name as 

'General Council of Burmese Associations' (GCBA). Thus U Chit Hlaing became the first 

president, with U Ba Si and U Sein Hla Aung, deputy-presidents, and U Ba Hlaing, treasurer 

respectively. The Council became a united political force. 

 

A remarkable fact up to the early years of GCBA was that the annual meetings opened with 

prayers for health and glory of King George and Queen Mary. Also the meetings ended with 

the British national song 'God Save the King', in Burmese; but there were some in the audience 

who sang in chorus 'Buddha Save the King'. There were also people who read poetic messages 
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of congratulation for the King George. 

We reproduce here some of the resolutions passed by these meetings. 

Meeting of October 26, Resolutions 2 and 3: 

“The gentlemen present, being pious people, prayed, in Burmese, for the health and glory 

of King George and Queen Mary.  

Following the proposal by the delegation of Sagaing, the participants sang the Burmese 

equivalent of the song in praise of the British monarch.” 

The declaration which opened the fourth meeting at Henzada reads as follows: 

"In recognition, and appreciation of the power and glory of the King, the owner of the all 

powerful Sakkya weapon, the conqueror of all enemies on land, sea, and in air, the 

proprietor of all mines of gold, silver, and rubies and sapphire, the one who always has his 

will fulfilled, His Majesty King George V, together with his trusted agents, the British 

Government consisting of wise ministers, we, the faithful subjects, express our love and 

affection ----". 

At the same meeting U May Aung, as Chairman moved that "The representatives gathered for 

the conference confirm their unshakable allegiance, and their love, for the most glorious and 

majestic Emperor, together his agents in charge of the British Empire." U Shwe Zan Aung 

supported the motion. 

Another resolution  

"Puts on record the expression of profound thanks to the Lieutenant Governor, and the 

Government, for permission to send 100 Burmese soldiers to march to the battle field." 

The resolution, moved by U May Aung, and seconded by U Mya U, (Advocate and consort 

of the third daughter of King Theebaw), was unanimously adopted. 

 

Resolution 1 from the 1917 conference at Pyinmana is recorded as follows. 

"As Mr. Montagu, the Secretary of State for India will be visiting India in the near future, 

the meeting agreed to adopt the proposal made by U Mya U, Advocate of Henzada, and 

supported by U Kyaw Yan, President of Buddha Sasana Noggaha Athin, Mandalay; the 

meeting resolves to send a GCBA representative to welcome Mr. Montagu and hold 
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discussions with him." 

At the sixth conference at Moulmein, three Brahmins prayed for the health and longevity of 

His Majesty King George V and Queen Mary. 

At that meeting, President U Pe, in his speech, said: 

"The delegates from various townships and town GCBAs who gather here are loyal 

subjects of his Majesty King George. They are educated in English  and they admire the 

Western traditions. As they are gentlemen who understand the benefits of British rule, they 

have pleasure from relations with British officers. We have enjoyed peaceful lives since 

we came under British rule, and we thank the government for that. We pray that the British 

rule lasts long, because only under the British government we Burmans can progress and 

prosper and able to compete as equal with other significant countries. 

We enjoy peaceful lives under this good government. As we know this, is there any one 

who does not have confidence in the government?" 

These are some of the resolutions passed by GCBA conferences. From today's point of view 

they may appear to be unusual. But there were also many resolutions which concerned 

important issues at the time. They also contain advanced suggestions for the government. 

Much had been done in education in those days. The fifth conference at Pyinmana passed 

resolution 21, dated October 4, 1917, as: 

"According to suggestion 9 made by the 'Imperial Idea Meeting' only British citizens will 

be appointed principals, or head-masters of government supported Anglo-Burmese High 

Schools. This conference objects this rule and decides to appeal to the government to 

cancel it.” 

The sixth conference held in Moulmein on October 22 contained the following. In resolution 6,  

"the GCBA should request the government to make primary education compulsory for all 

children aged 6 to 12, and to provide it free of charge." In addition resolution 7 says 

"There should be no discrimination between Burman and European in matters of 

education. The conference resolves to request the government to have on one education 

law; in case the matter is not resolved, arrangements should be made for further perusal 

with the Government of India." 
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The same meeting, in its resolution 8, disagrees with, and regrets about  

"the government's order to abolish matriculation examinations conducted by University of 

Calcutta. As this national conference is unhappy with this decision, it expresses its desire 

to continue the examinations as long as colleges in Burma remain attached to Calcutta 

University. The meeting decides to make a second appeal to the government; and should it 

fail, the issue should be taken to the Government of India." 

The minutes of the same conference contains, in resolution 11, the need to "request the 

government to select more Burmans for state scholarships."  And resolution 18 "expresses the 

need to establish a Burman-Buddhist College in Rangoon with donations from Burmans." 

After that the seventh conference held in Bassein on October 11, 1919, passed resolution 13, 

which "objects the government's action deleting some Burmese alphabets. A letter of objection 

should be forwarded to the government." And resolution 14 says,  

"As monks in monasteries have to teach arithmetic, the conference would like to have 

examinations in arithmetic at seventh standard level, and those who pass to be 

acknowledged and rewarded. The conference decides to take this matter to the 

government." 

 These are some of the deliberations and actions concerning education. 

There were also many motions and decisions for political matters.  For example the fifth 

conference resolves to "appeal to the government to allow students to put on Burmese foot-

wear in schools." In those days, school rules didn't allow students with Burmese foot-wear in 

class rooms; they have to take them off and leave outside. But shoes were allowed. Also the 

conference expresses the people's lack of confidence in U Ba Tu, U Po Thar and U Nyunt, 

members of the Legislative Council, and resolves to write to the government asking for their 

dismissal. This is a non-confidence motion currently used by politicians. It is not a new 

invention, but a kind of motion already twenty-year old. Then there were demands which 

called for change. Government offices were used to using humiliating terms, such as Maung 

Ming, Nga, Mi, nar khan ya myee, when they summon people. They agreed to ask the 

government to stop using these impolite terms. These are revolutionary because they tend to 

improve the status of the people. Other suggestions include the need to change the 'village act' 

and in consultation with the people. Another proposal suggested that only Burmans should be 

elected village head-man. Such ideas which were proposed twenty years ago are now 
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beginning to materialize. 

With regard to social relations, one resolution calls attention to "the expansive nature of social 

functions like weddings, funerals, shin pyu pwe (ceremony for introducing into novice-

monkhood); it sees "The increasing use of decorations and the fashion of valuable jewellery 

are not commendable", and calls on "The YMBAs to strive to eliminate such traditions for the 

people's benefit." Another decision deals with the case for moral improvement. It calls on "the 

GCBAs to oppose drunkenness and to wipe out the bad habit."  Also "hiring of pwes (stage 

shows) at religious ceremonies like lighting and 'processions for food collection' " were seen as 

inappropriate. There was also the demand for "the right of Burmans to write wills", and 

"expression of disagreement with the government excise department's opening of 'marijuana 

shops'." 

 The conference also stated "its opposition to the marriage of Burmese women with 

foreigners"; and called on "the GCBAs to enlighten the people in this respect." "The spread of 

such practices would lead to the decline of the Burman race. The issue should be tackled by 

education and papers should be written to oppose the trend." One resolution suggests that 

"Burmese stage shows should begin at 8 pm and finish by 12 pm." Another resolution deals 

with the issue of racial discrimination. "The sign boards 'Reserved for Europeans' should be 

removed from third class railway coaches. It is a sign of racial discrimination. A letter should 

be written to the railway company to remove the sign boards." In addition, "the railways 

should resume the practice of keeping coaches reserved for Buddhist monks. A letter should be 

written to the railways to request it." "Burmese Buddhist women who marry foreigners should 

be married according to Buddhist civil and criminal laws. Appeal should be made to the 

government to enact laws to enforce it." There is also a suggestion "to renew opium licenses." 

In economic matters there is the call "to promote native arts and crafts", and "monk preachers 

should teach people the value of austerity during their dhamma talks." "The government is 

requested to promote and assist salt production." "In villages money lenders are charging high 

interests. They should be stopped." "The government is requested to stop giving land grants 

and holding rights to foreign investors." "It is resolved to put up appeal to the government not 

to freeze paddy prizes in 1919-20. The profits from paddy business should be spent in Burma." 

These are advanced economic proposals. Judging from them we have to admit that those 

leaders were really far-sighted. 
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There is something to write about their work in religion. In those days foreigners used to enter 

pagodas and religious compounds wearing shoes, which was rude behavior, seen to be 

insulting the Buddhists. A motion was moved and passed, at the fifth conference at Pyinmana, 

calling to stop intruding into religious buildings and compounds with shoes on. "Any one who 

enters pagodas, monasteries, and religious compounds seriously upsets the Buddhists. The 

conference agrees to ask Buddhist associations or elders of towns and villages to put up sign 

boards declaring 'shoes not allowed within the precincts." 

The 1918 conference in Moulmein agreed "to teach Mangala sutta in all schools. The 1919 

conference at Bassein adopted that "those entering Buddhist monkhood should be given 

certificate of identity certified by the sponsor monk as a person belonging to the Sasana."  It 

also expresses the desire 'that the presiding monk in each monastery keeps a register of monks 

who belong to it." As we are now seeing that the Sasana is degrading, we should thank the past 

leaders for these preventive actions. The same conference demanded the removal of British 

troops stationed on the Shwedagon Pagoda platform, making it a fortress; it also called on the 

government to set a date, and openly declare it, to open the Western Arcade leading up to the 

Shwedagon platform." 

Although leading men in politics in those days were infected with slave-like ideas and were 

timid, their actions in areas of education, politics, economic, social affairs, religion etc. were 

nonetheless worthy of praise.  Recently reports say that a proposal to give revolver gun license 

to all members of Legislative Assembly was discussed in parliament. A similar motion had 

been deliberated by the Bassein GCBA conference. According to it, those who have paid land 

revenues up to Rupee 500, tax payers who paid tax on income above Rupee 3000, and 

government employees with salary above Rupee 500 per month, should be given weapon 

license, like in India, after they have applied to the government. 

The annual GCBA meeting at Prome was the last one in the series. From that meeting emerged 

GCBA Wuntharnu (nation lovers). In September 1921 there were altogether over 2000 men 

and women associations of YMBA and YWBAs. The rapid increase in associations was due to 

the arrest and subsequent imprisonment of monk U Ottama. Had the government not been 

oppressive then, but was patient with politicians, it might not have led to such political 

awakening. Oppression results in revolution, as the saying goes. While U Ottama was in the 

dock, people were forming organizations in towns: Pyinmana, Thaton, Moulmein, Mandalay, 
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Nyaung Lay Pin, Let Pa Dan, Bassein, Henzada, Pegu, Shwegyin, Tharyawaddy, Oke Pho and 

others. This was the start of political awakening in Burma. 

Prominent leaders at the time were Sessions Judge U Hla Baw, Wundauk (Sub-divisional 

Officer) U Pe, Wundauk U Po Pyay, U Shwe Zan Aung, U Kyaw Yan, U Po Thar, U Ba Yu, U 

Thin, U Nyunt, U Po Pe and others. Among the young leaders were U Chit Hlaing, U Ba Pe, U 

May Aung, U Kin, U Hla Pe, U Maung Gyi, U Sein Hla Aung, U Sin Hla Aung, C.P. U Khin 

Maung, U Thein Maung, Dr Thein Maung, U Thin Maung, U Paw Tun, J.A. Maung Gyi, U Pu, 

Dr Ba Yin, U Mya U and others. The head quarters of GCBA were in Lewis Street, Rangoon. 

The association's aims are: promotion of austerity and economic development, promotion of 

the habit of saving and economic cooperatives, improving social relations, promotion of native 

arts and crafts, campaign against alcoholic drinks and drugs and fight against other bad habits, 

opposing the use of diamonds, gold and jewellery, and promotion of religion. In those days 

there were no political activities. When political matters arose, people were not allowed to take 

up the issue; they were merely put aside. However, when ambitious young leaders gradually 

introduced politics into the GCBA's programs, the elder leaders opposed them. As the old 

men's opposition did not get anywhere, split occurred between young and old. In the days 

following the founding of the GCBA, government employees were accepted as members. 

When it gradually got involved in politics, the government forced the officers to resign and 

keep away from GCBA. Since then the old guard became dormant, while the new generation 

became more and more active. Political interest had started to grow. 

THE SPLIT BETWEEN OLD MEN AND YOUTH 

The Thuria started publication in 1911, producing three issues per week. U Ba Pe was its 

editor and U Hla Pe, the manager and publisher. At that time, the campaign against the 

foreigners' wearing shoes on Shwedagon pagoda platform was going on. U Ba Pe and U Hla Pe 

used the Thuria and took part in the fight. They published cartoons to illustrate the issue. One 

cartoon shows pagoda trustees carrying a European and his wife on their shoulders, and the 

lady saying thanks to them for helping her to get to the pagoda platform without taking off her 

shoes. The cartoon caused a row. 

The cartoon was a result of the grievance against the pagoda trustees who continued allowing 

Europeans to get on the platform with shoes on, as well as against the offending behavior of 

the Europeans. The pagoda trustees were angry; the Europeans furious. Mr. Shuttleworth, 
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police Commissioner of Rangoon summoned U Ba Pen ad U Hla Pe to his office and gave 

them a lecture; he told them to avoid printing such provocative material. But the young men 

retorted him. It was a display of real courage for them. 

The youth faction, unhappy with the police commissioner's action, called a mass meeting to 

discuss the shoe question. U Po Thar, U Ba Tu, U Thin and other older men objected the 

meeting, but the young men didn't listen. The two groups became clearly divided. U Khin, U 

May Aung, and J.A.Maung Gyi joined the elders. U Thein Maung, U Maung Gyi, U Ba Dun, 

U Paw Tun, Dr Thein Maung, U Ba Pe and other young men went ahead with the planned 

meeting. The meeting met with U Thein Maung in the chair. Calling the young men Taung sar 

ka lay myar (potential young prisoners), the elders began to shun them. And the police started 

following them. Now, the young men then have become older, and the present young 

generation is dissatisfied with their leadership. They are now accused as 'soft fellows' who are 

opportunist. It seems they are getting what they had given. I can now foresee that the young 

men at present going to similarly criticized when they grow up. 

Remark 

U May Aung was first asked to act as chairman of the meeting on the shoe question, but he not 

only refused, but he left the youth faction altogether. The young men found it a hard job 

finding a suitable man daring enough to act as chairman; then U Thein Maung came forth and 

the meeting proceeded. He was a successful advocate who could expect to be appointed a High 

Court Judge. So far he hasn't got the job, and we hear that his act as chairman of the shoe 

question meeting was a black mark for him. But looking at U Thein Maung's political activities 

these days it is inconceivable that he had taken the chair at the shoe question meeting. 

Before the breach occurred between the young and old factions, the British parliament decided 

on August 20, 1917 to give India improved form of government. Mr. Montagu, Secretary of 

State for India, came to explore the possibilities. The Burmans sent a delegation to India to 

demand the form of government not inferior to India's. In the Burmese delegation were U Ba 

Pe, U May Aung and lawyer U Su, representing the GCBA; Dr San C. Po and Sydney Lu Nee 

for the Karens; U Po Thar, U Thin, U Ba Tu and  U San Win, an advocate representing 

cooperative societies; and advocate U San Win from Upper Burma. The delegation went to 

Calcutta. After they were examined, they asked Burma to be separated from India. They 

returned home with the commissioners' promise to give their presentations sympathetic 
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consideration. 

But the Burmans' demands came to nought. When the Montagu-Chelmsford scheme came out 

as Government of India Act of 1919, Burma was left out of the scheme. The commission's 

report explains that Burma has been left out because it would be given a separate government. 

But the true reason was the rival scheme presented by Sir Reginald Craddock, the Governor of 

Burma. In his report he argued that the Burmans did not yet deserve a 'responsible form of 

government'; instead he had proposed the 'Craddock Scheme.' 

As a result of the Government of India Act 1919 not applied to Burma, a three man delegation 

of U Pu, Advocate, U Ba Pe and U Tun Shein was sent to London, to ask for 'Home Rule' from 

the British parliament. But they didn't get any promise in London. Soon after that U Tun Shein 

died. His death became an occasion for great national sorrow. It was an indication of how 

much Wun thar nu spirit had developed, and how much the people relied on their leaders.  

After the first unsuccessful attempt, a new delegation went to London in 1920. The delegation 

members were U Ba Pe, U Pu, U Thein Maung and others. This time Mr. Montagu, the 

Secretary of State for India, gave the promise that Government of India Act 1919 would be 

applied also to Burma. The delegation came back satisfied. 

As a result of that promise, Burma got 'Dyarchy Government'; and the first elections under this 

plan were held in 1922. 

Chapter 4 

GENERAL COUNCIL OF BURMESE ASSOCIATIONS (G.C.B.A.) 

By 1920 associations affiliated with GCBA had increased significantly. At the annual 

conference held at Prome, U Ba Hlaing (at present labour member of parliament) and U Tun 

proposed that instead of YMBA the organization should adopt the name GCBA, General 

Council of Burmese Associations. The proposal was unanimously adopted. From that moment 

to the split between Wun thar nu and 21-faction was a period of great patriotism and vigorous 

political activity. 

The 1917 conference at Moulmein elected U Chit Hlaing as President of GCBA; he continued 

in that post for some years. With him were U Ba Pe, Vice-president, U Thin Maung, secretary 

and U Tun Aung Kyaw, treasurer. The executive committee members were U Maung Maung 

Ohn Khine, U Ba Hlaing, U Ba Si, Tharawaddy U Pu, U Thein Maung, U Maung Gyi, U Tun 
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Wai, U Aye Maung and others who are now active politicians.  

Having been called to the bar in England, U Chit Hlaing had come back as a barrister. He had 

been appointed President not because of his education, nor for his barrister designation. In fact, 

it seemed, he had been chosen as a figure-head, with the hope that the GCBA could rely on his 

rich financial resources. His appointment did indeed gave the GCBA strong support in man 

power as well as finance. Since then U Chit Hlaing has not given up the post. 

U Chit Hlaing, son of a rich man, London trained barrister, now Wun thar nu President toured 

the nation and got introduced to the peasants. He got strong support from the public including 

the Buddhist monks. The trust he commanded was so great that it became impossible to 

remove him from the position of President of GCBA, 

GCBA Associations 

After transformation into a national organization, with the new name GCBA, people 

everywhere rallied to it. It was considered a great honor in those days to be a Wun thar nu 

member. People who wore home made clothes and put up long hair, knotted in old Burmese 

style were highly admired. Almost every home had hung up Wun thar nu sign board. The 

people did not heed government obstruction; they repulsed it with the strength of unity. That 

was a period of greatest Wun thar nu influence. 

In those days all shops displayed Wun thar nu trademark; and customers were also proud, 

perhaps haughty, to show their Wun thar nu identity cards. Those who carried Wun thar nu 

cards were treated with respect everywhere. It's the instantaneous effect of patriotism. At a 

time when the government was autocratic, wielding unlimited powers, people considered all 

officers, from the Deputy Commissioner down to the village head-man and sai ein gaung (head 

of ten households), as poison-less snakes. No one feared them. The people were determined 

not to tolerate unfairness and unlawful actions. The government officers became more 

restrained in their use of power. The tradition of giving the officers free services, and goods 

like eggs, meat, water etc. and even women by villagers when they visit their place subsided. 

Heike tone (long wooden block used to keep victims' legs immovable) which used to be a 

village head-man's weapon abruptly disappeared from his place. 

Forced labor stopped. The village head-man now became a commoner. How can it be possible 

for people not to be proud of their Wun thar nu membership. If patriotism pays so much even 
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under foreign, they wondered, it would pay even more when the nation becomes independent. 

People felt more encouraged. 

When a villager was unfairly treated, villagers came on his side; they severely criticized the 

officials, and objected the government action, saying it was against the norms of civilized 

government; and they would take the unfairness up for correction. That was unity at its best 

paying great dividends. Wun thar nu associations had big funds and they could afford to use it 

to take cases to higher offices. In addition, villagers and friends would assist one who had been 

unfairly treated. When a member went to jail for civil disobedience or sedition, others would 

look after his business. If he were a farmer, friends would do the farming; and they also took 

care of his family's welfare. Such was the enviable status of the Wun thar nu association before 

the 21-faction left it. 

The total number of Wun thar nu associations at the time was over 8000; with 20 to 500 

members in each association, the membership was in millions. Each association paid a 

contribution of Rupees 20 annually; out of that Rupee 2 went to the township association; the 

village tract association, and the sub-divisional association got Rupees 3 each for their funds. 

The remaining Rupees 12 was given to the GCBA center. The annual funds collected by 

GCBA exceeded Rupees one hundred thousand. Apart from the contribution from associations, 

there also was a fund known as the 'Home Rule Fund'; it was collected from individuals paying 

Rupees 2 each. In addition commercial banks were opened in many parts of the country; shares 

for them were sold at Rupee 50 each. They did domestic business as well as foreign, with 

Germany, Japan, France, England, India etc. The profits from them ranged to million rupees. U 

Tun Aung Kyaw who was treasurer kept the funds in his bank. U Chit Hlaing remained Wun 

thar nu President. 

Chapter 5 

THE BREACH BEGINS 

The ninth annual conference held at Mandalay in 1287 (Burmese Era) was a grand affair 

attended by more than 100 000 people. Prior to the meeting, the sub-committee, led by U Ba 

Pe, discussed proposals, among which were three important items. The first concerned U Chit 

Hlaing's continuous occupation of the President's post. Because of his long years in that 

position, other eligible persons had lost the chance also to serve as president. The need to give 
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others the chance to gain leadership experience was pointed out. They also cited the Indian 

Congress' tradition of electing a president every year. By electing an alternative president the 

GCBA would be able to convince the people that it has able persons, in addition to U Chit 

Hlaing. The second point had to do with too many regional representatives coming to Rangoon 

for monthly meetings. Some people used to come primarily for shopping or other business. It 

was wasting people's time and money. Among them were government agents who leaked the 

discussions even before the meetings had finished. There was a need to reduce the number of 

meeting participants, and also to check their identity. Thus it was proposed only to allow 

elected members to attend meetings in Rangoon. The third business was to purchase a building 

in Rangoon for use as head office of GCBA; until then it has no building its own. As for the 

money to buy the building, there was over Rupee 10 000 deposited by GCBA in Nyaunglebin 

bank, and over Rupee 60 000 in U Tun Aung Kyaw's bank. U Chit Hlaing, Tharawaddy U Pu 

and U Tun Aung Kyaw opposed the plans, although others on the sub-committee agreed. If the 

first issue passed through, U Chit Hlaing would have to give up his post. He saw that proposal 

as a device to cut down his influence; to make his resistance stronger, U Pu and U Tun Aung 

Kyaw supported his stand. They produced various news and gossip to break the confidence of 

monks and laymen in the members who sponsored the proposal. U Pu had the bad reputation as 

an expert in splitting organizations. People knew him as a black sheep. If the second proposal 

was adopted U Pu would lose his right to attend the conference as Tharawaddy district 

delegate. The third proposal was more serious. There was no money in the GCBA's account in 

Nyaunglebin bank; it had been taken out by U Chit Hlaing who gave the reason that the 

interest given by that bank was too small. He said he would deposit the money in Moulmein 

bank which gave better interest rate. In fact the money was no where, and could not be traced. 

If the proposal went through, U Chit Hlaing would have to pay his debt to the GCBA. On the 

other hand, if Rupee 60 000 was taken out, U Tun Aung Kyaw's bank would become defunct. 

He saw this plan as directed toward his destruction. The alliance of U Pu, U Chit Hlaing and U 

Tun Aung Kyaw considered the proposals to be U Ba Pe's plan to crush them. They launched 

an internal attack upon U Ba Pe. Soon people were saying that U Ba Pe had schemed to make 

himself president, and to remove U Pu and U Tun Aung Kyaw due to personal grudge. 

At the tenth conference in Thayet, the proposal to form 'Home Rule League' had to be scrapped 

because the Deputy Superintendent of Police (DSP) objected it on grounds of Article 144 of 

Indian Criminal Code. The DSP happened to be U Ba Pe's friend. U Pu began to say that the 
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Home Rule League plan had been sabotaged by U Ba Pe, using his friendship with DSP. Then 

people lost confidence in U Ba Pe because they believed U Pu. Faced with this mess, U Ba Pe 

returned to Rangoon before the conference finished. The meeting appointed U Chit Hlaing 

president, Paungde U Tun Hla and Tharawaddy U Pu, deputy presidents, and U Tun Aye, 

secretary and treasurer.  

Signs of GCBA's decay had appeared after Thayet conference. Leaders had lost trust in each 

other. They had become disunited. At that moment the British government introduced the 

Dyarchy Rule in Burma, under the 1919 Government of India Act. Elections would be held in 

Tazaungmon (November) that year. Having insisted on getting 'Home Rule', the GCBA now 

faced a tough choice. It now had to decide whether to accept 'Dyarchy Government'. 

The GCBA held a meeting Nayon 1285 (Burmese Era), June 1923, in Jubilee Hall, Rangoon to 

discuss the issue; U Ba Si chaired the meeting. U Chit Hlaing was unable to attend it. 

The meeting would decide whether to take part in the 'Local Government' and 'Legislative 

Assembly under Dyarchy'. U Ba Pe, U Thein Maung and U Pu, leading a fourteen member 

group produced a manifesto supporting the acceptance of Dyarchy. A strong reaction came 

from the extremists, the Wun thar nus who maintained their demand for 'Home Rule'. The pro-

Dyarchy men argued that they would get into the system first and then work from inside to get 

their demand. But the staunch Wun thar Nus branded them variously as traitors, moderates, 

Dy-ists. The plan to form the Dyarchy Council was defeated. 

21-FACTION 

Having got harsh criticism, 21 members produced a long declaration. They were 1. Bassein U 

Ba Sein 2.Rangoon U Maung Maung Ohn Khine 3. U Ba Pe 4. U Maung Gyee 5. U Ba Hlaing 

6. U Sein 7. U Maung Maung Gyi (Myanmar Ahlin) 8. U Thin Maung 9. U Pu 10. U Hla Pe 

11. U Kun 12. Dr Ba Yin 13. U Tun Wai 14 Pegu U San Lin 15. U Tun Hlaing 16. 

Nyaunglebin U Tun Maung 17. Mandalay U Ba U 18. Thaton U Ko Ko  19. Kamayut U Thaw 

20. Pyawbwe U Maung Gyi 21. Kyaukse U Sein Ba. They said in their declaration that they 

would get inside and fight for independence; if they failed they promised to boycott the 

government. But it was rejected by the representatives from the regions and the Sangha. The 

21-men were accused as opportunists who were unwilling to venture and sacrifice; they were 

even branded the nation's rebels. 
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Although the 21 had promised to work inside, actually there was no provision in the law for 

them to do anything for the country. Instead of fulfilling their promise, they took up ministers' 

posts and worked for their personal gains. Such were the causes for the split between Wun thar 

nu and 21-group. 

When they went apart, the GCBA funds, which remained in U Tun Aung Kyaw's hands, were 

grabbed by the Wun thar nu faction. The 21-group took hold of the council's documents and 

books. 

Wun thar nus then were against the Dyarchy system; they had no idea how one could exploit 

from it. They were selfless men, dedicated to self government, and they had no idea of self 

enrichment. Only after the 21-men had accepted the Dyarchy, and 'eaten' from it did they 

realize how they too could benefit. They now have 'exemplary' men to imitate. Some sought 

ways to gain something inside Wun thar nu, and there were others who changed side, and 

joined the Dyarchy faction. Irreparable dame had been done. It was wholly the work started by 

21-men, and they deserved blame. At first, no one liked the Dyarchy. It was obvious from the 

fact that only seven percent of the voters turned out in the elections, a clear sign of the people's 

lack of interest. This is also a gauge that indicated the popularity of the 21-ners. 

In the Legislature, there were about 25 members belonging to Progressive Party headed by Mr. 

O. de Glanville, some independents, and 21-ner Dyarchists. This group was then named the 

Nationalist Party. It chose U Pu as leader and U Ba Pe deputy leader. 

The first Legislative Council appointed U Maung Gyee Minister for Education; J.A. Maung 

Gyi from the Progressive Party got the post of Minister of Forests; O. de Glanville and U Ba 

Pe became speaker and deputy speaker respectively. Soon the post of a High Court Judge 

became vacant. J.A. Maung Gyi was appointed there. U Pu succeeded him as Minister of 

Forests. 

This was 'eating inside the Legislative Council'. After the second election, these men were not 

given any posts. They became the opposition. 

They failed to get ministerial posts because they had too few supporters. The governing group 

consisted of government nominated members, government officers and members from 

J.A.Maung Gyi's Shwe Taung Gyar (Golden Valley) Party, who formed the majority. The 21-

ners had faded into insignificance. U May Aung, the Home Minister, hated the 21-ners very 

much; and he went all out to destroy them. But they were not too weak compared to the 
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government's group, and it wasn't easy to bring about their immediate destruction. In the mean 

time U may Aung died. Sir J.A.Maung Gyi, his successor, also did much to hit the 21-ners, but 

he didn't get much success. In 1932, a new issue came up: separation from India versus 

continued affiliation. The 21-group, U Chit Hlaing's group and Dr Ba Maw's formed an 

alliance and shared the spoils from the Legislature. Sir J.A. Maung Gyi's party became 

gradually weaker, and finally extinct. In the second council, the 21-members, who did not get 

jobs, sat in the opposition. In one session of the council, they raised the question, "In which 

prison does the government keep U Ottama?" Sir J.A.Maung Gyi replied, "There are over ten 

or twenty thousand prisoners. How can the government know where an ordinary prisoner like 

U Ottama is?" This answer aroused anger among politically minded members; they walked out 

of the meeting in protest. Then Sir J.A. Maung Gyi mockingly said, "They have gone out not 

to protest me; they went out to see a warship in Rangoon port." The members who walked out 

organized a party named Pyi Thu Pyi Thar Party (People's Party). The members in it consisted 

of Tharawaddy U Pu's Home Rule clique of 4-5 members, who were from the 21- or 

Nationalist party, National Parliamentary Party of U Ni, U Ba Soe, U Khin Gyi and U Soe 

Nyunt; in addition, others like Mr. Trudjee, U Tun Win and U Mya U. From then on, the 21-

group took the name People's Party in the Council. 

When the election of 1936 drew near, the People's Party was renamed 'Ngar Pwint Saing Party' 

(Five Star party), and it took part in the election. The constituents of Ngar Pwint Saing were 

Pyi Thu Pyi Thar Ahpwe (People's party), U Maung Gyi's Free Burma Party, Central Wun thar 

nu GCBA under Ye U Sayadaw, U Ba Si's boycott GCBA faction, and Upper Burma 21- 

faction. They chose Teik Tin Wa, Prince of Makkaya, as president and contested in the 

election. 

Chapter 6 

In 1280, Sayadaw U Ottama came back after visiting Europe, America, and Japan; at home he 

found the YMBA deeply engaged in politics. With heart and soul he got himself involved too, 

and assisted the YMBA. Because of his activities, he was followed by government informers. 

Other monks shunned him. Another reason he didn't get along with other monks was his crude 

manners and harsh words which did not befit a monk's. As he was not accepted by 

monasteries, he lived in a house in Thamaing in Insein district. The newspaper Thuria gave big 

support to U Ottama, and in almost every issue commended his activities. People with modern 
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outlooks began to understand him, and they went to his political talks. He spent most of his 

time with U Ba Pe and U Hla Pe at the Thuria office. They were leading men in the country 

who supported U Ottama. Their efforts together with U Ottama's opened the country's eyes. 

The Thuriya deserves praise for its work for the national cause. 

Using strong words and candid speech he called on the people and the monks to wake up. He 

used the term kyun (slave). "The country is a kyun country; the people are kyuns; the religion 

professed by kyuns is a kyun religion. Monks, don't be idle and sleeping. Rise up. Only in 

liberty can our religion prosper." Using the media as well as political meetings he urged the 

monks to organize "Sangha Samaggis"  (Monks' associations). The monks began to realize the 

poor status of Buddhist Sasana as well as the pathetic lot of their supporters. They knew the 

religion wouldn't prosper unless they had a good king to sponsor it. Their interest in politics 

grew. 

Assisted by young leaders, U Ba Pe, U Thein Maung, U Hla Pe, U Maung Gyee and others 

among them, U Ottama organized political meetings at the Shwedagon, Botataung pagoda and 

Botataung Hlwasintan. At first the audience was small, only 30 or 40 present. Slowly he 

became popular and drew larger crowds. He also went to the towns and villages and gave talks. 

Then he found himself in jailed; he was taken to court for sedition under section 124(a) of the 

Criminal Code, for his speech at Sukalat village, Dedaye township. He was taken first to 

Pyapon and then to Maubin, where he was tried and sentenced to imprisonment. 

U Ottama's case aroused the people, as well as monks, all over the country. The monks formed 

a Sangha Samaggi at Thayettaw monastery in Rangoon. Initiated by young monks, the Sangha 

Samaggi, didn't grow big at first. Then presiding abbots of Aletawya, Salin and Weluwun 

monasteries joined it. The support of these Sayadaws gave the Sangha Samaggi movement 

great impulse. More Samaggis were organized in Rangoon and Lower Burma. After thirty 

seven organizations had been formed, they convened a meeting of Sangha Samaggis. For the 

national Samaggi, the meeting elected Aletawya Sayadaw as President, and U Dhammadara of 

Kyaungtawya Shwegyin Taik as secretary. After the death of the secretary in about three 

months, the post was taken by Sayadaw U Waipulla. 

With the Sangha Samaggis came a crop of famous monk political speakers. Famous among 

them were U Wisuddha, U Wisara, and U Sandawbhasa, who were especially well known in 

Rangoon. U Wisuddha was famous for his humorous allegory of London myay-pe-yo' (London 
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peanut cake). "When home rule comes, Englishmen will have to go back to London and sell 

peanut cakes for a living. His prophesy and manner of deliverance cheered the audiences 

everywhere. 

Such active movement in Lower Burma shook the people of Upper Burma. They followed by 

organizing Sangha Samaggis. The Upper Burma Sangha Samaggis held a general meeting in 

Pyinmana under the patronage of Baymei Sayadaw. The Upper Burma organization also took 

part in politics. 

Burma's politics was most exciting in those days with both Sangha and laymen taking part. 

Never in the history of Burma had political fervor reached such height. The Sangha, who had 

no family to look after, were free and daring. They wielded great influence; they excited the 

masses brought politics to high pitch. Knowing the power the monks had over the people, the 

government became concerned, and scared. It wasn't easy to handle the situation; and to leave 

it alone would make it worse. 

Leading Sangha were honest and no personal ambitions. Although monks and laymen did not 

at first like their work, gradually the leading monks became popular. They got large offers of 

food and monk's requisites. Soon the country was filled with numerous dhamma katikas 

(speakers of dhamma). It was a time of greatest patriotism and most vigorous political activity, 

thanks to national unity. 

When the split occurred between the 21-group and Wunthanus some Sayadaws tried to mediate 

a reconcialiation. But as the 21-group had broken the rules the Wuntharnus did not want to join 

them. When reconciliation failed, six monks for, for personal reasons followed the 21-group. 

Important monks among them were Sayadaws of Aletawya, Pwinthla Theingone and 

Weiluwun. As the followers of 21-group got into the local councils, monasteries which 

supported them were given financial assistance from the councils. This had the effect of 

changing the traditional monasteries into modern schools. Financial assistance also attracted 

more monks to the 21-group. 

This led the 21-group as splitters of not only the layman society, but also the Buddhist Order. 

They deserved criticism. They had led laymen to be dishonest, and monks also began to be 

selfish. Vote buying thrived and corrupted the whole people. It was a sorry state of affairs. The 

country had been on the right track for independence; but when the 21-group deserted the 

Wuntharnu, the direction was lost. Now politics in Burma had come to its lowest. And the 21-
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group was to blame for this tragic consequence.  

Our discussion of monks in politics would be incomplete without U Wisara. As he was 

strongly dedicated to politics, he used to give speeches without restraint. Frequently he got into 

jail. Then he would object to wearing jail uniform instead of monk’s robes; he also refused jail 

food. For the last time, on the 13th Waxing moon day of Tangu, 1291 (Burmese Era), the 

Sessions Judge of Hantharwaddy District sentenced him to six years rigorous imprisonment. 

Denied his right to perform monk’s Ubosata service, and to wear monk’s robes, he went into a 

long hunger strike, which ended with his death after 166 days. He had been sent to the lunatic 

asylum also, and tortured in various ways. The way he suffered is remarkable and he is 

admired as a valiant patriot. Because of U Wisara, monks now enjoy the rights he fought for. 

And his ultimate sacrifice had put the Burmans in a bright spot in world history. He is now 

honored with a bronze statue. (A road is also named after him – translator’s remark.). His last 

words ‘Be well-behaved’ remain as popular usage for politicians. 

There are other monks, who went to jail for the sake of the country, although they had not 

risked as much as U Wisara. They were U Ottama, U Kay Tu of Kemendine Twante Kyaung, 

Mahlaing U Devinda, Thayetmyo U Vimalabuddhi, Allan U Laba (Allan is now Aunlan – 

translator), U Nageinda, U Sandimar, Tharawaddy U Nyeya, Mandalar U Kaylar, Sinbyukyun 

Sein Yaung Chi U Arsara, Koe Taung San* U Gautha (*Koe Taung San = resident of 9 jails), 

U Arlawka aka Arlawaka,  U Arsapha, U Kwapindadipadi, Shwe Myet Hman U Wizaya (Shwe 

Myet Hman = gold framed glasses), Hyopingauk U Wimalsara, Tharawaddy Maezalitan 

Siyanda U Edessa, Shin Aria, Koop Hman Kyaung Siyanda U Ariyavumsa, U Dhammavara 

etc.  A few of these monks later signed agreement not to give political speeches in future, in 

return for release from prison. But others did not give up their cause. 

Chapter 7 

THE SASANA 

There are two main sects of the Buddhist Sasana, namely Shwegyin and Thuudamar. In terms 

of monks, Shwegyin is much stronger than Thudamar (sic. Actually this statement is wrong. 

Thudamar is much stronger than Shwegyin – translator’s note.) Thudaamar is divided into two 

– one under Taung Khwin Thathanar Baing, the government appointed ‘Patriarch’; and under 

Payagyi Sayadaw, previously appointed by the former Burmese King. In Lower Burma, there 
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are three sects, Kan Gaing, Shwegyin Gaing and Dwarya Gaing. Kan Gaing is similar to 

Thudamar and Shwegyin is a branch of the Upper Burma Shwegyin. Dwarya is similar to 

Shwegyin. Although the monks belong to different sects, the vinaya rules they follow are the 

same.   

Among the monks who practiced the Buddha’s true teachings, Ledi Sayadaw stands out. He 

had written over one hundred books which explain to laymen the Buddha’s teachings. In 

addition, he also gave Dhamma lectures. By answering hard questions asked by Western 

scholars, he had propagated Buddhism in the West. Ledi Sayadaw had been offered the D.Litt. 

degree (by Rangoon University). After the death of Ledi Sayadaw, Mohnyin Sayadaw became 

famous as a Dhamma teacher. Apart from these great monks, there were also nationally well 

known Buddhist lecturers, who delivered ‘yat hle tayar’. (It is Buddha Dhamma talk which is 

delivered with ‘yat’, a big fan, dropped aside; the traditional is to have the monk’s face hidden 

behind the fan. - Translator). The new style of yat hle tayar was first used by young monks in 

Mandalay. It is appealing for the young people, because the monk used to add jokes and 

modern short stories, or occasionally sing, to make the Dhamma talk lively. They have become 

so popular that these days the traditional yat taung, fan up, style have become almost obsolete. 

There were also others who mingle Dhamma talk with political lecture, the most famous 

among them being Tharawaddy U Nyeya. But such monks are rather like mercenaries, because 

they demand ‘palin sin ngwe chay’ (pay I full as I get off the stage). As people think this 

system inappropriate for monks, their popularity is waning; there are some who even denounce 

them. 

A nationwide movement had taken place to denounce and boycott a monk named U 

Adissavumsa, (the action known as Pakasaniya kan), because he had written a book with the 

title Bikkhuni Sasanar Padesa Kyan (treatise on the status of female monks in the Buddhist 

Order). Monks and laymen considered this book undesirable, because it could lead to the 

destruction of Buddha’s teachings. This was the first time since Buddha’s time that the 

Pakasaaniya kan action had been taken against an individual. 

Ya Thegyi (Old Ascetic) U Khanti of Mandalay Hill was another religious worker, well known 

for his work in erecting new buildings, or renovating old ones at Mandalay Hill, Pyinmana 

Sinbyu Taung, Settaw Yar (site of Buddha’s foot-print), Kyaik  Htee Yoe etc. The people paid 

generous contributions for his works. 
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In addition to these religious efforts, there were the Sasana Mamaka, or Young Monks’ 

Associations founded from 1297 B.E. Although it has few members in townships, there are 

four big associations in Rangoon. Although they had originally agreed to devote only to 

religious work, there were young monks who broke this rule. Because of their political 

activities, there is little cohesion among the different associations. There are also Sasana 

Mamakas, which in effect, supported the government, with the result that young monks in 

them were accused of being opportunists. Some young monks have been accused of taking 

money monthly from political parties. In this situation, Sasana Mamakas have begun to lose 

public support. 

Actually the intention of Sasana Mamaka is to unite to fight those who use monkhood to 

disgrace and destroy the Sasana. But after forming the associations they began supporting 

parties of their choice in elections. This caused disunity among them. However, Sasana 

Mamakas have recently regained public support for their action in driving out bad monks from 

Shwedagon Platform and other parts of the country. Thus we are now finding much fewer 

monks at cinemas and horse races than before. This indeed is good work of Sasana Mamakas. 

Chapter 8 

WUNTHANU ACTIVITIES OF BURMESE WOMEN 

Konmari Athin Myar (Burmese Women’s Union 

In accordance with the saying ‘Yaung nauk sadone par’ (meaning woman follows man), 

women assisted the political work of their men folk. Worldwide, Burmese women are the most 

free, and they enjoy the fullest women’s rights. In unison with their men folk they have 

organized to fight for national independence. Burmese Women’s Union (Myanmar Konmaryi 

Athin) was the first one, organized in 1914. Its president was Daw Su, wife of U Po thaung, the 

retired municipal commissioner, and the secretary was Daw Pwa Thin a business woman from 

West Rangoon. The assistant secretaries were Daw saw Khin, U Kyu’s wife, and Daw Hla 

May, wife of Deedoke U Ba Cho. Prominent members of the executive were Daw  Saw Tin, 

wife of U Thein Maung,  Daw Tin, U Thin Maung’s wife, Daw Htay, wife of Saya U Ba 

Thein, Daw Ngwe Tin, Daw Ngwe shin, and Daw Mya May from Mawton Zay (market). 

Originally they aimed to promote good deeds and austerity. But they soon came into politics.  

Because of the work of Burmese Women’s Union, the number of women who wore diamonds 
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and gold became much fewer in those days. Other successful actions were the creation of 

women’s compartments in electric trams and trains; and recall home at government’s expense 

of Burmese women who had become destitute in Penang Island. It was affiliated with the 

YMBA. 

But it was sorry to find that after the split between Wuntharnu and 21-faction, the Women’s 

Union became disunited. This was because the President Daw Su was a government officer’s 

wife. Also among the members there were wives of government officers, as well as wives of 

21-faction members, apart from Wunthanus. The women couldn’t get along together. The 

Union dwindled, and after some time it remained only in name. This was one immediate result 

of the split between Wuntharnu and 21-faction. 

Before the Wuntharnu breakup, the women’s associations were active and  frequently held 

their meetings. They also took part in annual conferences, as equals with men. The reason that 

the Kummari associations did not thrive was because the women of high social class, who 

were considered prestigious, such as the wives of government officers, advocates, or wealthy 

men, had taken up the posts like president, or treasurer. They had taken up politics merely as a 

fashion. So the associations did not grow to the extent they should. 

Dana Thukha Athin 

Apart from the Burmese Women’s Associations, there was another named Dana Thukha 

Athin. Initially, it was dedicated to meritorious work, but gradually it became involved in 

politics. Its president and secretary were Daw Kyin Ein and Daw Hla Khin respectively. They 

were appointed president and later changed the association’s name to ‘Wuntharnu Kummari 

Athin’, and worked in tandem with Wuntharnus. There were nine associations in Rangoon, 

designated first union, second union etc. After the death of Daw Kyin Ein, Yetkan (Weaver) 

Daw Ma Ma Gyi was appointed president, and Daw Hla Khin secretary.  

There were also women’s associations in the districts, which are now defunct. When the 

GCBA split, the women’s associations had unitedly sided with the anti-Dyarchy Wuntharnus. 

The women were very patriotic. They displayed their anti-British sentiments by refusing to use 

anything made in England; for example, they collected all ‘leik khun bees’ (combs made of 

tortoise shells) and publicly crushed them during the Paungde conference, because leik is 

pronounced the same way as Ingaleik, the word for English. When a meeting was held in 

Queen’s park in support of U Ottama, the commissioner of police ordered the meeting to break 
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up, and the people to leave the grounds. But the women defied the order; they were violently 

attacked by mounted police. Many women were injured. Among the Kummaris, Daw May of 

Theingyi Zay (central Rangoon market) stood out for her bravery. Her strong will and heroism 

were almost legendary. The government failed to demolish the women’s love of freedom, their 

enthusiasm, unity, and above all their noble spirits. But natural takes its course. When poor 

leaders got disunited, the spirit of followers degraded. Gradually women’s associations 

dwindled to the extent that there is no women’s association left standing at present. When 

gallant men had become selfish, how could the women retain their selfishness. 

National Council of Burmese Women 

This is the association organized prior to the Round Table Conference held in London in 1931; 

It president was Mingyi Kadaw Commissioner’s wife) Daw Mya May, and secretary Daw Mya 

Shwe, Inspector of Schools. Because of its initiative, Daw Mya Sein, daughter of the late U 

may Aung, Home Minister, could represent the Burmese women at the Round Table 

Conference. The Council of Women used to meetings to denounce foreign publications which 

offended the Burmese women. Some of its members  (Mrs. Paw Tun alias Daw Than Tin), an 

American, Daw Ma Ma Khin, wife of U Tun Nyo, Daw Mya Sein, Daw San, Daw Mya Shwe 

etc. 

The members of this association being wives of government officers, or wealthy men, who 

couldn’t afford to oppose the government, it remained free from political activities. They held 

meetings only when occasions arose. The membership was also limited. The executive 

committee members use to participate in social events like child health contest, and local social 

services. In addition to being not hard working, they belonged to the pro-government elite; and 

as they considered themselves the upper class, and also behaved as such, they were out of 

touch with the ordinary women. Its prospects came to nothing. 

Chapter 9 

U CHIT HLAING GCBA 

After the 21-group deserted, the Wuntharnus chose U Chit Hlaing as president, and Paungde U 

Tun Hla and Tharawaddy U Pu, Vice-presidents respectively. U Tun Aung Kyaw served as 

secretary and treasurer. It assumed the name ‘U Chit Hlaing’s Thabeik hmauk GCBA’ , or 

Boycott GCBA under U Chit Hlaing. It had separated from the 21-group because of its anti-
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Dyarchy stance, refusing to work in the legislature and local councils; but its strength didn’t 

become much weaker. Both monks and laymen supported the Wuntharnu. The strong support 

was seen at the eleventh conference at Paungde, attended by more than ten thousand people. 

That there were more than one thousand branch organizations was also proof that it had strong 

support of the people. Held from 8th to 10th Waxing-moon of Kason (May), 1286 Burmese Era, 

the conference chose U Chit Hlaing as president, U Tun Aung Kyaw, treasurer, and U Pu, 

secretary. 

An important decision of the conference was to boycott foreign goods; the women also 

displayed their intense anti-English sentiments by collectively breaking their ‘leik khun bees’ 

(combs made of tortoise shell), as the word leik is pronounced the same way as Ingaleik, 

Myanmar word for English. That was a rash action, for they had later to buy new ones; but it 

was nonetheless seen as patriotic. 

These acts aroused the public sentiment, and it was a blow for the government. In spite of the 

material waste, the demonstration of spirit had its value. 

One notable action was the proposal made by the delegate from Thayet township to authorize 

President U Chit Hlaing to spend at his discretion unlimited amount of money from the GCBA 

funds. Despite objection by Katha delegate U Po Thar, arguing that the words ‘at his own 

discretion’ were not clear, the conference approved it, on condition that the president spends 

money for GCBA’s business. For his objection U Po Thar got angry response from the 

audience; he was even accused as 21-group’s Trojan horse who came to disrupt the conference. 

But as he was prominent in the Wuntharnu circle, no further action came. A less well known 

man acting in such manner at the conference would have risked his life. But U Po Thar’s 

membership in Wuntharnu up to the time of his death testified his patriotism, and his honesty 

in protesting against granting U Chit Hlaing unlimited financial power. But participants at the 

conference will have to admit that to give unrestrained power to its leader was a reckless act. U 

Po Thar from Katha deserves praise for being different. 

The ‘unlimited financial power of U Chit Hlaing’ became a joke among the 21-group 

members, who previously had worked with him and had insider information on GCBA 

spending. They criticized it especially because the delegate who proposed it came from 

treasurer U Tun Aung Kyaw’s native town; presumably he moved the motion under U Tun 

Aung Kyaw’s influence. The 21-men thought that U Tun Aung Kyaw had done it because the 
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GCBA’s funds were deposited in his bank, which was in shaky condition. However, we cannot 

know the true motive of the mover. U Chit Hlaing’s opponents maintained that he did take out 

money from the bank; his correspondence with the bank, telegrams and letters had been printed 

in news papers. From the 21-ners view, the conference’s decision was an act to forestall blame 

and shame on the two leaders when their character would be judged before the court of public 

opinion. 

The 21-group’s mockery wasn’t groundless; only U Chit Hlaing, U Tun Aung Kyaw, U Pu and 

Paungde U Tun Hla could tell where the money had gone. There is no money left today, and 

there are no accounts, although all Wuntharnu members have the right to know it. We do not 

think that leaders of independence struggle were not aware of their duty to present the 

accounts. There could be some reason why it happened that way. For the citizens it was 

irresponsible not to demand auditing of GCBA accounts. It was a sad affair to see the absence 

of effective politics, in spite of appreciable financial resources, public following and 

enthusiasm. 

There is evidence to show that Wuntharnu leaders had not been careful with contributions paid 

by members. We find reckless spending during the Mandalay conference as follows: 

     Erection of marquee       Rupee 9 000 

     Food costs                                  7 000 

     Money for tea                             1 000 

     Miscellaneous                            1 628                                                        

                                                  ________                                    

                                  Total            18 628 

The funds collected for that conference totaled Rupee 21988 and 11 annas; Rupee 10813 and 

12 annas contributed by branch associations, and Rupee 111174 and 15 annas from Mandalay. 

This generous giving was evidence for the people’s wunthanu spirit, love of nation. But the 

leaders had misused it. Thus political activity “marched one step ahead, but retreated two 

steps”. Who do we blame for it? 

U Chit Hlaing as president of GCBA commanded so much respect that Thayet and Paungde 

conferences accorded him the title ‘Thamada’ (President of the State, by acclamation, the title 

of the first king in this world), and a Beisaka, or Beik theik (dedication ceremony) was held on 

a grand scale to mark it. U Chit Hlaing’s influence was so great that he had been called the 
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“Uncrowned King of Burma”.  Everywhere he went, he was welcomed like a King, with White 

or Gold Umbrellas over his head; and at ports on Karaweik barge, also royal paraphernalia. 

There never had been a leader as popular as U Chit Hlaing. At Paungde conference, when U 

Chit Hlaing as nominated for Thamada-President, the delegate who propose said, “Let alone 

the one hundred and fifty thousand people present at this meeting, even the babies, still in the 

mothers’ womb, will support him. The meeting agreed; they said aloud “Sadu, Sadu, Sadu” 

(Very good, very good, very good). 

Why was U Chit Hlaing so popular? We find that his qualification as Wut-lon (literally one 

who wears a gown), or barrister carried great charm. In those days barristers became leaders. 

In addition to this, U Chit Hlaing’s father was a very rich man, so he didn’t earn his living as a 

lawyer. Making use of his own   resources, U Chit Hlaing had entered politics. He had U Chit 

Hlaing’s assets; never once cooperated with the government; but he always stood for the 

people, the poor folk. This was the reason why all Wuntharnus admired U Chit Hlaing, and 

treated him as a God-like icon. 

There was another admirable quality in U chit Hlaing – his great generosity. Everywhere he 

went, when asked for donation, he paid lavishly. He had awarded many scholarships and sent 

students to university. He encouraged businesses owned by Burmans. U Kyu’s company had 

made shoes, in competition with foreign firms, and sold them at half the actual price; the 

remaining half was paid by U Chit Hlaing!  Because of his charitable deeds, some people even 

regarded him as a Bodhisattva, a future Buddha. As he worked in politics, he left his own 

businesses in the care of other people. This, combined with his generous giving, swallowed up; 

finally he became poor. He might have been right or wrong. But there’s one weakness U Chit 

Hlaing consistently avoided; while other leaders drank and gambled, U Chit Hlaing didn’t. The 

people considered him a good man. 

U Chit Hlaing’s name had been tarnished due to the loss of Wuntharnu funds, Ngawun flood 

relief funds, and Thilawa refinery shares. But he did not spend those monies. People believed 

crooks and scoundrels who surrounded him were to blame; they regarded U Chit Hlaing as a 

simple honest man. It is for this reason that U Chit Hlaing still has a significant number of 

followers, and has retained a well paid position. 

In those days U Chit Hlaing used to wear trousers, and his garb like an Englishman’s makes 

him more attractive. However, these days, people who put on trousers are looked with 
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disfavor, as if they are unpatriotic. Once a people abandon its religion, language, traditions and 

culture, it is headed toward its destruction. But the Wuntharnus of the period were not aware of 

this truth. This indicates that although patriotism in those days was admirable in some ways, it 

seems it didn’t recognize true nationalism. 

Another good point about U Chit Hlaing is that he didn’t tell lies as much as others. After he 

had decided to accept a government post, he said he wanted the post. He admitted before an 

audience that he would accept a ministerial post because he had been told by his wife that she 

wanted to see him come back to Moulmein as a Minister. Regardless of love or hatred by 

others, he was always candid. Unlike other politicians, U Chit Hlaing didn’t have hidden 

motives, or deceptive intentions. It is not clear whether it was because he was afraid of 

committing the offence of telling lies, or he didn’t understand the techniques of political 

strategy. But he had accepted a post after giving promise not to accept, in response to an 

editorial request; he had promised, before the election, to work out a revenue system, like in 

Ceylon, to give relief to the poor class, but he had done nothing. People now acknowledge that 

U Chit Hlaing is now beginning to become a modern politician. 

In 1937, U Chit Hlaing had been elected speaker of the Lower House under the 1935 

Government of Burma Act. Under his chairmanship, a motion had been passed, which forbade 

all English educated members from speaking in Burmese. Unbiased people, with critical minds 

gave U Chit Hlaing low grades after this action. Today, U Chit Hlaing avoids anything that 

would be taken with disfavor by the government. He explains that he couldn’t offend the 

government because, as House Speaker, he is now a salaried government servant, and that he is 

not free to say what he likes. He has given up politics. He has declined to work on a committee 

to choose a national flag, national day, and national song, because this work he is afraid that 

the government will not like it. He has resigned from that committee. He is now seen to be 

enjoying the friendship with government officers, as well as the prestige and glamour of his 

position. Critics who said, “U Chit Hlaing didn’t have correct political ideals from the 

beginning,” seem to be correct. 

U Chit Hlaing has never been to jail for his political work. But he had been tried in the court of 

the Deputy Commissioner of Rangoon for a criminal offence. During the trial, he appealed to 

the judge not to give him prison sentence, because he was incapable of hard work, and 

otherwise to allow him to work as prison clerk. The judge sympathized with him, and with a 
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smile, he ordered a fine. As that fine was paid by contributions from Wuntharnus, we find that 

U Chit Hlaing had never sacrificed anything. It is also said that he likes flattery; and he had 

even been accused that he remained in politics because he likes to be flattered. We can see that 

U Chit Hlaing’s political convictions were only skin-deep. This is fact testified by what he is 

doing these days. His job now is to perform the duties of a salaried officer. This is the story of 

the Thamada-President, Uncrowned King of Burma. 

Chapter 10 

SECOND SPLIT OF GCBA 

The GCBA split again in 1286 Burmese Era; its cause was related to the aftermath of flooding 

in Bassein district due to failure of Ngawun dam. The flood killed many people and left many 

homeless. The whole country rallied to assist the victims. U Chit Hlaing’s GCBA also 

collected money and materials to help the flood victims. But when the accounts were audited, 

over Rupees 10 000 could not be located; and U Chit Hlaing was found to be responsible for 

the loss. Investigations showed that there had been misappropriations by the workers; they had 

made profits in buying food, and transporting it to the flood hit area. They also used unfair 

weights and measures on the goods delivered, and the gains from it went into their pockets. 

This shameful row led to the destruction of Wuntharnus. 

As for the Rupee 10 000, U Chit Hlaing didn’t give any explanation, even after people loudly 

demanded the release of accounts. Those in the GCBA who were unsatisfied with the 

unexplained loss of money complained to the monks. A committee of six monks met at Be Mei 

monastery in Mandalay to look into the case. The committee members were, from Upper 

Burma, U Pannasami of Modar Taik, Kyauk Saung Sayadaw of Sinbaungwei, Shwe Palei 

Sayadaw from Monywa, and from Lower Burma, Sadu Sayadaw, Bagaya Sayadaw, and 

Kyaungyi Taik Salin Sayadaw. Being unable to travel to Rangoon, the three Sayadaws from 

Upper Burma fully authorized the senior monks in Lower Burma to investigate and decide the 

course of action. The monks met at U Thet’s home in Lanmadaw, Rangoon. 

At the meeting, Sadu Sayadaw and Salin Sayadaw tried to bring U Chit Hlaing to his senses 

regarding the spending of public funds. Instead of taking the lesson, U Chit Hlaing retorted in 

harsh terms. Bagaya Sayadaw intervened, saying that he should respect people’s money and 

that if he needed support for his living, monks and laymen would grant him salary. The 
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Sayadaw continued that he should be polite in what he was saying, and that it was very 

inappropriate for him to retort to monks ‘like a dog barking.’ U Chit Hlaing became infuriated 

at being compared with a dog. During the row he openly declared that he would not accept 

advice from the monks. The three monks reported the matter to the Lower Burma Monk’s 

association of GCBA. The monks tried to find out if it was true that U Chit Hlaing had said he 

would not take the monk’s advice. Monks and laymen who had sympathy for Chit Hlaing 

urged that the dispute should be settled amicably. U Chit Hlaing promised to listen to the 

monk’s advice. But then Tharawaddy U Pu told U Chit Hlaing not to accept the monk’s 

intervention. U Chit Hlaing openly declared, swallowing his earlier words, that he would not 

take heed of monk’s advice. At this the Sangha (monk’s) association decided to break relations 

with U Chit Hlaing. They declared that they did not recognize U Chit Hlaing as GCBA 

president. The 12th conference was held in Shwebo in Nayon (June), 1287 Burmese Era, and 

elected U Soe Thein as Thamada-president, replacing U Chit Hlaing, who was dismissed.  The 

conference also appointed Paungde U Tun Hla treasurer, and Ko Pu, alias Ko Sein, secretary. 

Remark:  Ko Pu was renamed Ko Sein, because the monks didn’t like the name Pu as they 

abhorred Tharawaddy U Pu. 

U Chit Hlaing’s faction, having rejected the monk’s advice, took a new a name, Innya Myinnya 

Thanbada Ahphwe, and continued to exist as an alternative GCBA. The Sangha association 

also split, with the U Chit Hlaing faction monks adopting the name Innya Myinnya Thanbada 

Sangha Samaggi. But the pro-U Chit Hlaing monks, whose  were not very strong. A very 

prominent monk in this group was Dhambi U Brahmabahu, while Kyontala Sayadaw took the  

position of president. Laymen who were close to the monks joined U Soe Thein’s GCBA. But 

U Chit Hlaing also retained some followers personally loyal to him, including a few monks. 

But, U Soe Thein’s was the bigger of the two factions, a fact which shows the influence of 

monks in Burma. Now, the future of the country, independence or continued slave status, 

prosperity or poverty depends upon the monks. 

At the beginning of the breach between U Chit Hlaing and the monks, a special meeting of the 

central organization of monks was held, on the 4th Waxing Moon of Tabaung (March), 1286, at 

Pyinmana. Monks sent to observe the meeting reported the events that occurred during 

negotiations with U Chit Hlaing. Sadu Sayadaw from Rangoon stated, “I have made two trips, 

taking leave from Vasa (Buddhist lent). I have heard years ago that Maung Chit Hlaing had 
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been freely spending GCBA’s money, and the Sayadaws (senior monks) have tried to put a 

halt to it, tackling the matter as an internal affair. When U Wizaya and U Nyanottara got to the 

GCBA head office, it came to light that its funds were almost exhausted. Sadu Sayadaw knew 

all about this. As GCBA is the party supported by the Sangha, we have patiently handled the 

matter; now it has taken us a few months telling Maung Chit Hlaing to accept auditing the 

accounts. But he wouldn’t listen The present problem simply is that Maung Chit Hlaing is 

stubbornly refusing the senior monks’ advice.” 

Other monks who had met U Chit Hlaing also reported, “In his letter revoking his promise, 

Maung Chit Hlaing has said that if he cannot spend GCBA funds freely, as the general 

conference has authorized him, he on his part cannot abide by the orders of the monks 

association. His reply was clear and decisive. Also, secretary Maung PU is showing signs of 

defiance to the orders from the central body of monks’ association. In the circumstances, it is 

impossible for us to have confidence in Maung Chit Hlaing in the future.” 

At that time U Tun Aung Kyaw had gone to jail, and U Tun Hla had taken his post. He had 

also written to the monks. Para 6 of his letter reads “I had received a letter, from U Chit 

Hlaing, through U Po Su, ordering me to regularly send money to him in Kyainkhame, by 

registered postal order, as it has been promised by U Tun Aung Kyaw. Moreover, he had once 

sent me a telegram asking for money. As the money wasn’t for GCBA’s business, but for U 

Chit Hlaing’s personal expenses, I have not sent the money, as prescribed by the Paungde 

conference resolution number (10). Then he gave me order to give Rupee 2500 to buy a foot-

operated printing press, but I refused because there was only little money left. Secretary U Pu 

thought that there was no chance to get the money back. And the printing press was not a very 

important machine to buy; in fact we are unable to pay Rupee 1300 for the large printing press 

we have bought from U Maung Maung; and we have apologized him for the default. After 

repairs, that old machine is running, and there is no need for a new one. The GCBA is in debt; 

we haven’t paid the costs of U Thet Shey’s oil refinery, for machinery and installation fees. 

For these reasons I have refused to pay Rupees 2500. My job as secretary cum treasurer is not 

simply a cashier’s; I have to be careful with the nation’s money, and I am responsible by any 

misspending. Also the president had ordered me to pay three district presidents daily allowance 

Rupee 10 each, totaling Rupee 99 per month, and also second class  

fares for their travels by railway or boat; in this case too, I have refused to obey his order. In 
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addition, when secretary U Pu asked for advance money to hire motor car for him and his wife, 

I have told the accountants not to give the money.” 

From the above, it is obvious that U Chit Hlaing and U Pu had been irresponsible in regard to 

the use of GCBA funds. And it was also clear that they were deliberately doing damage to the 

GCBA because they cannot run it the way they liked. But U Chit Hlaing explained his side of 

the story; they were only finding fault with him, because he had openly defied the intervention 

of the monks.  

Chapter 11 

U SOE THEIN GCBA 

After separating from U Chit Hlaing, the U Soe Thein became president of the new GCBA. An 

oil-well owner, and an American-trained  petroleum engineer, U Soe Thein had widely 

traveled; he had visited, together with his wife Daw Thawt, Europe, Japan and other countries. 

He became president in Tangu (April), 1287 Burmese Era, being elected by the 14th. 

Conference held at Meikhtila and was re-elected the following years by the 14th. Conference at 

Pegu and the 15th. Conference held at Minbu; U Su, educated in Germany, and Tharawaddy U 

Maung Maung, also American educated, and currently Education Minister, were appointed 

vice-president and secretary respectively. After the 15th conference, U Soe Thein’s GCBA 

gradually became stronger. Although not an able leader, U Soe Thein was regarded as the most 

honest president in those days. He had never been accused of misusing party funds; and for 

political trips he did not travel first class by train. Unlike U Chit Hlaing, who took out first 

class railway fares, U Soe Thein traveled third class, together with his party followers. He had 

acquired this humility and noble spirit after meeting socialists in Europe and India. U Soe 

Thein loved freedom, and he had no ambition to get government posts. We can say that he was 

keen to do politics, but without dealing with the government. He had declined the invitation to 

attend the Burma Round Table Conference in London, and he had never tried to get elected to 

the legislature. These facts show that U Soe Thein did not crave for position or power, or to 

deal with the government. 

An honest and straight forward man, U Soe Thein did not achieve great success as a leader 

because he lacked modern views; he lost followers to modern-minded and clever men. 

U Soe Thein seemed to be a hands-on politician who lacked theoretical knowledge. Because of 
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his exposure to free western countries, he had seen unselfish politicians, and emulated their 

noble ideals. U Soe Thein never sought riches out of politics, and he didn’t seek lime light 

either. Daw Thawt, his wife accompanied him everywhere he went including America and 

Europe. Realizing the backwardness of the Burmese people, the strongly nationalist couple had 

joined the movement for independence, as they believed it was every body’s duty. Behind 

every great man there is a great woman; for U Soe Thein, Daw Thaught was the one. 

Like other leaders, U Soe Tein was also not free from criticism; he had been accused by some 

people, as well as by the government, that he had encouraged violence in politics. But 

certainly, U Soe Thein, with his exposure to the west, would know that the unarmed Burmans 

would only suffer to rise against a government, whose forces were armed with automatic 

weapons. The accusation that he incited violence couldn’t be true. It seemed his followers had 

misunderstood him; and the reason probably could be the large number of people from his 

GCBA who joined Saya San, who rebelled. 

In those days government employees were even handed in their dealings with people; so the 

people, unable tolerate their use of extreme powers, complained to the GCBA, which in turn 

took the cases to the government. But the government wouldn’t care. With government 

repression becoming excessive, the people, without any alternative, revolted. U Soe Thein used 

to take up cases of government unfairness with the higher officers, although his policy was 

non-cooperation with the government. Frequently he called meetings at which he denounced 

the government, or passed declarations. Government spies used to take note from these 

meetings, in short-hand, and fully reported to the government. In spite of this, the government 

didn’t take action. It was an irresponsible for a government, and it is to blame for the revolt. 

In India, civil disobedience and the campaign not to pay revenues has met with some measure 

of success. They succeed because when the defiance was harshly tackled by the government, 

the people kept their determination, and suffered injuries. This doesn’t work in Burma, 

because, only recently subjugated, the people are unprepared for such tolerance. Throughout 

history they had been a proud and unyielding race. U Soe Thein might not have realized this 

fact, or he was just posing a threat to the government, when his GCBA passed the resolution to 

“launch a civil disobedience campaign, and non-payment of revenues, if the government 

separates Burma from India, against the will of the people.” 

Whether U Soe Thein encouraged violent means, or just used peaceful methods for 
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independence, his following gradually dwindled, because, unlike other shameless ‘modern’ 

leaders, he didn’t give false hopes to his people. In days when honest action was unpopular, 

villains came to take the political stage, so that in the end, people disfavor politics as they 

became passive and sought calm lives. 

The ‘modern’ politicians have been ultra-modern and hurt the interests of the people. On the 

other hand U Soe Thein had been too simple; in the end he was gradually deserted by the 

people because he was incapable of delivering anything. 

Chapter 12 

U Soe Thein's Disagreement with Monks 

In the belief that U Soe Thein was inclined to violent methods in politics, monks and some 

men began to be worry about keeping him as GCBA president. They were scared that he would 

one day bring trouble for all. At Taungoo conference, held from 10 to 13 Waxing Moon of 

Tangu (April) 1291 resolutions were passed which were considered to be rebellious by some 

people. Resolution 10(a) states: “In case the government separates Burma from India, against 

the wishes of the people, it is resolved to launch a campaign for civil disobedience including 

not paying revenues.” General decisions clause 23(b) contains the provision to form civil 

service organization. These were seen as rebellious against the government. Some senior 

monks who were unwilling to support U Soe Thein left the conference early. They set up a 

rival party with German trained U Su as president. Thus the GCBA again broke up into two 

factions: the U Soe Thein’s GCBA, under the patronage of Thet Pan Sayadaw; and U Su’s 

Central GCBA under Ye U Sayadaw. Saya San, who later became a rebel leader, was 

prominent in U Su’s GCBA, and at Taungoo conference he had moved the proposal to 

organize civil service organization. Now with the partition of the strongest party, the GCBA, 

there were now four political parties in the country, namely: U Chit Hlaing’s Innya Minnya 

GCBA, U Soe Thein GCBA, U Su’s Central GCBA, and the Group of 21. 

When U Soe Thein and U Su separated, the townships along the railway line, Taungoo, 

Yamethin, Kyaukse, Mandalay, Sagaing etc. sided with Ye U Sayadaw, while those along the 

river, Hanthawaddy, Tharawaddy, Henzada, Pyapon, Insein, Prome, Thayet, Minbu, Meikhtila, 

Myingyan etc. supported U Soe Thein. Their support was not based on matters of right or 

wrong, but purely on personal relations. Monk also did the same; they sided with the leader 
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they personally revered, and accordingly organized their disciples to follow their lead. 

Regarding U Soe Thein’s break away, opinions differ. Some say that U Soe Thein was to 

blame because he refused to take the monk’s advice; some say that some monks who had been 

guilty, for misusing party funds, deliberately took up an issue to break up the party. In deed 

there have been reports that some monks were dishonest with party funds, having recklessly 

spent money. According to news still circulating in political circles, U Pyinnasami, who is 

presently residing in Moda Taik  had built a brick monastery (taik) for himself; he is said to 

have taken Rupee 15000 to 20000 from contributions to GCBA, and Rupee 4000 from train 

and steamer fares, and had destroyed all documents relating to them. Moda Sayadaw U 

Pyinasami denied these accusations. It is frequently seen that some senior monks were 

authoritarian in their actions, like the bureaucrats, and were perhaps overbearing on the people. 

Thus we observe that just as monks can be helpful in building unity, they can also cause 

political disruption. 

After U Soe Thein and U Su split, followers joined their respective groups, without any regard 

for the causes of the break up; rather they followed the monks based on personal affinity. U 

Soe Thein’s faction was stronger, in both layman and monk followers, because Sayadaw U 

Thuseitta of Mandalay Payagyi Taik, and other presiding monks approached other monks to 

support U Soe Thein. This habit of supporting someone simply for personal reasons is a bad 

one that will prolong Burma’s status as a subject nation. 

Now the four-party rivalry has taken the form of competition in holding conferences, building 

large marquees, organizing crowds, each trying to show that it had greater following. Then 

they passed resolutions, denouncing, urging, and demanding the government. Their actions 

ended after they were presented to the government, without further attempt to get what they 

asked for. In fact, conference decisions did   contain alternative actions in case their demands 

are not granted. Apparently the resolutions seemed only designed to please the peasants and 

workers. For the people, however, relief from hardships can come only with full self-

government, and before that is achieved, they need to have their lives made a bit easier. But in 

spite of the natural tendency to sail with the wind, the people look forward, with great hope, 

for great leaders to come forth. Among the conventional wunthanu leaders, there is not one 

who might rally people to their goal. Thus when the issue of separation from India arose, the 

wunthanus united to stand together, behind a leader whom they believed would take them to 
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their goal. This is the way politics works. 

 

In politics, leaders need to be modern minded, and a modern leader has various western 

systems to apply. Soon after the Russian revolution, landless peasants were restless; they 

eagerly followed the leader who launched the slogan “Land for the peasants”. During the 

socialist revolution, the workers and peasants supported the ploritarian cause. The socialist 

government gained the support of 95 percent of the population. Only in this way can a leader 

gain the trust of the people, and only after that he could seek for himself, or continue to serve 

the country. 

GCBA’s Decisions 

Prior to the GCBA split, as well as after, most of the highly educated men, skilled in politics, 

had taken up government appointments. Those who didn’t take government posts got into 

diarchy councils and became corrupt leaders. There were very few able men to lead the 

wunthanus, as first and second rate men became officers or 21-ners. Only fourth and fifth 

grade people remained with the GCBA. Those who had deserted the Wunthanu organization 

were selfish men who   deserved blame. Those who remained, although they lacked caliber, 

were praiseworthy. Without skillful politicians, the annual conferences became ineffective; the 

resolutions they passed lacked substance. We find that the resolutions mostly blamed the 

government, but did not contain proposals for promoting the economy, education, and society 

in general.  

We can judge from the actions of the GCBA that government officials and wunthanus were 

against each other. Any action by the government, however good, was seen as negative by 

wunthanus; in return, the government servants were always finding fault with wunthanus, 

occasionally taking action against them. This state of antagonism and hatred had led GCBA to 

pass resolutions such as the one below. 

 “In this land of Burma, where Buddhism thrives, although Burman-Buddhists are against 

killing for food, we find that government officers, when they travel to villages, used to 

demand meat and eggs from the villagers, with or without payment; and the people had to 

comply. This amounts to undue pressure, which forced the villagers to break the teachings 

of their religion. We deplore such acts, which are against Buddhist religion, and declare 
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that they are unlawful.” 

“Some officers had ordered people to sweep the grounds every week and to fill up the 

muddy spots. When for some reason the people failed to do their duty, the officers used to 

take action discriminately; they fined or punished wunthanus, whom they don’t like, but 

kept a blind eye for others whom they favor. For these unfair acts of its employees, we 

declare, for people of ages to remember, this government as repressive, and put on record 

our perpetual dislike for it.” 

“It is the duty of policemen, who are paid by the poor public, to guard them against the 

harm of robbers and burglars. But they have ordered the people to make bows and arrows, 

which are weapons viewed with disfavor by Buddhism, to protect themselves. We consider 

this order an undue and really unjust pressure on the people.” 

“We are against government health officers who come to impose regulations during 

pagoda festivals and monk’s funerals. Accordingly, we decide to inform the government 

our objection to such meddling.” 

Such resolutions were intended not for the benefit of the country; rather they were 

manifestations of sheer enmity for government servants. 

The following actions which concern conflicts between villager and head-man, and between 

citizen and authorities, are remarkable. “A case which stands for government action is the 

death of Yatha Dhamma Association secretary, Maung Lu Nge of Myang Thit village, in Salin 

Township, Minbu district, due to accidental shot fired by Maung Nyo, head-man of Kyun Tan 

village; the case happened on 1286 B.E. 2nd. Waxing day of Tango (April). In another case, U 

Nan Yone, president of Yatha Dhamma Association in Myaung Tit village, died due to 

accidental fire from gun belonging to Maung Thar Maung, head-man of Minyat village. In 

these deaths of two members of GCBA, victim’s families have not received compensation; and 

the head-man had not been punished, and they are still keeping the weapons. We are afraid that 

in future they might use loaded guns to shoot at people they dislike, and say that the resulting 

death was accidental. We ask the government to take way the guns from them, or to see to it 

that they do not handle the guns carelessly.  

“This conference puts on record explicitly the fact that a government, which grants 

licenses to open, liquor shops, opium shops, toddy-juice shops, shops which sell other 

intoxicating drugs, slaughter houses, and gambling casinos, is unethical. Likewise, 
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according to Buddha’s teaching, a government, which oppresses and heavily taxes the 

people, or bullies monks and laymen, and does not fulfill people’s desires, is rude and 

vulgar.” 

“According to Buddhist teaching, the danger of robbers and burglars and of swords, guns 

and weapons are linked to poverty and famine. In early days when Burma had been 

prosperous, the threat of robbers and burglars was not as serious as at present. Under 

British rule, the country has become poorer; there are now more robbers and thieves; crime 

rate is rising; and people are getting deeper into poverty. All these are the result of the 

British government’s inability to govern.” 

“As it is impossible for unarmed villagers to defend themselves against armed robbers, we 

ask the government not to punish with fines villagers when they failed to repel robbers. We 

hold the opinion that the government ought to pay compensation for all losses, including 

physical injuries, in cases which involve the use of licensed guns.” 

Other decisions  

“demand the return of religious lands requisitioned by the government”; “urge the people 

to use native products only”.  The conference also asked the government “not to make the 

schools run by Sangha Samaggis government supported schools; those schools which have 

become government supported should be discontinued, but reopen as free national 

schools.”  “In order to preserve the native calendar, the conference asks the people to use 

dates and days in the traditional Burmese way.” 

“This conference rejects, and seriously denounces the Rangoon police commissioner’s 

order which bans monks from pagoda festivals and monk’s funerals in the city.” 

These resolutions indicate the new wunthanus were in disfavor of the government, whereas, 

during GCBA days, they had been more in support of the government. 

Saya San and Galon Rebellion 

On the night of December 22, 1930, a rebellion broke out from Yetaik village in Tharawaddy 

village. The rebels, without guns, but armed only with knives and swords, attacked the stronger 

British government. Oppressed by the burden of heavy taxation, the people had appealed to the 

government to reduce the taxes, or to postpone payment. Sir J.A.Maung Gyi, the Governor, 

during his tour of the country, pointedly refused to comply with the peasants’ appeal. It seemed 
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the peasants, dispirited and on the verge of famine, had no way out, but to revolt. Soon the 

rebellion gathered force; from Tharawaddy district it spread to Insein, Henzada, Prome, Thayet 

and Pyapon districts. The rapid increase in the strength of the rebels is an indication of the 

people’s grievance and dislike of the government. The rebels’ leader was Saya San. Knowingly 

to fight an unassailable power seemed to be the result of extreme desperation; with no 

difference in sight between living and dying, the peasants chose to do or die, as men of 

courage. 

Mr. Leach, secretary in the home ministry, has written a report about the rebellion. The points 

he mentioned include: 1. Saya San had covertly organized and planned the rebellion, with both 

monks and laymen members of U Soe Thein’s GCBA and Sangha Samaggi secretly supporting 

him. 2. Under Saya San’s leadership Galon associations had been formed in the guise of 

GCBA volunteer force. 3. The people of Tharawaddy are naturally aggressive and are inclined 

to be lawless. 4. Since many years ago, they hated paying government taxes and revenues. 5. U 

Ottama and other monks of Sangha Samaggi, as well as GCBA members, have given speeches 

inciting rebellion and provoked the people. 7. The people are believing; when a leader like 

Saya San gave them tattoos to guard them against the harm of guns and bullets, they easily 

believed him etc. 

In fact the revolt was due to poverty and threat of hunger, grievance for heavy taxes, and rude 

overbearing nature of tax collectors. Although the wrongs done by junior officers have been 

complained to the government, no effective action had been taken against them. 

Galons really were fighting only the foreigners and their native stooges, because they believed 

foreign occupation was the main cause which makes the people poorer. But in times of chaos, 

crooks and wayward men, who had taken the Galon garb, took the chance to loot and plunder. 

For these acts of Galon-imposters, the people’s affection for Galons began to wither. Saya San 

took the title Thupanna Yaza (Supannaraja); he formed a rival government, and gave orders 

and pronounced declarations. Because of unmatched arms, his men did not fight out in the 

open, but they waged a guerrilla war with swords and spears, and a few guns. The Galon rebels 

gradually gathered strength at first; often they raided police stations, and took away weapons. 

Sometimes they went to homes of village headmen and others to take away their guns. With 

the rebellion nonstop and gaining momentum, the government had to employ, in addition to 

military police, regular forces from India. 
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Suppression was ruthless; under machinegun fire, poor peasants died in large numbers; the 

government forces set villages on fire, on assumption that rebels were hiding there. Horrible 

acts were committed in many ways; Karen and Indian soldiers harassed or raped Burmese 

women; they chopped heads off the rebels killed, and publicly displayed the severed heads. 

Newspapers criticized the government for these horrible acts. 

After one year the government crushed the rebellion. Rebel leader Saya San, who had escaped 

and taken refuge in Shan State, had been caught and taken to Tharawaddy jail. There a tribunal 

chaired by Justice Sir John Cunliffe tried Saya San and accomplices for high treason. Saya San 

and others got the sentence of death; hundreds, or thousands got long prison terms. During 

trial, the government was worried that Saya San might refuse to defend himself, or if he did he 

might make historic statements against the government. However, the government felt relieved 

when it was known that the court received an explanatory statement, apparently submitted by 

Saya San. Actually Saya San was facing a hopeless case; he did not seem to realize the 

seriousness of his crime; he did not seem to know he wouldn’t be spared his life, nor did 

anyone seemed to have reminded him about it. It is not clear whether he signed the letter after 

some people gave him false hope, or he was forced to sign it. But the truth is: Saya San did 

sign the letter. In spite of this ‘sort of appeal’ Saya San died on the gallows, like a criminal. It 

is indeed a bad history. 

The lawyers who represented Saya San at the trial were Dr Ba Maw, the current prime 

minister, and U Pu, who put on the wuntharnu brand, and died as government advocate in 

Taungoo. Saya San’s submission, prepared under their care was said to contain the following 

statement: 

“I have never been in favor of bloodshed; I like civil disobedience without bloodshed. 

Holding this belief, I had gone to Alantaung, with followers, legally to defy the forest 

regulations. While we were preparing to demonstrate, Bo Po Kha and Bo Po Byawt misled 

some peasants to the wrong path of killing. It resulted in killing in Tharawaddy. I humbly 

state that I did not like this act, and that to keep away from horrible acts, I had gone into 

the Shan State. In addition, I want to state that I am innocent because I had only planned 

legal civil disobedience, for fear that Burma would be separated from India.” 

However, the tribunal found Saya San guilty and gave him the death sentence. In connection 

with this, Dr Ba Maw and Tharawaddy U Pu, who pleaded on Saya San’s behalf, have a 
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responsibility to explain to the country why they advised him to submit the explanatory letter. 

Did they think Saya San would get away from hanging? It is sad to find that Saya San lacked 

good counsel when he was on the verge of death. One of the two men who advised Saya San is 

now a prime minister. The other, a third grade pleader, is now holding the post of government 

law officer, while Saya San got death, a sentence worse than punishment given to opium eaters 

and burglars.  From being Thupannaka Galon Raja (King), Saya San had descended to the rank 

of a murderer. Such is the poor lot of the Burmese rebel leader. 

Round Table Conference 

The 1919 Act of Government of India gave India a Dyarchy form of government, on a trial 

basis. The British government also promised to give India, after ten years, improved form of 

government, better than Dyarchy. The British parliament sent a commission headed by Sir 

John Simon, known as the Simon Commission, to India and Burma to investigate the prospects 

for improved government. When the Simon commission arrived in India, delegate from Burma 

went to argue before it, for Burma’s separation from India. In response, the Simon commission 

sent to the British government a draft proposal for Burma, separated from India. 

Soon after Simon Commission submitted its report, an Indian delegation was invited to a round 

table conference in London, to discuss the new form of government. U Ba Pe, U Maung 

Maung Ohn Khine, Sir de Glenville and U Aung Thin, representing Burma, took part in the 

Indian delegation. They attended meetings held from October 1930 to February 1931. At the 

meeting U Ba Pe asked Burma to be separated from India. As a result, the British government 

arranged a separate round table conference for Burma, to be held also in London. The 

conference took place from October 1931 to February 1932 and discussed how Burma would 

be governed after its separation from India. 

The Burmese participants in the London conference were: 1. U Ba Pe, 2. U Maung Maung Ohn 

Khine, 3. U Maung Gyi, 4. U Ba Si, 5. Dr Thein Maung, 6. U Chit Hlaing, 7. Tharawaddy U 

Pu, 8. U Tun Aung Kyaw, 9. Tharawaddy U Maung Maung, 10. U Su, 11. U Ni, 12. Daw Mya 

Sein, 13, Mr Sydney Lu Ni, 14. Saya Shwe Ba, 15. Sir O. de Glenville, 16. U Aung Thinn, 17. 

Me Harjee, 18. Mr. Kowasjee, 19. Mr. Harper, 20. Mr. Kempennak, 21. Mr. Ho Kim Sien, 22. 

Hsipaw Sawbwa (Ruler of Hsibaw), and 23. Yaungshwe Sawbwa. 

At first the wuntharnus said they would boycott the round table conference. The government 

was in an awkward position. Men from the 21-faction persuaded U Chit Hlaing to take part, 
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and U Chit Hlaing finally agreed. But Tharawaddy U Pu, U Tun Aung Kyaw and U Paw Tun 

raised strong objection because they thought they would not be included. In the mean time U 

Chit Hlaing, Tharawaddy U Pu and U Su, who got invitation from the governor, promptly 

replied that they would attend the conference. Then Tharawaddy U Pu started talking about the 

benefits of taking part in the conference. But U Tun Aung Kyaw and U Paw Tun continued 

staunchly to resist participation. The next day, Tharawaddy U Pu, seeing that their opposition 

would disrupt his journey to London, approached Sir J.A.Maung Gyee to obtain the 

Governor’s invitation letters for them. After receiving the invitation U Tun Aung Kyaw 

became silent; he even dozed though a meeting held that night. Asked whether he was for or 

against delegates going to London, he kept silent after saying only “Sorry, I’m unhappy.” 

Although the meeting was to discuss participation in the conference, those who came after 

receiving invitation did not mention it and they did not say anything. In fact they had already 

written RSVP to take part. When pressed for answer by other members if it was true they had 

received invitation, and they had replied their readiness to go to London, they admitted they 

had. The decision being made, independently by individuals, without national consent, prior to 

the meeting, there was no point for further discussion. However, the wunthanu members of the 

delegation, considered to be in need of advice, were told to ask for Burma’s complete self-

government in London, and that they shouldn’t come back with anything less. Sayadaw U 

Nyeya, on behalf of the people, exhorted them “ not to come back from London riding 

beautiful Welsh horse, rather than a lar.”  (Note: lar means an ass. To ride an ass in Burmese 

is ‘lar si’; if the vowels are reversed, it becomes ‘lee sar’, a vulgar word meaning ‘eat penis’. 

That is a very   clever Burmese Spoonerism.) So went the Burmese delegates to London, but 

without representatives from U Soe Thein’s GCBA, the strongest of all parties. 

Once the delegates arrived in London, they learnt that the opening speech would be given by 

the prime minister, on behalf of the King. As the King had opened the conference for India, the 

Burmese delegation objected the plan. As a result, the opening ceremony was held in the 

Prince of Wales’s robe room, and instead of the prime minister, the Prince of Wales gave the 

inaugural speech. 

Young men, opposed to the round table conference, spoke out in protest. When their protests 

failed, they put up cartoons and posters along the route to the port, and distributed pamphlets in 

protest. One cartoon depicted the delegate as a dog, with a chain around its neck, and 

swimming after a cow’s bone drifting in the sea. The sea meant a sea of deception; the bone 
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meant the lack of substance in the government to come out. Prime Minister MacDonald was 

shown holding a sign board, tied to a cow’s bone, and guiding dogs with the bone. The prime 

minister was riding a Burmese boat, with mouth watering dogs, the Burmese leaders, pulling it 

in the direction shown by the prime minister. The cartoon was printed and distributed to the 

public. It mocked the Burmese leaders as foolish men, unable to see Britain’s strategy, and 

desiring for something of no substance, who played according to the British tune. The young 

men who printed that cartoon belonged to the newly formed Dobama Ahsiahyone. Elder 

people criticized their act as one of disrespect for the elders. The newspapers also blamed 

them.  But the young men explained that they did not mean to insult the elders, but they were 

only reminding, with good intentions, that the nation was going into the trap laid by the British 

imperialists. The editor of one newspaper even warned parents that they should reign in their 

sons and keep them at home; otherwise they would be put in jail by the government. The 

editor’s column, which looked like and advice, was actually designed to push young men into 

the ditch. 

Rangoon Jail Break 

Dissatisfied inmates of Rangoon main jail caused a riot around 3 pm on June 24, 1930. When 

the gate opened for the lorry from the printing press section, the prisoners waiting for a chance 

grabbed the occasion. They attacked the guards and took from them five guns and 35 rounds of 

ammunition, and shot at the military police on guard. The jail wardens immediately called in 

the military police to quell the uprising. While some prisoners attempted to escape, others 

organized their fellow inmates to revolt. As the uprising gathered momentum, the whole town 

watched in suspense. Soon the government called in troops and suppressed the uprising. 

Twenty eight inmates were killed in the unrest, and fifty five wounded. From the government 

side, the jail gate keeper, one army truck driver, seven jail security men, one soldier and a 

sergeant were killed. 

Burman-Chinese Riot 

Soon after the Indo-Burman conflict, a fight broke out between the Burmese and Chinese. It 

started from an argument in a noodle shop when some Burmese workers went to a circus show 

at the corner of Strand Road and Lanmadaw Street. The argument ended in a fight between 

Burmans and Chinese. The Chinese attacked the Burmans in the following days, and a monk, 
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who was putting on his robes, was hit with a spear. The Burmans became enraged after the 

attack on a monk. The monks also felt angry. They plotted to revenge on the Chinese. But they 

were prevented from attacking the Chinese, because the police stopped the people in the 

outskirts entering the town, and the monasteries were guarded; government officers also went 

to senior monks and appealed them to help calm down the situation. However, sporadic fights 

occurred. 

The government tried to pacify the situation, but it was accused to be biased in favour of the 

Chinese. The people especially blamed the government for moving the Chinese living in 

Burmese quarters to safety, and its failure to take out the Burmans in Chinese quarters. 

The riot grew and spread to towns and villages, and the government appealed to both sides for 

peace. Due to the intervention by influential elders the conflict calmed down after about ten 

days. 

In this conflict more Burmans than Chinese were killed or injured. 

Earth Quake and Fire 

Only a little needs to be written about the earth quake of May 5, 1931 (1292 Burmese Era). 

The damage was severe in Pegu and Taungoo districts and also in Rangoon. But  the most 

damage occurred in Pegu, where brick buildings crumbled and fires raged, destroying over 

Rupee ten million worth of property, in addition to deaths of many people. That was a historic 

earth quake. 

Fire at Shwedagon Pagoda 

On the 4th Waning day of Tazaungbon (November), 1292, about 2 million rupee worth of 

property was destroyed when fire broke out at Shwedagon pagoda. It began from dry grass 

lands and rubbish dump; then U Nageinda’s pavilion caught fire, and it spread to the Western 

Arcade. Altogether about 20 arcades and 5 pavilions burned down, together with five big flag 

posts. The people grieved about the damage. 

No one really knows if the fire was accidental, or arson. Rangoon citizens, including youth, 

held meetings and blamed the pagoda trustees. Then they investigated the incident and 

produced a report. The report offended the pagoda trustees, who in turn hated the investigators. 

The report brought to light the breach of duties on the part of the trustees. They are now paying 

more attention to their job.  
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Association for Promotion of Youth 

In 1296, some young men met at the residence of U Ba Sein, railways accounts officer, and 

formed a youth fraternity association which they named the Friendly Correspondence Club. Its 

important members were Ko Thein, a clerk in the secretariat, and Ko Win, a clerk in the 

railway office. U Ba Sein gave a room in the ground floor of his house to be used as an office. 

After the association obtained more members, it was renamed the Association for Promotion of 

Youth, and its office moved to Ko Thein’s residence at 51, 44th Street, Rangoon. 

The aims of this association are: 1. to promote knowledge and education, 2. to cultivate good 

morals, 3. to promote health, 4. to facilitate friendship, and 5. to enhance verbal abilities. After 

adopting these aims, the association hired room number 172 in Scott market and used it as 

headquarters. In this room they opened evening classes with young men taking turns as 

teachers. They also opened a free library. 

As the association grew, ten members collected Rupees 10 each and published a magazine with 

the title Kyeepwayay Magazine (Magazine for Progress), starting from 1931. But due to 

financial problems, the magazine has been handed over to Ko Hla, the present publisher. He is 

continuing its publication to this day. 

The members of the association who are still active are Ko Myo Min, Ko Tin Maung, Ko Ba 

Sein, Ko Tun Hla, Ko Tin Swe, Ko Ba Lwin and others. The president and secretary are 

annually elected; U Kyaw Khine, now ICS, Ko Kyaw Win, Ko Tun Tin, barrister, Ko Thein 

Aung, barrister, B.Sc., Ko Kyaw Tun B.Sc., Ko Tin Maung (Maung Hla Maung Co.), Ko Tun 

Aung Kyaw B.A., Ko Chit B.A. have been presidents. 

Among the association members are government employees, employees in semi-government 

businesses, sons and daughters of government officers. Some members wanted the association 

to be involved in politics, but the government-related members wanted to keep it free from 

politics. When they discussed this matter they had a row; but as the government-related 

members formed the majority, they decided to keep it away from politics. However, the 

politically minded members do not give full support as before. 

At present, with its headquarters situated at 222, Sule Pagoda Road, the association is doing 

well as it can collect regular monthly and annual contribution from members. But the political 

issue has weakened the association. In some townships, some members have left it. There are 
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reports that some branches are continuing to function with only government employees in 

charge; some branches have severed relations with the headquarters in Rangoon, and some 

have changed into something like private business. In previous years, the association used to 

take part in national day celebrations; but this year, under president Ko Chit, a government 

translation officer, it has avoided participation in the national day events. Some people have 

criticized this decision as ugly. 

Some people have accused that the government has formed the Youth Development 

Association for fear that young men would otherwise be drawn into politics. Because of the 

composition of sons of government officers and rich men, and government employees, some 

see it as a club of unemployed men. But the association is working steadily, and there are at 

present about 100 branches through out the country.  Its membership has not increased 

significantly, because, as it is said, of government involvement. 

Although the members have soft minds, the association’s business is commendable. They have 

opened libraries, and held debates, in towns and villages. More over, the members occasionally 

go out to the villages to do development work. The head quarters in Rangoon has invited well 

known speakers for talks on various topics, including politics, economy, social relations etc. 

Actually nation building business begins this way. The YMBA, in early days, consisted of 

government officers. As members grew more mature, the government men withdrew, and the 

nature of the association changed. Mr. D.J. Sloss had formed the Student’s Union, hoping to 

influence it.  But we have seen that the Union he had formed has now become his greatest 

opponent. Similarly, we can put great hope on the Youth Development to take the leftist path 

as desired by the nation. 

Face Imminent Danger Head-on ! 

Not long after the publication of these papers riot broke out between the Chinese and Burmans. 

Influenced by these papers, as well as concern raised by Dobama Association, the people 

desired unity to resist the assault of the Chinese. Unlike in the past, the Dobama members held 

a mass meeting in Botataung football ground and organized the people. With high passions, the 

people came to the meeting carrying spears, swords and sticks; against the background of huge 

peacock banner, they shouted “Dobama, Dobama” three times. 

After the riot ended Dobama Ye-tat conducted military drills in Botataung football field every 

afternoon. (Ye-tat, literally ‘Brave Force’ is a pseudo-military force.) It consisted of 120 Ye-tat 
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members, with Thakin Hla Baw as commander. The commissioner of police and the chief of 

secret service came to observe the drill. The government officers made various efforts to 

disband the Ye-tat; they appealed, or threatened the parents, and the police visited the Ye-tat 

members’ homes frequently to investigate. The Ye-tat membership declined when it was under 

the command of Yetat-major Ko Ba Thar, who is now in Burma Army. After a short time it 

merged with U Maung Gyi’s Ye-tat, which was another group. 

After the merger, U Ba Khine, the current secretary of Fabian Socialist party, Ko Maung Toe, 

Ko Ba Yee, Ko Kyaw Tun Sein, Ko Tin Sein, Pinphyu Hla Pe (alias) Thakin Hla Pe joined the 

party and took active roles. There were many Dobama sympathizers, including government 

officers. Among them were Saya Tint and Saya Hein from Myoma High School. Under 

Dobama leadership, they organized anti-cigarette-smoking pickets in Rangoon downtown; they 

appealed the public to give up cigarettes in favor of Myanmar cheroots. And the people gave 

up cigarette; they smoked cheroot, enhancing the business to employ more workers. 

Today, Dobama members are singing the Dobama song, composed by YMB Saya Tin, at every 

available opportunity. They went to favorable places to sing it. The song, accompanied by 

musical instruments, was especially popular with Rangoon University students when it was 

introduced in the campus. Then the students sang it in shower rooms and dining halls and in 

residential rooms; when vacation came, the students took the song to their towns and villages. 

The Dobama song became a hit. In addition the University College magazine printed it, 

together with English translation. 

The singing of Dobama song in the campus brought the students in contact with the party 

members. As a result, Ko Nu and Ko Tun Sein joined the Dobama Ahsi-ahyone, and got 

started in politics. Very soon, they brought in Thakin Ba Sein and Thakin Lay Maung. In this 

way the Dobama Ahsi-ahyone got university student members. 

However, Dobama Ahsi-ahyone had only members, but no president or secretary. It was under 

collective leadership; decisions were made by meetings attended by members. But, despite the 

unity, Thakin Ba Thaung, the leading member was not very popular with his peers; he used to 

talk loudly about socialism, but his ways appeared capitalist, and the members disliked him. In 

the mean time, Dedaye invited them to sing Dobama song and to give political speeches; 

Thakin Ba Thaung and Thakin Tin Sein went there by boat, in first class, while others in the 

team were deck passengers. The Dobama members became unhappy with Thakin Ba Thaung’s 
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high-handed behavior; some of them resigned in protest. Although Thakin Ba Thaung worked 

hard in the party office, he was an anti-social person; perhaps he revealed superiority complex. 

He lost friends. The Dobama Ahsi-ahyone, despite its noble aims, failed to become as strong as 

it should. It published a propaganda news periodical, Dobama Thadinzin; but due to dispute 

between the press owner and Thakin Ba Thaung it stopped. 

Those who did not like Thakin Ba Thaung – Ko Ohn Khin, Ko Maung Toe, Ko Ba Yi, U Ba 

Khine and Ko Kyaw Tun Sein – formed a group apart from Thakin Ba Thaung, and published, 

for Dobama propaganda, ‘Pyi Thu Letyone News’ (People’s Arm). By that time there were no 

members left in Thakin Ba Thaung’s Dobama. Soon, Thakin Thein Maung, who had come 

back from England for health reasons, together with Thakin Ba Sein, went to Thakin Ba 

Thaung and revived political activities. Then U Thu Ta, Legislative Assembly member for 

Shwebo died, and a bye-election was held. Thakin Ba Thaung stood for election. But when he 

went to Shwebo, the deputy commissioner ordered him not to give political speeches, and to 

leave Shwebo district. Thakin Ba Thaung defied the order. He and his companions, Thakin 

Thein Maung, Thakin Tun Shwe and Thakin Ba Sein were sent to court for trial for defying 

authority; they were given prison terms. However, they were released upon appealed to a 

higher court. Again, Thakin Lay Maung, Thakin Ba Sein, Thakin Thein Maung and Shin Ariya 

went to Shwebo and gave political speeches. The deputy commissioner also sent them to 

prison.  

By that time, Thakin Han, Thakin Tun Oke, U Chan Tun, Thakin Kan Tint, Thakin Tin 

Maung, Thakin Bo and others have also joined their group. Thakin Hla Maung had been in 

prison for the offence of pasting the stamp with King George’s head up side down on the 

envelope, and writing, “I have put ‘dog’s head’ up side down.” Thakin Hla Maung and Thakin 

Tun Oo again got imprisonment for demonstrating during a meeting in Nyaung Oo in 

Myingyan district. Also Thakin Ba Sein, Thakin Than, Thakin Aung Than and Thakin Nyi 

went to jail after speaking at a rally in Moulmein. But, Thakin Tun Shwe, one of the speakers, 

appealed to the government, admitting guilt; he got pardon. Nearly simultaneously with them, 

Thakin Tun Oke got prison sentence after conducting a political meeting in Sangyaung, 

Rangoon. But they did not stay long enough to serve their full terms; there was a new 

government which granted them clemency to mark the Coronation of the new King George VI, 

along with other prisoners. Thakin Kha of Yenangyaung was also one of the activists who 

went to prison. 
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After dispute with Thakin Ba Thaung, youth members of Dobama left the organization 

headquarters at 33, Yedashe Road, Bahan, Rangoon; they organized the Youth League, with 

leaders Thakin Lay Maung, Thakin Ba Sein, Thakin Tun Oke, Thakin Han, and Thakin Thein 

Maung. After the departure of the second group of youth members, Thakin Ba Thaung’s 

Dobama became defunct. With no followers to back him up, and unemployed, Thakin Ba 

Thaung got prison sentence, for making fake currency notes. As Thakin Ba Thaung was no 

longer in charge of Dobama, the young members used the Dobama name. Putting aside Thakin 

Ba Thaung’s character and his lack of friendliness, he was in deed a brilliant man, and hard 

working a well. It was for his brain and efforts that the names Thakin and Dobama came into 

existence. But politics is not a one-man play. Under proper leadership and guidance, the people 

unite and follow the leader. When the direction goes wrong, the leader has to be removed. 

Thus Thakin Ba Thaung, the father of Dobama, faded away. Such is the lesson from politics. 

Komin-Kochin Ahphwe (Our-King, Our-Government-Party) 

During the conference held at Myingyan, Dobama Ahsi-ahyone members debated whether to 

contest in the first election to be held under the Burma Act, 1935. After deciding to take part in 

elections for the legislative assembly, local councils and municipal committees, they formed a 

group for the election business, and the group took the name Komin Kochin Ahphwe (Our 

King, Our Government Party). Dobama sent in about 30 candidates for the legislative 

assembly, but only three got elected. Taking side with the opposition, the three MPs attended 

the assembly meetings, with their adopted aim to revoke the 1935 constitution. This required 

that they consistently oppose the government; and it meant that they could not accept 

ministerial posts. Thus they always supported no confidence motions. 

The Thakin Movement 

All foreigners who came to settle in Burma assumed themselves to belong to a race superior to 

the Burmans. They let themselves addressed as ‘Thakin’, rather than plain ‘Mister’. They had 

translated Mister a Thakin. Thus Mr. Brown became Brown Thakin, Mr. Banerjee, Banerjee 

Thakin etc. (The actual meaning of Thakin is Master- Translator’s remark). Pioneered by 

Thakin Ba Thaung and members of Dobama, the members put the prefix Thakin in their 

names, to show that they were the real masters in their own country, and also to stop the 

precedent of calling the foreigners Thakin by the natives. Thus was born the Thakin 

movement.  
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The original aim of Dobama was to wipe out the inferiority complex Burmans as a subject 

race, and to transform the country into a socialist state. Actually, the name Dobama Ahsi-

ahyone and the name prefix Thakin were incompatible with the ideals of socialism. Dobama 

conveys the spirit of Burmese nationalism, whereas socialism is international in nature. Thakin 

is rather a capitalist usage, being applied to the elites, either rich men, or officials. Thakin 

implies that there are servants or slaves, so that Thakinism couldn’t represent socialism. 

Currently, there is dispute about the suitability of using Thakin. 

By now Dobama Ahsi-ahyone has appreciable strength, due mainly to the risks taken by its 

members and their and hardships and sufferings in prisons. While other parties were active 

only for the sake of personal gains, Thakins were truly devoted to the national cause, and 

people rallied to Dobama. One factor that that boosted the people’s trust in Dobama was Mr. 

Maung Hmaing aka Thakin Kodaw Hmaing, its patron. He toured the country and gave talks 

on patriotism and nationalism. The people liked and respected Thakin Kodaw Hmaing. In 

addition, there was Mintha Kodawgyi, of blue blood descended from King Mindon, who acted 

as president of Dobama. 

But there were also many people who stayed away from Dobama, although they liked its aims 

and principles, because they disliked the manners of its members. Often they gave speeches 

which some in the audience saw as disrespectful. Another reason was the rule that all Dobama 

members must adoption the compulsory Thakin, which repelled people from the party.  

Also, Thakins are mostly young men who are arrogant, and conceited. They think they are the 

most courageous and daring politicians; they think their sacrifice cannot be matched by any 

body or organization; they hold that the policies of their party are always right, and other 

parties’ policies always wrong. They consider other parties as the first enemy because they 

play according to the divide and rule policy of the government. The government ranks as their 

second enemy. They have openly declared that they must fight other political parties first, 

rather than the government. Because of this statement, Thakins are gradually losing support. 

Thakins are also said to appear rude to members of other parties. Criticizing policies and 

actions is not rude. Vulgar in speech, they do not show respect for age seniority, and status; 

they address leading men like  U Ba Pe, U Ba Maw, U Chit Hlaing, without the respectful 

prefix U. In writing they use to refer to themselves as ngar (I), or ngardo (we), which are 

impolite. They also refer to government officers as myo asaygan (town servant), or nai asygan 
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(servant of region), also rude references. For these defects, Dobama Asi-ahyone has not gained 

strength as much as it should. 

Separation [from India] versus Antiseparation 

Some political parties wanted to separate the government of Burma from India. Whenever 

representatives of British government came, they have demanded them to take Burma out of 

India. But others argued that both Burma and India being under foreign rule together, 

separation would only weaken their struggle for independence. Anti-separationists believed 

that Burma must stand together with India before they are liberated. Although the separation-

antiseparation debate has been going on, the British government did not pay attention to it. 

After annexing Burma, it was made a province of India against the objections of Indians. It 

was never in the nature of the British government to comply with people’s demands that do not 

suit their needs. Turning point came; when some Burmese parties and leaders demanded that 

Burma be ruled independently of India; it coincided with their own ideas. The British 

government said Burmans can decide to stay linked with India, or become separate. It was the 

people’s view that the government permitted choice because they trusted the Burmans would 

like to break links to India, and the government liked it. To decide the issue, an election was 

held in 1931. The people have to decide whether they like the draft constitution for Burma as a 

separate entity, or to remain as a province of India according to the government’s white paper. 

Politicians for or against separation took up the issue in terms the standard of government and 

rights people would enjoy by choosing either way. Among the men who did not belong to any 

party, but effectively supported anti-separation were Dr Ba Maw, who is the present prime 

minister, Dr Ba Han, his elder brother, U Kyaw Myint, Deedoke U Ba Cho, Ramree (Yanbyee) 

U Maung Maung, U Kyaw Din, barrister, U Ba Khine, U Shwe Hla,  Bandoola U Sein, C.P. U 

Khin Maung, and U Paw Tun. Parties which openly supported separation were U Soe Thein’s  

Thetpan GCBA,  U Chit Hlaing’s GCBA, and U Su’s GCBA, under the patronage of Ye U 

Sayadaw. And there were some independents, monks and laymen, who also stood for 

separation. There were also some GCBAs who did not support either choice, but simply 

boycott the election. But it happened that U Tun Aung Kyaw, who was formally chairman of 

the boycott group, entered the election, as a separationist from Thayet constituency. Thus the 

boycott GCBA was accused of having directly or indirectly supported separation. In another 

tricky maneuver, in an effort to defeat anti-separation, U Su, an anti-separationist, wrote in 
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newspapers and accused   other anti-separationists, his fellow workers, got bribe money from 

an Indian named Mr. Harjee, agent of Sindhira Shipping Company. He admitted he got a large 

sum of money from the Indians. At about the same time U Su resigned as Dobama president, 

and he took a job as chemist with the British owned BOC Company. With that U Su’s role in 

politics came to an end. 

The people assumed that the Europeans and the government favored separation. One reason 

was U Su’s employment by BOC. In another case, BOC gave unduly large advertising fees to 

enable Tharawaddy U Pu to publish his pro-separation newspaper, Nawratha. Also gossip went 

around that Mr. Harper, the agent for BOC, who was also a delegate in the Round Table 

Conference in London, had made secret agreements with former Wuntharnus, U Su, U Pu and 

U Tun Aung Kyaw; as a result, it was said, they became separationists. Some said that, during 

the voyage, they had agreed with the 21-group to share the government ministerial posts after 

separation came about. U Tun Aung Kyaw and Tharawaddy U Pu were prominent members in 

U Chit Hlaing’s GCBA. Previously they had vehemently spoken against separation; but after 

they came back from London conference, the changed their stance and joined the 21-group in 

the issue. Wuntharnus, as well as members of 2-group no longer trusted these men; 

consequently they quit politics. That year, U Pu was badly defeated in the election; he took the 

post of government law officer in Taungoo. The appointment of U Pu, a third grade pleader, in 

preference to English trained barristers, caused a stir in political circles. It was said that U Pu 

had supported unpopular causes because he was getting ‘something to eat’. U Tun Aung Kyaw 

also lost the election; after that he became president of Boycott GCBA, which had no 

members. He did not get followers, and was incapable of doing anything. U Pu and U Tun 

Aung Kyaw died within a short period each after the other. During U Tun Shein’s funeral, the 

whole nation grieved; the people didn’t feel any sorrow for the deaths of U Pu and U Tun 

Aung Kyaw. People just said, “They are gone.” That’s how the people judged them. It’s a great 

lesson for politicians. 

U Chit Hlaing and the whole of his party identified with the Link-India side, i.e. anti-

separation. U Chit Hlaing was also accused of taking money from Indians. People understood 

that Englishmen favored separation, whereas the Indians liked Burma linked to them. When 

the election was held the separationists lost; they blamed their defeat on the monks, whom they 

accused of forcing villagers to vote for Link-India. They wrote articles in newspapers and 

pamphlets to protest the unfair election. They even wrote to the British parliament to complain 
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about the monks’ meddling. Together on U Chit Hlaing’s side were monks led by Thetpan 

Sayadaw, who were pro-U Chit Hlaing, and U Tun Zan, U Tun Sein and other leading men. In 

U Su’s GCBA, under Ye U Sayadaw’s patronage, after U Su’s departure, the remaining monks 

and men appointed U Myat Tha Tun president; this group also supported Link-India. U 

Pyinnasami of Moda Taik and Pyinmana Kan U Kyaung Sayadaw followed U Su. U Ba 

Shwe’s group of eight from Mandalay helped the separation activists. Others who helped Link-

India were  Tharawaddy U Pu, U Tun Aung Kyaw, Tharawaddy U Maung Maung and others, 

the break away faction from Wuntharnu. Together with them were 21-members, U Ni’s 

Peasant’s Party, and Sir J.A.Maung Gyi and his independent followers. 

Many people found themselves unable to decide which side to vote. But they found an easy 

hint in Sir J.A. Maung Gyi; he and his party had consistently been pro-British. So when he 

stood for separation, the people thought it would be wrong to support that side. In addition the 

21-ners have become well known as self-seekers, who put themselves above the country; this 

group also pushed the people into voting the other way. On the other side, the GCBA monks, 

who were influential, told their disciples to vote anti-separation.  

The Two Camps 

Both camps formed their coalitions to promote their cause. In Link-India coalition, the monks 

proposed barrister U Kyaw Myint for the position of president. But U Kyaw Myint argued that 

Dr Ba Maw, being his teacher, and educationally better qualified should be given the 

leadership. The group agreed with U Kyaw Myint, and chose Dr Ba Maw as president. After 

Dr Ba Maw became president U Chit Hlaing became unhappy, and he left the coalition. Some 

said U Paw Tun influenced him to leave. When U Chit Hlaing declared his decision to leave, 

the group elected him president. In fact it was a tripartite-presidency, with Dr Ba Maw 

representing U Soe Thein GCBA and independents, U Myat Thar Tun representing the Central 

GCBA, and U Chit Hlaing for Inya-myinya GCBA. But when business meetings began, U chit 

Hlaing and his men did not participate. U Myat Thar Tun then split apart; he joined U Chit 

Hlaing, and they acted independently. Thus there arose two sub-groups in the Link-India 

faction, one under Dr Ba Maw and the other under U Chit Hlaing.  

When this camp started to fight against the separatists, it had no daily newspaper on its side. 

Then Deedoke U Ba Cho, as editor, published the Myanma Zeya daily, to promote Link-India. 

Thus Myanma Zeyar daily and Dedoke and Bandoola journals strongly criticized separatists 
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and advocated for staying with India. The other camp had Thuria and Myanma Ahlin, the two 

major dailies to promote their cause. 

When the election results came out Link-India camp won by a majority of 500 000 votes, as 

well as in the number of member of legislative assembly members (or members of parliament). 

However, the government insisted that the decision could not be based only on election 

outcome; it had to be debated in the house. When the members started work on the motion, 

Ramree U Maung Maung and barrister U Kyaw Din, originally executive members on the 

Link-India side, were working behind the scene with Sir J.A. Maung Gyi and Bin Chun. U Ba 

Maw was commuting to the Governor’s residence. Irregularities continued to happen. Dr Ba 

Han, Dr Ba Maw’s brother, U Kyaw Myint and U Ba Cho drafted a motion the “the house does 

not agree to split Burma from India according to the form of government proposed by the 

(British) Prime Minister”. While the meeting discussed the non-separation draft proposal, 

Ramree U Maung Maung and U Kaw Din strongly opposed it. 

Dr Ba Maw suggested that Ramree U Maung Maung’s motion should go ahead. But U Chit 

Hlaing, now the Speaker of the House, rejected it, saying that it was illegal, because what the 

government wanted was a clear cut “Yes”, or “No” answer. Then U Tun Pe, the house member 

representing Rangoon University, proposed that “the house accepts the form of government 

outlined by the Prime Minister, and accordingly to take Burma apart from India.” But 

objections came up as it would mean accepting separation. In this impasse, they came back to 

Ramree U Maung Maung’s motion; during this phase, the Avada Sayadaws (Panel of Advisory 

Monks) gave advice adopting it. There was no way out, and those who did not agree were left 

disheartened. However, when the motion came up in parliament, the Speaker turned it down 

saying it did not conform to the rules. There was still U Tun Pe’s motion left to keep the 

people in suspense. 

Ramree U Maung Maung’s motion proposed that “the house rejects the form of government 

for Burma suggested by the Prime Minister, as it also rejects the government given to India; 

the objections being raised because Burma’s link to India is not to go on permanently.” 

When this motion was debated in the house, U Chit Hlaing again turned it down again insisting 

that the Prime Minister has asked for a “Yes” or “No” vote. The rejection of this motion 

enraged separatist Dr Ba Maw and Ramree U Maung Maung, as well as anti-separatists U Ba 

Pe and Sir J.A. Maung Gyi. The MPs voted out U Chit Hlaing from the Chair, and replaced 
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him with Sir Oscar de Glanville, the English independent member. U Kyaw Myint, U Ba Cho, 

Dr Ba Han and others had vehemently objected his appointment. Before they did so, U 

Sandawbasa, U Yhuseitta and other advisor monks had ordered U Chit Hlaing to be removed, 

as they had disliked him from the beginning. At this point Dr Ba Maw’s motives and actions 

are remarkable. He had severely criticized U Ba Pe and Sir J.A. Maung Gyi, yet he conspired 

with them in removing fellow separatist (U Chit Hlaing) from the Chair; quite a remarkable 

feat. 

The motion to dismiss U Chit Hlaing from the post of House Speaker was approved supported 

by the splinter members from 21-group, pro-government Sir J.A.Maung Gyi’s faction, and Dr 

Ba Maw’s party. Then Sir Oscar de Glenville, an Englishman became Speaker, and Ramree U 

Maung Maung’s motion passed through without voting. 

Sir Charles Innes, the Governor, who had reported to his government in London that he 

expected the separatists would win, was now embarrassed because the election result had come 

out the other way. His secret service and regional officers had also predicted the separatists to 

win; now as the most responsible administrator, he would feel ashamed for the failure of his 

efforts. 

Now the election result had been manipulated, the government what it wanted; MPs elected on 

the anti-separation ticket have converted to separation; they have revealed their identity as 

pretenders. Having secured success, and as his term of office ended, Sir Charles Innes went 

home, happily. He will never forget Dr Ba Maw as he owes him a lot. Here, the political 

strategy of Englishmen is remarkable, perhaps praiseworthy. “As I have said the separatists are 

the winners now. Defeat in election is immaterial; what is crucial is achieving the aim. Isn’t 

‘bringing cattle home’ the finishing point,” said leader U Ba Pe puffing his cigar, and smiling. 

His words answering everybody who asked him are still ringing today. 

The contrary outcome was loudly protested outside the legislature; the British prime minister 

answered that Burma legislature had been given the chance three times to decide whether to 

separate or stay linked to India, but has failed to give a clear ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. He 

explained that this failure has led him to conclude that Burma wanted to separate. 

Wuntharnus, who hated diarchy, and had boycotted the legislature, were now in it; they said 

they were there only to protest Burma’s separation from India. U Chit Hlaing, its president had 

accepted the post of House Speaker; Dr Ba Maw, in order to get the rupee 5000 per month post 
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as minister, put up the whole of his party for separation, along with U Kyaw Din and Sir J.A. 

Maung Gyi. Then, following internal disputes, Dr Ba Maw made allies with former rival U Ba 

Pe, leader of 21-group, and sacked U Kyaw Din and Sir J.A. Maung Gyi from the rupee 5000 

ministerial posts; he took the post of prime minister. Before accepting the post he took part in 

the conference in London to discuss the form of government after Burma’s separation from 

India. 

Participants in the joint committee meeting in London for the new Burmese administration 

were 1. U Ba Pe, 2. U Thein Maung, 3. U Chit Hlaing, 4. Dr Ba Maw, 5. Mr. Trudjee, 6. Dr 

Ma Saw Sa, 7. Saya Shwe Ba, 8. Me Kimpenet, 9. Mr. Harjee, 10. Mr. Cowasjee, 11. Mr. 

Harper and 12. U Shwe Thar. After the joint committee meeting, Burma got the Burma Act in 

1935, which brought in a new government. 

After the 1935 Burma Act came into force, new elections were held in November 1936. About 

600 candidates contested for 132 seats, among them, apart from minorities Nga Pwint Saing 

(Five Star) party, U Chit Hlaing’s party, Ko Min Ko Chin party, Fabian Socialist party, Dr Ba 

Maw’s party, Independence party and independents. 

The numbers elected from the parties were 40 from Five Star party, 16 from Dr Ba Maw’s 

party, 12 from U Chit Hlaing’s party, 3 from Ko Min Ko Chin, also known as Thakin party; 

the remainder belong to independents and representatives of minorities, like Indians, Karens, 

Anglos. About 20 Burmans, not belonging to any party, got elected, retaining the prospect of 

joining a party of choice after the election. A remarkable feature of this election was the failure 

of Sir J.A. Maung Gyi’s Independence party to get a single seat; for years past he had been 

influential and manipulated Burma’s politics. This is a fact which showed that the people of 

Burma have progressed. 

Mingalun GCBA 

After the separation issue ended, Dr Ba Mae’s became more and more powerful. This was 

partly due to his education, friendly relations with monks, and his official position. Another 

factor which contributed to his rise was U Chit Hlaing’s lack of activity; he saw his GCBA 

now in the hands of the government, and he thought he couldn’t guide the Wuntharnus and 

monks in the right direction, and he discontinued his political activities. After Dr Ba Maw 

removed U Kyaw Din from office he and Ramree U Maung Maung gradually drifted apart. 

Then Ramree U Maung Maung went to Thetpan Sayadaw in Katha, and appealed to no longer 
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support Dr Ba Maw. Thetpan Sayadaw gave him a letter declaring that he had revoked his 

support for Dr Ba Maw. Ramree U Maung Maung published the letter in news papers. It 

resulted in a split between Dr Ba Maw and Thetpan Sayadaw; after the split, Sayadaw U 

Thuseitta, who was Avadasariya (member of advisory panel of monks) in Dr Ba Maw’s party, 

toured the country and urged monks to remove Thetpan Sayadaw from his position as 

president, and to replace him with Myaeso Sayadaw from Meikthila. As influential monks 

agreed with him, U Soe Thein’s GCBA ended up in the hands of Dr Ba Maw. At that time 

disagreement was also beginning between U Soe Thein and his party secretary U Thein Zan. 

This was due to U Thein Zan’s close relations with Dr Ba Maw. U Thein Zan then joined 

Thetpan faction. U Soe Thein didn’t join Thetpan party because it was weak, and he also knew 

that it was bound to break up because Ramree U Maung Maung and monk U Nyanottara were 

in that party. Thetpan party appointed U Chit Pe, an MP, as president, and U Thein Zan 

secretary.  

After the split between Dr Ba Maw and Thetpan Sayadaw, the GCBA sank deeper, and lost the 

trust of the people. This was the result of accepting Ramree U Maung Maung and U 

Nyanottara, who had earned bad names as cronies of Sir J.A. Maung Gyi. U Chit Pe, the 

Thetpan president, was also seen to be changing side all the time in the legislature, and this 

added to the view that they were indeed Sir J.A. Maung Gyi’s men. Thetpan group faded 

because of its involvement with the wrong persons. U Thein Zan, who had given up much 

when he was in U Soe Thein’s GCBA became unpopular with followers. Presently he is 

working as secretary of Thetpan party; but with a president like U Chit Pe, the party has no 

chance of achieving anything. Then there was the death of Thetpan Sayadaw to add to its 

decline. 

Burma’s political history wouldn’t be complete without mentioning the activities of Ramree U 

Maung Maung and U Nyanottara. U Maung Maung had been a treasurer of the Burma Day 

funfair to raise funds for Wuntharnu. But when time to audit the income and expenses, he had 

lost the books; only his verbal statement of financial records had to be accepted. Since that 

time Ramree U Maung Maung got the nickname ‘Burma Day Thabut-u’, meaning the ‘Burma 

Day mess’. And this is remembered by all politicians. U Nyaottara had been an influential 

monk among political monks. But his role in laymen’s parties had always been negative, 

leading finally to their destruction. But Burmans have poor memory of political events; when 

they organize new parties they accept men who were well known as crooks in previous parties. 
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Thus we see that parties one party after another had disappeared. U Nyanottara and Ramree U 

Maung Maung, for now, are out of sight. One wonders how they will reappear one day, and the 

readers have to watch. 

As a result of the split between Dr Ba Maw and Thetpan Sayadaw, U Soe Thein’s GCBA, 

under Thetpan Sayadaw’s patronage, became Bandoola U Sein’s GCBA, under the patronage 

of Myaeso Sayadaw. After U Sein, Tharawaddy U Maung Maung became president. Although 

the GCBA exists in name, it has no list of members, no membership cards, no member’s 

contributions; its only business became holding occasional conferences, to support Dr Ba 

Maw’s work. When Myaeso Sayadaw passed away, Mingalun Sayadaw took his position, and 

the GCBA became known as Mingalun GCBA to this day. 

Mingalun GCBA has no political agenda; its only mission was to seek benefits for members 

and get political posts in the government. Outside the legislative assembly, it is known as 

Mingalun party, and inside, it is called Dr Ba Maw’s party. 

Although in name it receives advice from Mingalun Sayadaw, Dr Ba Maw is the real authority; 

as he has authority, he decides all matters; he informs the party about the actions he has taken 

on his own decision; he reports to the patron monks, when he wants to. No one, monks or 

laymen, demand anything from Dr Ba Maw; the members’, laymen’s as well as monks’, role is 

only to defend Dr Ba Maw, regardless of right or wrong, when other parties criticize him. 

Dr Ba Maw has some followers because of his abilities. He speaks words which peasants and 

workers like; he is friendly, he always greets with smile Wuntharnus who are poor men; and he 

has done a project that benefits workers and peasants. It is known that he gives generously, and 

he has supported, with monthly payments, men and monks, who could become useful for him. 

When someone asks money from him, he never refuses; he always gives something. “He who 

eats his rice must dare to do his job” is a proverb left by old generations, not without reason. 

Dr Ba Maw’s followers have only to support him, right or wrong, honest or dishonest. As he is 

now the prime minister we have only to conclude that he is quite a lucky person. 

Right now, there is no Mingalun GCBA, as a party, although on occasion we hear news, from 

time to time, about the formation of the party known as Dr Ba Maw’s Sinyetha (poor folks’) 

party. But the membership is not durable; it has some strength in Upper Burma, especially in 

Mandalay region. In addition to Sinyetha party, there is also the Dha-ma  Tat (chopping knife 

force), which has some strength. However it is not really great; it only has occasional 
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activities. 

Dobama  Ahsiahyone 

After the student strike against the university act, some students went back to government 

colleges and schools, some took up jobs. Others became self-teaching students who read 

various books they could get. These boys got the chance to read about the Russian socialist 

revolution, with the result that their attitudes changed. They exchanged knowledge, 

multiplying the number of left inclined youth. These young men became politically active. 

They studied revolutions in Russia, Italy, and other countries. From their readings they have 

learnt human rights principles. A new breed of youth had come on the scene. 

Like a bundle of explosives that would be ignited by a fuse, these young men organized into 

discrete groups and held secret discussions. The Indo-Burmese riot prompted them into open 

activity; they formed the ‘Dobama Ahsiahyone’ (We Burmans Organization). The outstanding 

man of Dobama was Thakin Ba Thaung. A brilliant man, who had read the history of the 

Russian revolution and other leftist writings, he was ideally prepared to play a leading role. He 

copied the ‘hammer and sickle’ the Russian symbol of workers and peasants movement, and 

used it as symbol for the Burmese peasants and workers struggle. It was a hit which brought 

immense public recognition of the Dobama organization as the party of down trodden classes. 

Thakin Ba Thaung also made use of a poster, as in Russia, of man coming out with a torch, 

proclaiming the arrival of the revolution in Burma. 

Thakin Ba Thaung published Dobama’s political pamphlet (1)1 as ‘A document dedicated to 

the memory of the men who died or suffered injuries while defending themselves from the 

unreasonable assaults of Indians, (against the Burmans), on the Closing-moon day of Kason 

1292, and the following days.” 

                                                 
1 For a full Burmese text of the two pamphlets of the Dobama Asiayone see Khin Yee (1988) The Dobama 

Movement in Burma: Appendix, Ithaca, Cornell University. For the first series: pp. 1-9;  for the second series: 
pp. 13-35. Besides the “cover page” of pamphlet number 1 mainly dealing with the Indo-Burmese riots of May 
1930, Ba Khaing reproduces the eight paragraphs of pamphlet number 2 (The Business of Translation; Our 
Land, Our Nation, Our Written Language; When Monasteries Transform into Universities; The Marble Statue 
of Buddha; The Year 1390; Marvelous Weikza Knowledge; Weikza and Agriculture; The Way to Success. – 
For another translation of parts of the pamphlets see Hans-Bernd Zöllner (2000) Birma zwischen 
“Unabhängigkeit Zuerst – Unabhängigkeit Zuletzt”. Die birmanischen Unabhängigkeitsbewegungen und ihre 
Sicht der zeitgenössischen Welt am Beispiel der deutsch-birmanischen Beziehungen zwischen 1920 und 1948. 
Münster, LIT: pp. 508-513. The translation is taken from the appendix of U) Maung Maung’s thesis „From 
Sangha to Laity” from 1976. The appendix is not reproduced in Maung Maung’s book published 1980 by 
Manohar. 
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The cover page of Political Pamphlet 1 carries the slogan: 

 Burma is our country; 

 Burmese, our written language; 

  Burmese, our spoken language; 

   Love our country; 

   Promote our written language; 

   Respect our spoken language. 

The political declaration begins with emotional words: 

 Fellow countrymen,  

 Isn’t Burma our country? 

Isn’t it our great duty to love our country? 

Burma for Burmans, don’t you agree? 

Yes it is; Burma must be for Burmans; 

Don’t forget that! 

Get united; organize yourselves; 

Be helpful to each other. 

OPEN BURMESE SHOPS; 

BUY FROM BURMESE SHOPS.             

It ends with the words: “If you are not aggressive, you will only have more enemies; to 

conquer the enemy, face it!” 

Along with this declaration, the name Dobama Ahsiahyone spread to all parts of the country. 

Those who had read this political manifesto became stronger in their nationalism. 

Well known among Thakin Ba Thaung’s colleagues in those days were Thakin Hla Baw, a 

chemical analyst, U Ohn Khin, now with the hiking association, and Ko Ohn Pe of Wakema. 

Then Thakin Ba Thaung published Political Pamphlet 2, containing eight remarkable articles, 

which we reproduce below. 
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The Business of Translation 

When will Burma, our country, a land of pagodas, become free? The answer is simple: it will 

get freedom when it gets the brilliance of the sun. When will it get the brilliance of the sun? It 

will get it when it possesses the eye of wisdom. When will it get the eye of wisdom? The eye 

of wisdom will come when the Burmans have read and studied plenty of foreign literature; the 

stuff that has the potential to open eyes. Opponents may ask, “Is it only possible to open eyes 

by reading foreign literature?” We don’t mean to say it is absolutely necessary. But we say 

there is the fact which the majority cannot deny: the currently available literature in Burmese is 

not sufficient to make our nation a modern one, the equal of others. Lokaniti is good as a book 

of advice; paritta sutta is good for chanting to brighten our minds and cool our hearts. But 

neither Lokaniti, nor Paritta sutta can teach us to make motor cars and airplanes which enable 

us to move fast on the ground and fly in the air. Nor would it teach us to weave fine clothes, 

like velvet. Times have changed. We are in a new age. Long, long ago, a walled city 

surrounded by moat, is safely protected. A country surrounded by seas and mountains and deep 

forests had nothing to fear about enemy attack. But those days are now far in the past.  A city 

wall, with water ditch around, could guard against the enemy forces with swords, spears and 

guns, and elephant-mounted troops, and cavalry. But those days are gone long ago. These days 

such a walled city may not withstand the assault of big guns with range up to 73 miles. It’s 

true, the seas and oceans can guard against attack from boats with oars and sails; but how can 

they stop today’s battle ships. High mountains like the Himalayas can discourage foot-soldiers 

and cavalry with horses and mules; but they will not tell today’s airplanes, “Don’t fly over us.” 

If they did, it’s entirely useless. 

What do we do then? Don’t worry, it’s quite easy: fry fish in fish oil! We’ve only got to tie the 

monkey with its tail! Cannons which don’t heed city walls and moats, however, would not dare 

to be impertinent when airplanes fly over. Battle ships, which don’t heed seas or oceans, are 

likely to take care of submarines, and under-water mines. Intruding airplanes don’t care 

mountains and ranges, like the Himalayas, regardless of how high they are; but they do 

wouldn’t be reckless with anti-aircraft guns. 

Thus, only by relying on superior weapons can we make our lives lovely.  Life is a continuous 

struggle which can be won only with constant attention and hard work. The rule is: ‘survival of 
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the fittest.’ As in all battles, there can be only one result: loser, or winner; there’s no stalemate, 

no draw. 

Friends, fellow citizens, you Burmans; how are we going to do in this struggle for existence? 

We will fight for liberty and maintain our independence. We will seek the eye of wisdom. We 

will do our utmost in this business of translation. Be prepared to do your part. We can depend 

only upon ourselves; who else is there to help us? We have no one to rely on, but ourselves. Do 

rely on yourselves; do the good job of translation; printing only slogans and declarations in 

dailies and monthlies will not do the job. We don’t see any benefit in relying on foreign rulers. 

We must do what we should, by ourselves. 

We shouldn’t regard translation as a business too big for us. There is no job we ought not to 

tackle. For a brave soul there is no task too big for him. “A really able man can certainly grab a 

star in the sky,” says our proverb. Is translation as difficult as catching a star in the sky? Even 

if it is like the star in the sky, let us go on with the task. Let’s begin right now. A hard job is a 

happier task than an easy one. A hard earned meal tastes sweeter. 

Therefore, let us bear in mind that every Myanmar should take part in the noble task of 

educating the Myanmar people in their own language. (Every Myanmar ought to remember the 

Pali stanza: “Attahi attanaw nataw; kawhi nataw paraw thera.”) It is a high duty. We must do 

it, by physical act, rather than by lip service. Friends, how will you take part in this noble 

endeavor? Will you contribute by means of your effort, physical, or intellectual? Or, by 

financial contribution? 

Our Land, Our Nation, Our Written Language 

Education is important because it is the basic requirement of national progress. To broadly 

educate our nationals, we should use, in our land, our own language. As we have our own 

language, to think of teaching in any other language could only be stepping backward; it goes 

against progress. It is like “missing one’s aunt, rather than mother.” 

The Japanese use their language as medium of instruction. This has made Japan powerful, and 

the Japanese people abreast with other races. The Myanmar people have not done much in 

teaching in the native language. So we are inferior to others; we are lagging behind. Our folk 

have become servants of other people; we are not in the same rank with them. In some great 

nations, people cannot even locate on the map the country called Myanmar. And they don’t 
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have reason to know it. But they do know where Japan is. Why is Japan known everywhere? 

The Chinese also use their language as medium of teaching. Because of that, they have got 

plenty of educated people. China has developed from backward status; it is now standing as the 

equal of other powers. 

About twenty years ago, powerful nations have not considered China as equal. They had 

treated it as common property, like a charity feast, where anyone can go in, or out, at will. Like 

sons and daughters dividing inheritance, before parents were dead, France, Russia and Britain 

have been trying to divide China; they were consulting who would take which portion. In fact 

no single power had invaded China then, not because it was afraid of it; it was only their 

mutual scares, because of conflicting interests, which held them back. However, today China 

has risen; it is now a power to reckon. The Chinese have produced educated people, and they 

are working to train more. The education department is seriously working to teach modern 

technical subjects in Chinese language.  Now, a committee of 122 learned men has been 

formed to work out uniformly acceptable terms for translation. 

It is now only about fifty years that Japan started teaching western education in Japanese. In 

this short period the Japanese have shown themselves to be a respectable race. It is now forty 

four years since Upper Burma was annexed by a foreign power; it’s almost fifty years now. 

But Myanmar is now far behind Japan. 

If we ignore the task of teaching in the vernacular, and continue in the present manner, we will 

not improve from the status of fire-wood-cutters and water-carriers; we will remain so even 

when Arimitterea, the next Buddha comes; in fact, it is a real prospect that the Myanmar race 

will disappear before that time. We can cite as example the extinction of natives after the 

White men came to Australia. 

If we can afford to spend about 500 000 rupees for the business of translation, in ten or fifteen 

year’s time, our lamentable country should make considerable progress. These days a minister 

of education is paid 5 000 rupees per month; 500 000 rupees is less than the salary aid to three 

ministers of education in three years.  

We have known that there are great men in our country who believe that our country have had 

scholars since the days of the Buddha; we also know that there are new great men who are 

about to bloom, and they would hold the view that, since the time of King Alaungpaya, we 

have had learned and skillful men. But Myanmar has not prospered because of the virtue of the 
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‘omniscient golden brains’ of such great men; but they have only grumbled about the poverty 

of lexicon in Myanmar language. What a pity; we have only to weep for our miserable kamma. 

But the Japanese do not weep, and neither do the Chinese and Thais; they only do what they 

ought to. In addition, in Mysore province of Nizam Maharaja, text books for various subjects 

have been translated into Urdu, for use in the university. It is a wonderful and delightful job 

that they have translated high level texts in only six years. Our kamma seems more miserable 

than it appears to be, because we have been wasting time praising the achievements of others, 

but upon looking back at the state of affairs of our land we only find it deplorable. In 

Myanmar, we find our language only the second language. 

However, we shouldn’t lament for our lot. Let us not be sorry. Let us be determined, as long as 

we live, to carry out the task of teaching all subjects in our language. Let us endeavor to push 

up our people to number one rank in the world. 

In addition, let us hope to live long enough to see that the task of teaching in our language is 

achieved. Let remember our land, our nation, our language, day and night; let us dedicate 

ourselves to liberate our country, to enable us to live as free men. 

When Monasteries Transform into Universities 

One reason Myanmar has high literacy rate is the existence of numerous monasteries.  

Myanmar has the highest literacy among the various provinces of India. No one can conceal 

the debt we owe the monasteries for the literacy of our people. If we look at the annual 

statistics published by the British government and other reports, we will find that we are not 

boasting, but really stating the facts. Therefore it is very important to bear in mind the 

importance of monasteries in our task of national development. But at present, the monasteries 

lost former reputation; it is obvious they are declining like the waning moon. But there seem to 

be very few people, perhaps none, who is aware of the fact that declining standards of 

monasteries would slow down national progress. Actually, if in deed there are people who 

realize it, their number probably may be less than one thousand. It is a sorry situation. 

Monasteries give, over the ages, free education; there is no excuse for not learning because of 

the inability to pay fees. At present, civilized Western nations have planned, or are planning, to 

provide free education; and they will continue to do so in the future. This shows that we are the 

first nation to know the benefits of free education; we should be proud, and be happy, for this 

great honor. Some Indian provinces are now making laws to make primary education 
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compulsory. In Russia, higher education is regarded as responsibility of the government, which 

is providing free university education. In our country, we need to renew and modernize 

existing monasteries. In fact this is an inevitable task. The world is changing fast; the present is 

quite different from a decade ago. The monasteries, slow in changing with the times, are 

lagging behind. The fast changing world will not wait for the people, or the monasteries; if we 

want to be modern, we have to move ahead with the pace of the changes. This is not the age of 

bullock carts and row boats; this is the age of telegraph and airplane. Education is invaluable, 

more valuable than gold, silver and gem stones, the seven kinds of jewels. Let us make use of 

free education institutions, the monasteries, to provide modern education for our 13 million 

citizens, in our native language. We should begin right now. What would you like to say about 

this? 

When monasteries have thus transformed into modern universities, the status of our country, 

Myanmar, will have changed from what it is today; perhaps the difference may be compared to 

that between a plum seed and the Himalaya Mountain. 

The Marble Statue of Buddha 

The above title might suggest that the author is going to write about pagodas and temples. No, 

it’s a big mistake to think so, because it’s not our intention to meddle in religious matters. 

What do we want to appeal in this little pamphlet? We will look at our selves from the point of 

view of aliens; i.e. we wanton find out how foreigners see us. This is because the other point f 

view is often important; we ought to be broad minded to pay attention to even the opinion of 

the enemy. Ordinary people naturally do not like being looked down by others; they tend to 

ignore the fact that others have poor impression on us because we deserved it. Usually we 

don’t see our own faults. But we are will find the truth, and let us be unperturbed by other 

people’s opinion onus. We must be critical and rely on reason, for we have big intentions. 

A few years back, the Germans looked at us, Easterners, from their own perspective. They saw 

all Asians as nothing, but a marble statue of the Buddha. The Westerners, who are ever so 

active with ideas and actions that they regard sleeping and eating as unavoidable jobs, see the 

Easterners as inanimate like the Buddha statue. And with this comparison, they mock at the 

Asians. 

What do you think you folks? Will you stay dead like the Buddha statue? Or, will you animate 
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the statue and show yourselves to be alive and active? Khingyipyaw, [a great scholar monk, 

who became literate only in old age – translator], had shown that even a grinding stone can 

grow branches. It’s now time, our turn, to show that the statue is living. 

The great dragon, China, has now wakened up. The world is watching it to see what will 

happen. Will the Chinese Dragon become a world power when its statues wake up? Are we 

Burmans not going to produce intellectually able men like Pyu Saw Hti, who with bow and 

arrow wiped out the menace of monster bird and swine in ancient Pagan? This is a query you 

should answer. 

“Streams may become shallow, but a race may not decline,” say the proverb. If we Myanmar 

people are active and hard working, we will not decline. Maung San Wa and team are now 

hiking around the world; U Kyaw Yin, the artist from Tavoy, has flown up in a balloon 

measuring sixty or seventy feet. These are signs that the Burmese statue is beginning to 

become alive. Feel great, and be proud of such feats! 

Let us be determined, with great vision and broad minds and tough hearts. Let us take on the 

task. We have a great history; let’s not belittle it in our time. It is nobler to live famously a day, 

than to live an unknown life one hundred years. Don’t forget; don’t let yourselves become 

marble statues. 

The Year 1390 

Our main aim is to make our country independent. And we have dedicated ourselves to this 

cause. Some people want to know when we will reach this goal. If we really work hard, 

starting from this year, 1290 B.E., we probably will gain liberty in the year 1390. Some may 

think it’s too long and lose heart and give up altogether. 

Most people look for short-term benefits; they want to enjoy profits in their own life-time. 

They may think 100 years too long a period. 

In fact, time is not absolute; it’s relative. People will think ten years too long if it takes that 

long to paint a picture. But, let us say it’s a wonderful painting and will last 300 years. Then 

ten years painting it is not too long. “If you want to eat good tea leaves, let the Palaung go 

slow.” If an individual masterpiece takes 10 – 15 years, it’s not too long for a national 

objective to take 100 years. One hundred years in history is just a long as 24 hours on the scale 

of human life. Mazzini of Rome had to wait fifty years to see his aim come true. Dr Sun Yat 
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Sen., the father of modern China, struggled forty years to liberate his country. No great historic 

task is achieved overnight. So, regardless of how one sees 100 years, our duty is not to count it. 

True we will not be living in the year 1390; even our offspring may not remember us then. 

Like the Great Irrawaddy river formed by the union of many small streams, let us treat 

ourselves like small streams to contribute to ‘the future river of liberty.’ Let us dedicate our 

task for future generations. Let us start in 1290 to take on this noble task. 

Only by such dedication and hard work, we will be able to bring liberty in our land by the year 

1390. 

Marvelous Weikza Knowledge 

(Note added by translator:  Weikza is a translation for the term science; it’s a new terminology. 

In later years the translation was changed: in present usage, weikza is arts; science is the 

equivalent of theikpan.) 

About the year 976, of our calendar, during the time of Anaukphetlun, the Maha Dhammaraja, 

a man named Solomon de Caus was sent to the lunatic asylum because he attempted to use the 

motive power of steam to drive machines. Then after two hundred years, in 1173, during the 

reign of our King Bodawpaya, breakthrough came. 

When Colonel Stevenson tried to invent a steam-driven railway people thought he was mad. 

But today the railway is so common that no one think it strange.  

Motor cars, airplanes, telegraph and audio-movies are no longer strange things. It would be a 

miracle to keep a dog living after its head has been chopped off, even for those who believe 

nothing is impossible with science. But it’s no longer a miracle; Russian scientists have 

severed a dog’s head, and kept alive both parts, by scientific means. When the Russians 

examined the severed dog’s head, they found it appeared to be living, with eyes still shining, 

like a live dog’s; and the tongue even licked the mater’s hand. In addition, it refused food 

which was hot, or bitter, but ate food that was sweet and tasty. It closed eyes when a strong 

beam of light was shone on it. It showed dislike at any provocative action. All this was made 

possible by artificial blood circulation in the dog’s body parts. One day it may become possible 

to keep alive a man whose had has been cut off accidentally, and rejoin the sections. 

Will science be able to change sex, male into female, or vice-versa, one might ask. Although 

this is not yet possible with man, scientists have done sex change in birds and small animals. 
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An American scientist doing sex research has done experiments with frog.  He found that fresh 

frog female eggs when fertilized with fresh sperm from male hatched into equal numbers of 

male and females; but eggs fertilized with four-day-old sperm hatched only males. When eggs 

exposed to x-rays were hatched in an incubator only females, and no males at all. Sex 

manipulation has been achieved in small creatures. Even changing a male into female ha been 

carried out. Although sex-selection is not yet possible in humans, in future it might become a 

reality to favor one human sex over another, as in frog and chicken. 

The wonders of science are innumerable. A scientist in London has used a single beam of light 

to open a door, stop an experimental train, switch on window lights, and ring a burglar alarm 

or fire alarm. In future street lights will be automatically switched on and off as the sun set or 

rises. This is already used in Bern. 

Such are the wonders of science. But are we But we are not supposed to be amazed by the feats 

of other people only? When are we going to study science and become equal to others? 

Although ordinary sunlight cannot burn animals and plants, when focused 

with a lens it burns anything beneath. 

Likewise, man’s mind when unfocused is not brilliant. But the concentrated 

mind can bring great ideas and put them into reality. 

Weikza [Science] and Agriculture 

Don’t throw away traditions; don’t do lavish shopping. 

Rejecting traditions may put one on the wrong track; 

Lavish shopping may make one poor. 

This maxim is not always true. One doesn’t always get on the wrong path by rejecting 

traditions; and one doesn’t always become poor by lavish shopping. We ought to reject some 

traditions; and at times we ought to spend lavishly in the market. Although there are many 

instances which do not go wrong after throwing away precedents, we will not much about it. 

As our aim in this article I to suggest the use of scientific methods in agriculture, and to discard 

traditional methods, where necessary, we will go straight to the point. In a way, we mean to 

propose using science, like oxen pulling a cart, to pull up agriculture. 

Technology has given us the means the means to travel faster than on horse, or elephant, or on 
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ox-cart, or by sail-boat, or row-boat. On land we can travel by car or train; on waterways, 

motor boats and steam ships; underwater, submarines; and in the air, airplanes. This is a fact, 

and no one can deny it. But, why are we suggesting the application of scientific methods to 

only agriculture, leaving other areas? The reason is that eighty five percent of our population is 

farmers or farm workers. They earn their living from agriculture. Only twenty out of one 

hundred people living in our country are merchant, or brokers, or clerks and government 

employees. 

However, we are living in an age when things are upside down; the concerns of ten out of 13 

million people, although important, are not given due attention, but attention is given to the 

affairs of 3 million. For example, the today’s movement for self-government and change is not 

aimed to directly improve the lives of 10 million people who work on the farms. Actually, 

political leaders do not pay much attention to the status of farmers. 

This much should be enough to make it clear why w should use science and technology to 

benefit the farmers. 

We are not using fertilizers other than cow manure. This actually is partly the result of 

conservative attitudes, and partly due to ignorance. 

In fact putting manure on farm land is scientific, but we don’t understand the reason. Chemical 

analysis shows that 1000 viss of cow manure contains 3 viss of nitrogen, the element that 

makes forms explosives. Nitrogen is abundant in air; 80 percent of air is nitrogen. But it is 

useless for plants, because they cannot directly consume it. 

Nitrogen is found not only in air; it exists as compounds in such substances as fats and oils, 

soap, ash and other solids. Plants can use these compounds, when they are dissolved in water.  

But nitrogen only is not sufficient for plant needs. Will we be satisfied to eat only rice, and no 

dishes? Plants do not need as much variety as we do; they require only four types of nutrients: 

nitrogen, phosphorous (found in bones), potassium, and calcium. These components should be 

provided in precise proportions, as in pharmaceuticals. Today we can buy fertilizer made 

specifically for paddy. 

A fertilizer which can double the yield of paddy, named “Amophos” is available; it contains 20 

percent nitrogen and 10 percent phosphorous. For nitrogen requirement, 100 viss of Amophos 

is equivalent to 700 viss of cow manure. Although cow manure is bulky, we should use is a 
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much a possible, if it is freely available. 100 viss (about 27 pounds) of Amophos costs only 

about ten rupees; and about 100 to 200 viss is needed for one acre of paddy farm. Tests showed 

that one acre of second class land, which normally yields 25 baskets of paddy, produces 26 

baskets more, when it is fed 200 pounds of fertilizer. In other words fertilizer doubles the 

paddy output. As the fertilizer costs only about 20 rupees, the farmer easily makes 25 rupees 

profit. 

So our suggestion is to dare to cast aside traditional methods, where necessary, and to employ 

scientific techniques. We urge farmers to use currently available fertilizers. Interested persons 

can contact us for information. 

The Way to Success 

Many people desire success; there are few who do not like success. Men and women, just abut 

every body use to say “I want to succeed; I’ll ever be grateful if you will please tell me the way 

to success.” And many people use to ask, “Why is that man so successful?” 

Such queries show that there are obviously secrets to success. In some old literature we find 

“Bhavatu Jeya subbha mangala” (Noble success be yours), a wish for the reader. In deed there 

are the means to success. To those who will say, “Do tell us then,” here’s our prompt reply. Of 

course we are not sure whether amulets, or mantras, or magic squares, used by some people, 

really work to bring success.  

But we do know one sure way to succeed. Well if you have good kamma, you will succeed. 

(Don’t think this is funny; please be patient until we finish.) What is kamma then? Is winning 

the lottery due to good kamma? Or, is it due to your bad kamma when you are tripped and you 

fall? May be they are; or they may not be. 

Some may say they are accidents. But for us kamma is not something beyond our 

contemplation. It is just some ordinary concept we can think about; and you should agree on 

this point. 

Kamma is a Pali word; in Hindhustan (Hindi) it is kam, derived from Sanskrit karma. Scholars 

can check this statement. For us, the root of the word is not important, because the meaning 

remains the same. In plain words, kamma means deed, action, achievement. Thus, it is true that 

“Kamma makes one prominent; wisdom makes one reasonable.” In other words, “One’s action 

makes him important; it is achievement which makes one well known.” Skeptical! We suggest 
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you try it. 

Let’s take an example. A man says he wants to learn English. He may be offended if you ask 

him if he really wants to learn. Offend him or not, we need to investigate. Then we can 

confidently say, “If you are really serious, you will learn for sure.” Then he may say, “No, no, 

friend. It’s been a long time I have wanted to learn English. So far I haven’t learnt it really.” 

What will you say then? Well, it’s easy, really easy. We can say that he will learn if he really 

wants to. English doesn’t run away from him. If he is serious for it, and makes real effort, he 

will get it. He can try this method, just for example. Learn 10 new English words daily; then he 

will learn 300 words in one month, 3000 in 10 months, 3600 after one year. In three years he 

will master a vocabulary of 10 800 words. Is it not simple? But the problem is not doing it. 

Who’s to blame then? 

Yet one may still argue, “How can I do it if I cannot get the books?” This is a problem. But it 

is not difficult. Abraham Lincoln was so poor before he became president that he couldn’t 

afford to buy books. He walked 40 miles, nearly the distance from Rangoon to Pegu, to loan a 

book. That’s real spirit. Those who wanted to learn English should take Lincoln as example; 

they should be determined to put at least one-tenth Lincoln’s. How can one fail if he learns 10 

new words daily? This is some thing anyone can try. 

If one strictly follows the above method, how many words will he learn after five years? This 

is only one example. But there is no alternative from hard work and perseverance. To what 

extent should one be devoted to his aim? We say, he should go to such extent that others see 

him as crazy. Begin now to set on you mission; you fail once, try again; failure again, try 

again. Try again, and again, and again; go on and on; never give up. Don’t give a thought to 

what others think or say. One knows ones work better. Had the inventors of the airplane 

consulted other people before the invention, they would have been told not to think about the 

impossible; they may even give a thousand reasons. If the inventors would give up because of 

discouragement by others, we would not have airplanes today. 

Friends, keep kamma in your possession; be ye men of deeds and accomplishment; act now. 

Don’t be bothered by what others say; don’t listen to discouraging words. Follow your own 

pursuit, and be persistent with it. Begin today to develop your kamma. Then we will say, “This 

man’s kamma has come up; this is his kamma at work.” Well then, who wants to succeed? He 

who wants to succeed has to show up his kamma; bring it out; demonstrate it. 
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Second University Students’ Strike 

In February 1936, Ko Nu, President of Rangoon University Students’ Union, was expelled 

from the university. This followed a decision of the university council which considered him 

guilty for a speech criticizing the university authorities. After receiving the letter informing 

him about the dismissal, Ko Nu kept the news to himself, but he wrote a letter to the principal, 

Mr. Sloss, thanking him for forcing him out of the university, and that he was studying law, 

because it could enhance him when he entered politics. Ko Nu also went on to say that he 

found lawyers were blood-suckers; he even urged Mr. Sloss to tell his friends, when he talks 

about Burma, that although he has seen subdued and slave-natured Burmans, there are brave 

souls like Maung Nu, who would stand up to any unfairness, whatever the consequences. One 

can just imagine how Mr. Sloss would feel when he received this impertinent letter. After Ko 

Nu's expulsion, Ko Aung San, editor of the Student Union Magazine, Ohway, got the order to 

leave the university. His guilt was related to an article, Hell Hound AT Large, published in 

Ohway. The authorities saw the article to be an attack on one among them, and they asked Ko 

Aung San to identify the author. Ko Aung San refused, giving editor’s ethics as the reason; he 

said, as editor, he was responsible for the article. As a result, Ko Aung San got expelled from 

the university. 

News slowly spread among the students that Ko Nu had been dismissed. He was a leader, 

loved and admired by students. They also heard that Ko Aung San was also about to be 

dismissed. The students, with great displeasure about the authorities’ actions, called a general 

meeting of the union, to denounce the principal. Without having discussed the matter earlier, 

the meeting resolved to launch a strike in protest. About 700 students joined the strike and left 

the campus. 

No one had expected the strike, and no one had suggested it before the meeting; it was a 

spontaneous response. Ko Nu told the students not to strike for his cause, but they did not 

listen. The strike was an indication of the students’ grievances against the university 

authorities. 

Women students were as eager to join the strike as the men. In 1931, the university council had 

ignored the students’ appeal to reduce fees, citing their hardships. In 1934-35 when the 
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students demonstrated to demand fees reduction, U Sett, the Vice-Chancellor, and Principal 

Sloss promised to consider the case; but nothing came of their promise. 

The students camped on the Shwedagon pagoda platform, in zayats, rest houses; they got 

advice and support of the town elders. It was cold winter, and the students did not have enough 

warm clothing; and they did not have beds. They were admirable in their dedication, and 

defiance of authorities. A committee, set up for the welfare of students collected funds to 

support them. Some students took donations from worshippers, and they got quite a lot. One 

young man sold his blood for ten rupees, to support the students. Parents were pleased, and 

they felt honored, that their sons and daughters had left the campus in protest; they wrote 

letters to express support and satisfaction. Some sent telegrams. Lovers praised their lovers for 

their courage. All these showed that the system of education was not popular. The principal 

sent letters to parents asking them to send their children back to classes; but under the 

prevailing conditions, how could it have any effect? 

High school students in Rangoon joined the strike in support of the university students. 

Students in other towns followed. The government was in a difficult position. The students 

formed a strike committee, which produced ten demands; they determined to continue the 

strike until they get their demands. 

The Students’ Demands 

1. To amend the university constitution. 

2. To allow external candidates in the university examinations. 

3. To reduce university fees, and boarding and examination fees. 

4. To acknowledge the right of the students union to represent the students in their 

dissatisfactions; to drop the council resolution not to recognize the student 

representatives. 

5. To cancel the order to expel Ko Aung San, if it was still in force; and to allow him 

to sit for the examination. 

6. To revoke the principal’s authority to expel students, and the university council to 

keep that authority. 
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7. To get confirmation from the government and university that Mandalay College 

would not be closed down. 

8. To allow the students to see, for a fee, how their examination papers have been 

marked. 

9. To postpone the examination at least one month, to allow study time, when the 

strike ends. 

10. To give assurance that strike students would not be investigated, or intimidated, 

directly or indirectly.  

These demands were sent to the government, the university council and the senate; but no 

reply came, and the strike continued. In the mean time, in order to force the students to come 

back to classes, the principal conducted examinations for the remaining students. 

When the students heard about the examinations, they went to the residential halls and 

appealed the students who came to shun the exams and turn back. With those whom they 

wouldn’t agree not to sit the exam, the students tried to bar them at the exam room entrance; 

their tactic was to lie flat on the floor before the room doors and on stairs, and tell those who 

wanted to enter to step over their bodies. Those who came for the exam sympathized with their 

fellow students. In this way the strike students disrupted the university and tenth standard 

examinations. The government postponed them indefinitely. The same thing happened in 

schools in the districts and townships. In Sagaing, school principal Mr. Dow showed horrible 

behavior when he mercilessly beat his pupils; and in Weslyan school in Mandalay acted in 

similarly horrible manner. But due to the appeal of the students the examination had to be 

postponed. This was a remarkable first time achievement by the students, using peaceful 

means, to prevent they disliked from happening. 

In the mean time, student leaders had daily meetings; and in the evenings they held mass 

meetings at which they reported their programs and views and individuals got up to comment 

or discuss. Mostly, they spoke to promote patriotism, and speakers got applause and praise. 

Moreover, the students gave vent to their felling with regard to the character of the principal, 

lectures and hall wardens. Such open criticism forced the university authorities to form an 

investigation committee, and students were allowed to stand witness. As they spoke the truth, 

with courage, the hearings appreciably hurt the prestige of the university administrative body. 
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But there was no outcome from the hearings, which were recorded, except that Bursar U Tin 

alone was forced to resign. Bursar U Tin was the right-hand man of principal Sloss; in 

accordance with the saying, “A powerful master keeps a slave,” U Tin had been very 

influential under Sloss. 

(Remark: After resigning from the university, Bursar U Tin joined Dr Ba Maw’s party, and 

stood for election to the legislature from Henzada Township; but he lost. Bursar U Tin is now 

an important member in Dr Ba Maw’s party.) 

The student leaders did not spend the nights in zayats, sleeping; instead they traveled to 

different parts of the country to explain their case. They spoke about how the university 

authorities were unjust, and how they bullied the students; and they explained how the 

government had kept the education standard low. They found the people very interested in the 

issues. Among those who went out and gave talks were Ko Nu, Mr. M.A. Rashid, Ko Ohn, Ko 

Tun Ohn, Ko Tun Tin, Ko Hla Pe, Ko Aye Cho, Ko           Aung San and others. They were 

hard working and vigorous. One of the students’ supporters was Ko Thein Pe, who had 

graduated, and had left the university.  He had taken a scholarship exam for further studies in 

England, and he had got an appointment for interview. But Thein Pe wrote to the scholarship 

board that he wouldn’t consider the scholarship until the students’ demands were granted. Ko 

Ohn, a law student, inevitably followed Thein Pe’s example; he too wrote to decline the 

scholarship in England, before the strike’s business was complete. Ko Thein Pe rejected the 

scholarship once and forever; Ko Ohn went to study in England after the strike ended, and he 

is still there. 

Mya Bu Report 

While the students were still on strike, the government appointed an investigation committee, 

headed by Sir Mya Bu, High Court Judge, for the purpose of amending the University Act. It 

took one year to discuss and write the report. When the committee’s report was published, the 

students we upset to find it did not pay attention to their demands. The students rejected Mya 

Bu report, and in protest, they went around town shouting. Then the students held a meeting in 

the town hall, attended by Prime Minister Dr Ba Maw, and Education Minister Tharawaddy U 

Maung Maung. Dr Ba Maw remarked that Mya Bu report was just a set of recommendations, 

and that there was time for the government either to accept or reject it contents. He invited the 

students to cooperate with him if they wanted to amend the University Act. Saying that it 
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would be easy for him to agree to the students’ demands, he also promised to take steps to 

enable sons and daughters of peasants and workers to attend the university. The students felt 

satisfied with Dr Ba Maw’s promise; they praised his courage and patriotism. 

When Dr Ba Maw’s promise was printed in the newspapers the next day, he denied that he had 

said so. But the student leaders from the schools maintained that he did promise them. The 

readers have to decide whether it was the 1500 students who mis-heard Dr Ba Maw, or Dr Ba 

Maw who was wrong,; but the fact remains that the rowdy students peacefully returned to their 

schools after they have heard Dr Ba Maw’s words. The students’ unrest calmed down after his 

speech like a fire extinguished by water. 

The Students End the Strike 

The ten demands by the students was considered by the university authorities, and agreed to 

comply with some of them. When the decision of the council was conveyed to the students, 

they held a meeting to decide whether to end the strike. Mr. Rashid, Ko Ohn and others argued 

that they should return to classes. But there were who insisted on not yielding because their 

demands have not been fully met; they pointed out their earlier commitment to getting all their 

demands. The leaders explained that many students have lost their enthusiasm, and some have 

went home and were not coming back, and that those who wanted to come back to the strike 

center were not allowed by their parents. They also pointed out the declining support from the 

parents, as well as the lack of funds, and loss of financial and material support of Rangoon 

citizens. The student leaders told them also about the likelihood of the government using 

violence, in case peaceful means failed. Only the few hard-headed students remain insistent. 

The majority decided to end the strike. In the end, most of the students, except Ko Nu, Ko Hla 

Pe, and a few others. 

Student conference 

An outcome of the students’ strike was the formation of the national students’ union. The first 

Conference of All Burma Students held in Jubilee Hall in Rangoon elected Mr. Rashid as 

president. Students, representing English-Burmese schools, Burmese only schools, and schools 

under monks, attended the national conference. Over 1000 students came to the conference 

which discussed topics of their interest and made resolutions and demands. 

The second conference was held at the National School in Mandalay, with representatives 
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coming from all parts of the country; it elected Ko Aung San as president. The formation of the 

national union of students was an encouraging step, because students can complain their 

grievances; and in case of need the union can take action, in consultation with member unions, 

and has the option of strike, with their support, to get their demands 

National University 

After the students’ strike, students and parents became aware of the defects of education 

provided by government schools. It was ‘slave education’, because when there was no one to 

employ the graduates, they couldn’t earn a living. They wanted ‘Thanking education – 

masters’ education’ which teaches professional knowledge; and for that purpose they wanted a 

national university. To set up a national university, they held a meeting, and appointed a 

committee with U Thwin, a rich businessman, as president, and Ko Nu as secretary. 

As a step to form the national university, they collected donations and opened evening classes 

in Myoma High School. About fifty students registered and classes continued. But the 

following year, the number of students who registered dropped, and as there were not enough 

students the project stopped. In the mean time, the president and committee members wrote to 

patriotic citizens to make contributions; they also advertised in news papers to get funds; but 

they did not get enough donations. Also the students as well as the parent’s o not think the 

certificates from the national schools as valuables as ones from government schools. Naturally, 

the national university project stopped for lack of funds and students. That was the end of Ko 

Nu’s dream of a national university; that was perhaps a misfortune of the country and the 

people. 

During the strike, the students intensely hated Mr. Sloss, the university principal; they 

composed songs which they sang to highlight the slave nature of university education. One 

song, their favorite, which took the tune of ‘Khwanyo-pan’, carried the words, “We have left 

the university, the breeding ground of slave spirit; friends, let’s stay together, and be united on 

Shwedagon platform. Unfair rules which we lived under, we want to throw out like spit, for as 

we ponder hard, we dislike them like filth. Mr. Sloss, the teacher, he’s like a dictator; he’s got 

no kindness, no sympathy for youth. Only the president we love, --- etc..”  

There was also the precedent of composing songs during the 1920 strike; the students then had 

composed the kagyi khagwe Thanbauk (alphabet rhyme), and its subject was U May Aung, the 

author of University Act. The stanzas read: 
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• Ma means May Aung, the shameless faced fellow who openly wrote university act. 

• Ba means U Bo Byay, who in particular, belongs to one side, with the country on 

the opposite. 

• Tha means thabeik (the strike), police won’t arrest; the weapon is crude. 

• Aa means ahlin (light), which unites, but the ruler dislikes, for the secret agents 

trail behind; etc. 

At the first anniversary of the 1920 strike, the students went around town shouting the 

following rhyme. 

• From the marriage of kyee and kyetma (crow and hen) comes awkalika (the hybrid 

bird); that’s from slave school. 

• Those who left father, for the love of uncle, know how to forget those who feed, 

and to betray the benefactor. 

• No red blood, even to match a woman’s, they work as clerks in slave grade. 

• They who return home after eating full; fellows who belong to the race of bala 

(fools) etc. 

But the wording of songs and slogans for the national day which marks the 1920 students’ 

strike has changed. As patriotism has grown stronger, the choice of words has become 

“Independence is your duty”, “Thay hlin myay gyi – shin hlin shwe htee (literally meaning, 

‘Earth after death, golden umbrella for the living.’ Or, ‘Do or die.’)”, “Lar myee bay away ga 

pyay twae (Take risks early)”, “Kyauk hmay par zarganar hnint hnot (If there’s a timid hair, 

pull it out with tweezers)”, “Kyauk lwe, ye min phyit (The timid fellow misses the chance, the 

brave becomes king”, “Kyun bawa go set sote par (ate living as slaves)”, “Da doe pyay da doe 

myay (This is our country, this is our earth) etc. 

These indicate the important role of the students in developing nationalism and patriotism. The 

1920 students’ strike is a landmark, and invaluable contribution in the struggle for national 

independence. 

Sinyetha Wada (Socialism) 

After the story of Mingalun GCBA, we must write about the activities of Dr Ba Maw and his 
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men in the legislative assembly. Dr Ba Maw had contested the election with his manifesto, the 

‘Five year socialist plan’ which he promised to introduce in the legislature. His policy consists 

of the following agenda. 

1. To disrupt, by all means, the British government’s plan of 91 departments 

administration for Burma. 

2. To fight those who accept the government’s plan, or help to make it successful. 

3. To build national strength, based on the five year plan, in order to achieve the aim 

of independence. 

4. To give equal opportunities for the rich and the poor. 

5. To reduce the taxes paid by the poor peasants and workers. 

6. To prescribe a law to make free primary education compulsory through out the 

country. 

7. To give enough land to farmers for their livelihood; to prevent take over of 

farmers’ land by rich men. 

8. to follow government acting as arbitrator. 

9. To set up banks to give loans to farmers at low interest. 

10. To enable farmers to repay the loans in easy installments. 

He had declared that accepting government office was to use it as a weapon to carry out the 

‘sinyetha wada –socialist plan’. In case that becomes impossible he would leave the office, and 

if needed to leave the legislature as well. His party men would not be allowed to discard the 

socialist plan to take office with another party or group whose policy is anti-socialist. 

When Dr Ba Maw won only 16 seats is the assembly, the Governor asked him to resign as 

education minister; he appointed U Thein Maung, a barrister, in the post. Feeling ashamed at 

being asked to resign, which was a legal act, Dr Ba Maw gave promise to a group of editors 

that he would unconditionally oppose the new system of administration. It was a group 

dedicated to giving pressure to MPs to oppose the government’s plan. Again, at a political 

meeting in West Kemmendine, attended by about 10 000 people, he promised he would not 

take office, but fight the new administration. The nation has requested him not to accept 

minister’s post, but fight the new system, and as he agreed, he became very popular. The 
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people revered Dr Ba Maw; they thought he was a reliable leader. They followed him. But 

while he was saying he would not take office, and asking for 67 men (MPs?) to help him in the 

fight, he was found to be gathering MPs to enable him to form a government himself. When he 

got enough MPs he took down U Ba Pe and U Thein Maung, and took the prime-minister’s 

post himself. 

Dr Ba Maw’s cabinet was given the name ‘Nyunt paung ah phwe’ (a coalition); his coalition 

partners were Karen, Indian, English representatives and men from U Chit Hlaing’s and the 

splinter group from Nga Pwint Saing (Five Star) party. There was no specific policy; the only 

policy was to get into office and stay there. Ministerial posts acted as the glue that kept the 

coalition together. Dr Ba Maw then had to abandon his five year socialist plan. Mr. Leach, 

leader of the European group stated in the legislature that his group would like to support the 

government. When Mr. Leach asked if Dr Ba Maw was still following the socialist aims, he 

openly admitted that there was no socialist policy, but only the coalition policy. Before the 

election he had promised to stick to socialist principles; in case that was not possible, he said 

he would leave office, and if necessary to leave the legislative assembly altogether. So far Dr 

Ba Maw has neither resigned nor left the assembly. 

Since he took office as prime minister, Dr Ba Maw has not been able to do anything for the 

country. He has wasted time trying to survive in office. So far he has (i) managed to abolish 

Thathmaeda (tax on head-count) by reducing it in steps within four years (ii) released 267 

political prisoners (iii) said he has made arrangements to refund the deposit money confiscated 

by the government from newspapers. However, in the legislative assembly he has done nothing 

for the country. He has only finished (i) enactment of the bill to grant rupee 200 per month 

salary for the Speakers of Upper and Lower Houses, (ii) drafting bills to pay monthly salaries 

of rupee 2500 for ministers, rupee 3000 for prime minister, and rupee 750 for parliamentary 

secretaries respectively. In another work he has formed a committee to find new ways of 

taxation to cover the losses due to abolishing Thathamaeda tax. As district councils have been 

supported out of Thathamaeda revenue, the committee has told the chairmen of district 

councils that support will have to stop when Thathamaeda gets totally abolished after four 

years; the committee has told the district council chairmen to find new ways themselves to 

finance their projects. The committee is still finding the means; in case it has decided what 

kind of taxes the district councils can collect, the government will give them power to do so. 
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That much is the job done for the country by Dr Ba Maw’s coalition cabinet up to the time of 

this writing. 

Dr Ba Maw and his followers went into the legislature after promising to introduce socialism; 

once there they have abandoned socialism to take ministerial jobs by forming a coalition 

government. In a democratic society, such drastic change in policy would require MPs to 

resign, out of respect for voters, and stand re-election on the new policy platform. New 

election is needed because the voters have elected the members because they liked the policy 

they have declared; when their policy changes, they need to confirm that voters approve it.  

As Dr Ba Maw knows this democratic precedent, his existence as prime minister appears to be 

an insult to the electorate, as well as to himself. We are sad that he has not convincingly 

explained why he needed to change his policy. 

However, in a speech in the Rangoon University Students’ Union, Dr Ba Maw pointedly said, 

“There can be no consistency in politics.” [Quotation in English in the original text; ed.] 

Changing policy on his own will, which appears to be his habit, has done him personal good, 

but it has hurt the country. He has shown complete disregard for the voters. We have only to 

understand that he has deliberately followed selfish ends. As he has clearly stated that he 

needed to adapt to situations, one has only to blame himself for believing his words. If people 

blame him, it would be like saying, “The kitchen towel is dark.” 

In fact, when we look at Dr Ba Maw’s past political activities, there is no consistency at all. 

During the separation versus anti-separation campaign he sided with the anti-separatists; but 

then he worked for separatist victory, contradicting his former stance. He said he hates 

imperialism; but apart from serving under an imperial government, he attended King George’s 

coronation and confirmed his allegiance, thus putting the country at the King’s disposal. He 

declared publicly that he would not take ministerial post, but fight to dissolve the new 

administrative system; then he took office and worked to sustain the system. He said he would 

fight those who support the new system; instead he oppressed who actually oppose it. After 

declaring the socialist policy for the election campaign, he scrapped it, and adopted the 

capitalist system. After giving various promises to the country, he kept none of them. 

To sum up, there is no consistency in Dr Ba Maw’s work; no matching of words and deeds; his 

appearance betrays his inner mind. He uses ‘for the country’ as a deception, in his search for 

own fortune.  
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However Dr Ba Maw has many praise-worthy qualities. He is friendly with poor or lower class 

people; he is simple, and unpretentious; he is generous; he understands that in a democratic 

society, one needs to be down to earth. Those who have met him briefly will not fail to 

appreciate his qualities. But those who have dealt with him long enough departed from him 

one after the other. Leaving aside opportunists who were or are in league with him, no plain 

politician can remain linked with him for long. Only the men who would share ministries will 

deal with him depending on the situation. 

Dr Ba Maw has big rapport with Buddhist monks; Upper Burma monks are friendlier with him 

than Lower Burma monks. This is due to the fact that Upper Burma has come under colonial 

status only a short time ago, so that the people have high regard for, and desire to be friendly 

with, high officials. In particular, the Upper Burma monks take pride in dealing with barristers, 

ministers, and prime ministers. They used to talk with pride how they have had breakfast or 

lunch at the prime minister’s residence. And Dr Ba Maw is generous in donations for the 

monks who helped him. He is similarly generous with people of all walks of life. These are 

some of Dr Ba Maw’s admirable qualities useful in gathering supporters.  

Dr Ba Maw is a man of ideas and ability. This is clearly shown when, as a leader with few 

followers, he took the prime minister’s post. Another plus for him is his capability for hard 

work. Not an old man yet, he has great stamina, and works tirelessly; and he has the means to 

do his job. Also Dr Ba Maw has great power of persuasion. He never says no to people who 

come to him for help; he always has something, kind words or advice, to make them happy. He 

may be using short tem strategies, but they do work. 

Dr Ba Maw also has weaknesses. He likes flattery, he loves respect; and he easily believes 

other people’s ill talk. Unless Dr Ba Maw corrects his weak points, he is going to fall as fat as 

he has climbed up. As people are getting better informed, it will become impossible to keep 

strength, for long, by conventional methods. Dr Ba Maw needs to seek new ways and new 

techniques; otherwise he will have to abandon politics. 

So much about socialism and its proponent. 

U Chit Hlaing’s Faction 

After his break away from the monks, U Chit Hlaing did not actively work in politics. 

Although he had followers in the districts, they were dormant for his lack of activities. During 
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the separation versus anti-separation campaign he woke up his followers and got himself 

elected into the legislative assembly, and became the Speaker of the House. It may be said he 

was lucky to get his wish fulfilled, for it was a job he liked to work in forever. Then came the 

motions concerning Burma’s linkage or break away from India. As the motions were not 

definitely for or against separation, as Speaker, he turned down the motions, saying they had to 

be specific whether to separate from India, or stay linked to it. Dr Ba Maw’s party, the pro-

British Sir J.A. Maung Gyi’s party and the 21-group did not agree with his ruling; they voted 

him out in a no-confidence motion. 

The British government explicitly stated that U Chit Hlaing made the correct moves, and his 

opponents were wrong; and it also said that in spite of the chance given to Burmans to say yes 

or no to separation, no definite decision was made. For that reason, assuming the people 

wanted to separate, the British gave Burma a separate government. After he was sacked, he got 

the job again in the sharing of posts. He had given up politics as he was serving as House 

Speaker. When the election drew near, he resigned and went to the districts to rally support. 

From the day U Chit Hlaing entered the legislature, his party existed only inside the house; 

outside, there is no such thing as U Chit Hlaing’s party. Although politically inactive, there is 

an apartment in Phayre Street (the present name is Pansodan), with a sign board which reads U 

Chit Hlaing’s party, but the building was only used for correspondence and for accommodation 

for MPs who come from the districts. 

U Chit Hlaing’s policy 

U Chit Hlaing and his party members stood for election on the promise that he would work to 

promote the poor folk; he said he would introduce a system of taxation, like in Ceylon (now 

Sri Lanka), based upon income. After the election a team of editors asked him if he would 

effuse to take any post and fight to disrupt the new administration. He clearly answered he 

would not accept any post, and that he would oppose the system. At the time of this writing, he 

has carried out none of his promises. We see that he has only broken his promise. What he did 

do, after he became House Speaker, was only to make U Paw Tun home minister, and U Ohn 

Maung and Saw Ba Thein parliamentary secretaries. The nation will have to watch when he  

fulfills his pledge. 

Near the end of his term U Chit Hlaing resigned from his post and went to the districts to meet 

the people. He frankly admitted he had been unable to do any Wunthanu activity, because he 
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had been a government servant, while in the house. Indeed U Chit Hlaing is admirable for his 

frank admission. 

U Chit Hlaing is a man of poor abilities; and he has no modern ideas. His Thamada title 

appears to be his meal-ticket for life. He has used that title to get himself a job. As he is now 

poor, and in debt, he has no option other than to take the post to support his family in old age. 

U Chit Hlaing has another weakness; he is too friendly with Indians. He has been accused of 

making money out of his close relation with the Indians. U Chit Hlaing and his men, having 

taken government jobs are now in a position to do something to fulfill their pledge. That they 

have done nothing is a big defect in their party. 

Like Dr Ba Maw who abandoned hi declared socialism, U Chit Hlaing also gave up his 

declared promises to get into the coalition. For this change in policy, they have a duty to leave 

office as well as resign as MP. But as they haven’t done so, they have breached democratic 

ethics. There is a precedent in India. Mohamad Ibrahim, a member of Muslim League, left his 

party to take a ministerial post under the policy of India Congress. With due respect for the 

voters, he resigned his seat in the Indian parliament, and stood for re-election as a Congress 

candidate. He was elected, and only then did he continue in his minister’s job. 

In Western countries also, members of parliament used to resign when they are confronted 

with no confidence motions in their constituents. In Burma, it is sad to find that there is no 

such tradition. There is a need to enlighten the voters. At present, it seems that the leaders want 

not to open the voters’ eyes, but rather to close them, deliberately. 

U Chit Hlaing and Burmese Language 

When U Chit Hlaing became Speaker of the House, the question, whether to allow the use of 

Burmese language, arose in the legislature. U Chit Hlaing ruled that, according to the 

parliamentary regulations, those who are fluent in English shall speak only in English only. 

Dissatisfied with this ruling, opposition members called a town meeting in Rangoon municipal 

hall, and denounced U chit Hlaing. Although English is the prescribed language, the Speaker 

has the authority to allow discussions and speeches in native language. By not using this 

authority, U Chit Hlaing has pleased the government, but earned the scorn of the people. In the 

Upper House (the senate) the Speaker, U Maung Gyi permitted members to use the native 

language. For different interpretations of the same rule, the people blame U Chit Hlaing, but 

praised U Maung Gyi. In India the Speaker allows any language in the parliament proceedings. 
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We can clearly see the contrast in the patriotisms of Wuntharnu House Speakers in India and 

Burma.  

People blamed U Chit Hlaing with harsh words for his lack of Wuntharnu spirit. But he has to 

do it because he was dependent upon English and Indian representatives for his survival as 

Speaker. In the past, he had opposed the government; he had been anti-British, and he had 

stayed away from pro-imperialists. This man who got the Thamada title changed abruptly. His 

political summersault may be viewed as the fickleness of political lives. 

Another objection to U Chit Hlaing’s behavior was his frequent use of ‘His Excellency’ in 

referring to the Governor. This made him seen as a stooge of the British. “He is enjoying his 

official position. He has become a British lackey. He might perhaps feel sorry to have wasted 

time as Wuntharnu Thamada,” remarked socialist MP U Ba Hlaing during a national 

conference. This should be a lesson for politicians. But there are others who U Chit Hlaing’s 

past sacrifices; they are sympathetic to him, and agree that he has taken the government job. 

There were others who said they pitied him. But that amounts to humiliation. Obviously, he 

has lost the respect he once got as national leader, Wunthanu president, and Thamada. 

A pathetic state of Burmese politics is that political parties do not have definite ideology. In 

England there is no such thing as Baldwin’s party, or Landsberry’s party, or Mac Donald’s 

party, or Lloyd George’s party. The parties in England are Conservative, Socialist, Labour, 

Liberal, which are based on party ideology. The same is true in United States and France; their 

parties are not named after a person. In Italy they have Fascist party, not Mussolini’s party; in 

Germany Nazi party, not Hitler’s party. After Mussolini’s death Fascism will remain. 

However, in Burma no ideology will remain after the deaths of U Ba Pe, U Chit Hlaing and Dr 

Ba Maw. As the parties are named after persons there can be no definite ism; only activities 

that follow the will of the leaders prevail. This is the greatest defect in Burmese politics; it is 

the duty of the people to correct it. 

The MPs who were unhappy with U Chit Hlaing’s handling of the house affairs moved a no 

confidence motion against him. The result of the voting was 53 for, and 63 against U Chit 

Hlaing. But the motion was unsuccessful, because the new rules require a majority vote (i.e. 67 

out of the total 132) for the motion to pass through.  

Thus U Chit Hlaing did not have to give up his post. Although he has survived, the MPs are 

giving vent to their grievances against him in every meeting of the legislative assembly. If U 
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Chit Hlaing knew he was losing respect, he should find ways to change the trend. 

Nga Pwint Saing Ahphwe (Five Star party) 

Nga Pwint Saing is a coalition of five parties: Pyithu Pyithar Ahphwe (People’s party), Burma 

Independence party, GCBA under Ye U Sayadaw, the Boycott GCBA, and Mandalay 21-

group. People’s party had its origin in the anti-government activities related to U Ottama in 

prison. When the monk was sent to jail, he was stripped of his monk’s robes, and not allowed 

the monk’s religious service in a Sima. The people and MPs demanded as well as appealed to 

the government, U May Aung, the Home Minister, only snubbed U Ottama. This aroused the 

MPs and the people; they formed the People’s party to oppose the government. Its members 

include the old 21-group led by U Ba Pe, Barrister U Pu, U Maung Gyi, Dr Thein Maung, 

Home Rule party of Tharawaddy U Pu and others, National Parliament party of U Ni 

(barrister), and independent MPs Mr. Trudjee, U Mya U, U Tun Win etc., 2. Burma 

Independence party consists of the break away group from 21-faction led by U Maung Gyi, 3. 

Ye U Sayadaw’s Central GCBA, 4. Boycott GCBA, a splinter group from Central GCBA, with 

barrister U Ba Si as president, and 5. Mandalay 21-group, a split faction from the old 21-

faction, whose president is Prince Hteik Tin Wa. 

The Five Star alliance has not worked as united force; there is internal contest going on to 

choose a leader, and there is no agreement. As a result we find that in some constituencies two 

to three Five Star party candidates have stood for election, which a sign of disunity. 

Five Star party has won the largest number of seats in the legislature. The wining strategy is 

admirable. Putting Prince Hteik Tin Wa in the position of president has paid off; wavering 

voters thought the Prince would revive Burmese royalty, a move which they appreciated so 

much. In addition they have U Ottama on their side. The monk, who had lost followers when 

he had openly criticized young politicians, was living in India, in frustration. But on he had 

been invited home Dr Thein Maung. After coming back by air U Ottama worked the public on 

behalf of Five Star party. The old Wunthanu voters have forgotten the monk’s mentality, and 

with due regard for his previous role, voted for Five Star which U Ottama supported. The Five 

Star candidates, being mostly well to do men, spent enormous  sums  of  money the election 

campaign.  

U Ottama’s lectures were held with great fan fare, along with Ahnyeint dances and music and 

songs. As the scale of celebrations shook the constituencies, the undecided voters, who were 
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not intelligent enough, blindly voted for the party they saw as the strongest. 

Five Star party is consists of men who had ignored the people’s desire and joined the diarchy 

parliament; in fact they have been declared rebels by the people. The majority of its leaders are 

greedy men, always ready to accept what the British government gives them. Although they 

formed the majority, there is no consensus among them as to the sharing of available offices. 

Originally a loose coalition, it soon split into an ugly group of scattered groups.  

The inability to form a cabinet, in spite of its victory with forty seats, was an indication that the 

party lacks an authoritative leader. The leading men, being more or less of the same intellectual 

caliber, were unwilling to accept any one among them as the leader. As every one was 

qualified for the posts, there were not enough for them to share. No one would be happy unless 

he gets a job. Thus every one was prepared to follow someone who could, and would give him 

a post. Five Star members have no commitment to go through thick and thin, as office was 

their main goal. Seeing the disarray in Five Star, Dr Ba Maw promptly formed the Nyuntbaung 

(assorted coalition) and moved a no confidence motion. At this, U Thein Maung, a joint leader 

in office, argued that the motion was directed at U Ba Pe’s activities, and that the motion 

should be separate ones against individual ministers. Such is the spirit of the leading men of 

Five Star party.   

Five Star fell after the motion. But U Thein Maung , who lost his minister’s job accepted, form 

Dr Ba Maw, the man who brought him down, the chairmanship of the Public Service 

Commission, with a salary of rupee 2000 per month. He declared that politics is a business that 

is virtuous as well as evil when he took the Public Commission job. Also remarkable is the fact 

that Five Star party members who failed to get jobs conspired with Dr Ba Maw to bring down 

those who did get jobs. Outstanding among such men were U Pu, U Tun Aung, U Ba U and 

others. After they have got positions in Dr Ba Maw’s Nyuntbaung team, Dr Thein Maung also 

took a post in Dr Ba Maw’s cabinet. U Ba Than, his rival, who wrote columns in newspapers 

to criticize him, also became a parliamentary secretary. Observing these moves, one can 

conclude the Five Star party members were in deed selfish opportunists who would find 

benefits from political work. For them politics is business. They have no intention to suffer for 

the sake of the country. 

However, there is one commendable quality of Five Star or 21- group politicians; we have not 

heard about the national funds being misused by them. That is unlike some of the Wuntharnus 
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who were dishonest, or careless in spending money contributed by the poorest section of the 

country. Another appreciable aspect is that they do not deceive the people. They openly state 

that they are anti-revolutionary; that they believe confrontation with the colonial government 

cannot bring good results; that they are not prepared to suffer personal losses; that they believe 

in evolutionary development. Thus their policy is self first, country second; they will work 

inside the government for the country’s progress, whenever they get a chance. 

Five Star politicians lack patriotism. That is their greatest deficiency. If they have to compete 

with truly nationalist parties they will certainly fall behind. And at the present Five Star is 

disunited and in disarray and it will be very hard to recover. As one pretending to be a friend is 

worse than the enemy, they are preferable to than deceptive Wuntharnus, because of their 

openness. 

Five Star and 21- group being parties formed specifically for election purpose, they have 

become inactive after the election; the only business that remained was to blame and counter-

blame others by those who failed to get government jobs. The internal conflict in Five Star at 

this time is very complicated, with followers changing leaders for cash. Most notorious in this 

respect are the Mps from Upper Burma. 

This much is the present state of Five Star party. 

Fabian Socialist Party 

This is a party formed in 1936, about four months prior to election. Named after a Roman 

general, the party’s ideology is socialist, like Western Fabian socialist parties. 

Socialism can thrive only in independent states; as Burma is not independent is formed to 

adapt socialism to the situation. There are pro-British parties as well as opposition, and the 

people are suffering, while politicians in some parties are selfish, and it is hard for people to go 

on suffering. Thus Fabian party ahs been formed to fulfill the needs f the people. U Soe 

Thein’s Wuntharnu have always been in opposition; when people have grievances, his party 

would organize meetings to complain or condemn. But that is the end of their business. They 

follow a ‘destructive policy’; but the Fabian party follows a ‘constructive policy’. By it the 

party aims to promote the people, and relieve their suffering, by gradual transformation. 

It is easy to destruct an existing system, but that does not build a new one. When a new system 

cannot appear, the people, the poor folk, will not like the change. It is the poor folk who have 
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to pay the most, but get the least in return. The Fabian party will oppose the government, but 

talk with it to launch programs that can bring relief to the underclass. The government has a 

duty to build embankments to protect the farmers’ lands from floods. But as there are no 

serious demands for construction of embankments and dams, villagers are left thirsty in 

summer. The government has responsibility to open schools, but there is no effective program. 

And there is the need to industrialize, but nothing has been done about it. The socialist party 

will expose such lapses of government. It is a party for the people. 

The founding leaders of socialist party are Deedoke U Ba Cho, leader of student strike Ko Nu, 

and U Ba Khine. It has produced a 32-point election manifesto, all of which concern the 

people’s development. Currently, the party is working, both inside the legislature, as well as 

out side, to achieve its program.  

The main aim of Fabian party is national independence as soon as possible, and the means to 

achieve it is to reject the form of government granted by the British government. The party 

desires to cooperate with like-minded people, and to refuse ministerial posts and oppose the 

government. The party propaganda has been launched in various ways, including talks, to build 

strength; but the people are inclined to the parties which take part in the government, and thus 

prolong the country’s colonial status. It is a sorry situation for the Burmese people that out of 

132 seats in the legislature, there are 100 native members, but they cannot find 67 member 

who will risk for the sake of the country; but all that depends on the people. 

Generally, Burmese political arties are not used to declaring their ideologies, aims and 

programs. And the people vote without studying the parties. Thus unsuitable persons get 

elected into the legislature, making an ugly scenario. Such men, after they become MPs, have 

no regard for the voters. This is the result of the people’s careless voting. But the Fabian 

Socialist party has kept its ideology and principles. It has kept the promise to always be in the 

opposition. The party MPs have promised to resign should they lose the confidence of the 

constituents. This good example will bring MPs from other parties on the people’s side in the 

future. 

But despite its declared policy and plans, only one out of 13 Fabian Socialist candidates won 

the election. Lack of support was due to the wrong impression it got as a new party only for the 

election. Another reason was the candidates, who were not well off, could not spend money in 

competition with others, to bribe for votes. A noticeable feature of the previous election was 
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the buying of vote by those who were to become leaders in government and amend the laws; 

they even gave liquor, and killed pigs and cattle to feed the voters. More surprising is the fact 

that many such candidates won the election. Those who despise vote buying and bribing that is 

going on in the legislature should only blame themselves for their dishonesty. 

Since the election, the assembly has two meetings; the lone Fabian member of legislature has 

done much for the country; he does not sell himself, nor change party; as a true socialist 

member, he has shunned the government’s receptions. His actions, in accordance with his 

pledge to the people, have convinced the nation that the Fabian party is a true party. The party 

is beginning to gain the people’s trust. 

So much about the Socialist party. 

Transformations of Burma Government 

After the annexation, Burma was directly ruled by the British government of India. As the 

work expanded, a Chief Commissioner took charge of the administration. Sir Arthur Phayre 

was the first Chief Commissioner. Then Burma was recognized as a province and ruled 

through a Lieutenant Governor, assisted by an Advisory Council. The Council consisted of 15 

members appointed by the Lieutenant Governor, at his discretion, and two members from the 

English businessmen, and Rangoon Chamber of Commerce. In addition, there were ICS 

(Indian Civil Service) officers who sat in the Council, whose role was only advisory; the 

Lieutenant Governor was not bound to accept its advice. In those days Burma had only one 

representative in the Indian government’s advisory council. 

When the liberal party came to power in Britain, Mr. Montague, the Secretary of State for 

India, and Lord Chelmsford, the Governor General of India jointly declared the plan for 

advanced administration for India. The plan was gradually to improve the government, aiming 

toward self-government. It hoped to install a new system, after a 10 year observation of the 

gradually changed administration. In 1919 India was given the new government, known as 

diarchy. 

Although India was given the new administration, Burma had been left out. She got diarchy 

only in 1923. In the new set up, the Governor took the place of the Lieutenant Governor as 

chief executive. 

Under the diarchy scheme, a legislature, or diarchy parliament was set up with the following 
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membership. 

• Myanmar nationals                                       58 members 

• Karens                                                             5 

• Indians                                                             8 

• Anglo-mixed blood                                          1 

• Europeans                                                         1 

• University                                                         1 

• Burmese businessmen                                       1 

• European businessmen                                      1 

• Chinese businessmen                                         1 

• Europeans’ Rangoon Chamber of Commerce   1 

• Indian businessmen                                            1 

                                                                      __________ 

                                                               Total              80 

                                                                     ___________ 

In addition to 80 members elected by various national groups, the government appointed 21 

members. Also there were two members representing the civil service, making the total of 103 

MPs. 

According to the 1919 Government of India Act, to ministers, for Finance, and Home, took 

charge of the departments reserved under the Governor; two ministers, mister for education, 

and minister for forest were appointed from the native MPs, and they ran 52 departments, on a 

trial basis. In this system, the Governor retains the discretionary powers to over rule the 

decisions of the legislature, or the ministers. This meant that although it had been called a 

representative form of government, the actual power did not rest with the people. Even if the 

people’s representatives could successfully oppose, i.e. vote down a government plan, the 

government continued in power. Thus the people’s representatives became the opposition, 

without power to change policies. The diarchy did not do any good for the country, which was 

its great defect. 

There were 2 million eligible voters, of whom 125 000 were women under the diarchy system. 

Only 7 percent voted in the first diarchy election, because those who hated it had stayed away 

in protest. In the second and third elections, the numbers who voted were 17 percent and 27 
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percent respectively. We find that 47 voted to resolve the separation-nonseparation issue. But 

under the 1935 Act, the number of voters increased to 2.8 million, including 0.6 million 

women. 

The new (1935) scheme included two Houses; the Senate, or Upper House, consisted of 36 

members, and the Lower House 132. Half the Senate members were nominated by the Lower 

House, and the rest appointed by the Governor. The Lower House consists of the following: 

• Natives                                                                91 members 

• Karens                                                                 12 

• Indians                                                                   8 

• Anglo-mixed                                                         2  

• Europeans                                                              3 

• The University                                                       1 

• Burmese businessmen                                            1 

• Indian businessmen                                                2 

• European businessmen                                           5 

• Chinese businessmen                                              1 

• Rangoon European Chamber of Commerce           1 

• Chettiar association                                                 1 

• Indian workers                                                         2 

• Burmese workers                                                     2 

                                                                                        __________ 

                                                                           Total      132  members     

                                                        ___________ 

It is remarkable that the legislative assembly does not contain any members appointed by the 

government, or representing the government service; all members are elected by the people. 

The attorney general, and the financial advisor, who are allowed to sit in the chamber have 

only to explain the laws and regulations as advisors; they have no right to vote. But as there 

were 18 government appointed members in the Senate, the system does not differ much from 

dyarchy. The Governor still holds the powers as in dyarchy. It was not really a democratic 

government, but only an imitation. 

The round table conference for India was held in 1930, in London, to discuss government 
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reform after ten years of diarchy. U Ba Pe, who attended the conference, proposed that Burma 

should be separated from India, and that a conference should discuss Burma’s issue differently. 

The second round table conference, only for Burma, took place in 1931, also in London. 

At the conference, Prime Minister Mr. Mac Donald declared that Burma may remain in the 

Indian Union, or leave it, and that it was for the people of Burma to decide. The delegates 

came home with this promise. The two sides, for, and against separation, debated the issue, to 

be decided by the election. The antiseparation, or Link India group won the election with 500 

000 votes. 

After the election, a joint committee on government reform met in London. It was the third 

conference for Burma. Participants in the joint committee were 1. U Ba Pe, 2. U Thein Maung, 

3. Dr Ba Maw, 4. U Kyaw Din, 5. U Chit Hlaing, 6. Dr Ma Saw Sa, 7. Mr. Kimpinet, 8. Saya 

Shwe Ba, 9. Mr. Howasjee, 10. Sir De Glenville, 11. Mr. Trudjee, and 12. Mr. Harper. Soon 

after the conference, the British government announced the Government of Burma Act, 1935.  

According to this Act, Burma would be governed, not as part of India, but by the Secretary of 

State for India, in London. Before the new government was formed, discussions went on in 

London whether to put Burma under the Dominions Secretary, or the Colonial Secretary, or a 

Secretary for Burma. They decided in the mean time to place Burma under the Secretary for 

India. He would be assisted by a tree-man advisory committee. But as of now, only two 

advisors have been appointed. They are Mr. Hughes Stevenson, the former Governor, and Mr. 

Clarke (?). It’s poor show that the advisory committee consists of no Burman at all. 

The Governor of Burma rules the country on behalf of the government of Britain, and the 

Secretary for India and Burma. The Governor could appoint three advisors, but at present there 

is only on advisor. A financial advisor and attorney general are also in place to assist the 

Governor and government. The cabinet of ministers takes charge of the business of 

government The Governor can attend the cabinet meetings if he likes to. In this way the 

country is placed at the disposal of the cabinet, with the Governor giving policy guidelines. 

However, there are disputes and disagreements between the ministers and the senior permanent 

officers. Although ten ministers can be appointed, there are only seven at present. In the 

previous system there were two ministers appointed by the Governor and two chosen by the 

people’s representatives. In the resent system all ministers are appointed by the people. There 

are more than four ministers because the departments under the central Indian government 
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have been handed over to the Burma government. They are railways, ports, income tax, post 

office and telegraph etc. The reserved departments, foreign relation, defense, reserved 

territories and states, finance, monetary authority, foreign exchange, the Christian church, and 

the senior civil service are kept in the hands of the Governor. The remaining departments, the 

so-called transferred subjects are under the ministers. Although the cabinet has been granted 

authority, in many cases they clash with the discretionary powers of the Governor. And in case 

of controversy, the Governor can overrule according to law; and as he does so in almost all 

matters, the ministers, appointed by the people have no real authority. Various constraints, like 

budget, security, racial relations etc. tied their hands and feet.  

Normally the two Chambers meet twice annually; the first meeting takes place in February and 

march, and the second in  August and September. Although the Houses can have special 

meetings, the authority to summon the meeting rests with Governor. The Senate can reject the 

laws passed by the Lower House, but in cases the two differ, the decision is made by vote in 

the joint meeting of the Houses. 

There is a special provision in the Government of Burma Act. When a law is unacceptable by 

the British, because it adversely affects the interests of British citizens, or the British 

commerce, it must be sent to the King; only by royal ascent within one year it can become law. 

The King has the power to end the law, and as the British parliament influences the King, it 

has the capacity to influence in all matters of Burma government. As long as the Act remains 

in force, real authority will be in the hands of the Governor, and British parliament. As this is 

not the sort of law applicable in the Dominions, the lack of the people’s role is an obvious 

defect. 

The Financial Situation of Burma 

Upon separation from India, the Burma government got transferred to it the departments 

directly under the central Indian government. The important are ports, income tax and revenue, 

and salt industry. Others are railways, posts and telegraph, excise, foreign exchange, the mint, 

etc. Ports and income-tax departments earn the largest incomes. The biggest spender is the 

army department, which spends more than 60 percent of income. Over 20 percent goes into 

paying for debts and interests. The remainder is for pensions and expenses of other 

departments. 

Previously, when money was needed, the Indian government took loans, and repays; now 
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Burma has its financial responsibility. The largest income comes from land revenue, which is 

not only from farmlands, but also from irrigation revenue and payments for mining 

concessions, as well as Thathemaeda, or human tax. Other incomes are forests, which bring in 

about 20 percent, excise and stamp duties. The biggest spending departments are the judiciary, 

police, and forest.  

Table of Burma Government Income 

                                           1927-28       1932-33      1937-38 

                                                    (in million rupees) 

Farm revenue                        53.6              38.8          51.0 

Forests                                  20.8                8.7          13.7 

Excise                                   12.4                8.5           8.8 

Miscellaneous                       13.5               16.8         13.0 

 

Added income from centralized departments 

Ports                                       -                       -          47.6 

Income-tax                             -                       -           14.9 

Salt                                                                 -             4.5 

                            Total        107.3             78.1       157.4  

(The figures for 1937-38 are approximate) 

Burma Government Expenditures                                               

                                          1927-28       1932-33     1837-38 

                                                (in million rupees) 

1. Land revenue dept            6.6                  5.3           5.6 

2. General administration    10.6                  9.9         11.2   

3. Criminal dept. (Police)   14.8                17.9         15.3  

4. Education                        13.1                 8.7           8.5 
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5. Health                               7.3                  5.0           5.6 

6. Public works                   26.6                  9.7          12.4 

7. Forest dept                        8.9                  6.5           6.0 

8. Judicial dept                      6.7                  5.9           5.5 

9. Pensions                             6.0                  5.8          10.4 

10. Excise dept                      2.2                   1.9           1.9 

11. Prisons                             3.2                   3.2           3.2 

12. Miscellaneous                 13.7                  9.8          19.8 

13. Loans                                -                      1.3          18.0 

14. Defense dept                     -                        -            18.7 

                                   Total   119.7               90.9        142.1                    

                  (Figures for 1937-38 are approximate) 

The data for 1937-38 shows that income exceeds expenditure by 15.3 million rupees. It should 

be possible to abolish the Thathemaeda, or human tax. This taxation, known in Upper Burma 

as Thathemaeda, and in Lower Burma as Lu-khun, human-tax, i.e. tax based on head count is 

practiced only in Burma, and not in any Indian province. It is additional tax paid by the 

Burmese people. As this system does not exist in any other country, the Burmans are the most 

heavily taxed people.    

But the highest tax payers enjoy the least benefits. As foreigners manage every aspect of 

Burmese life, the Burmans are the guests in their own country. It is the duty of every Burman 

to try to regain their rights. But to regain their rights, they must first know what these rights 

are. And the informed people have a duty to open the people’s eyes. 

Inside the Parliamentary 

After the election, Five Star party emerged as the strongest party in the legislature, or 

parliament, with 45 seats. Dr Ba Maw’s party has 16, and U Chit Hlaing’s 12, Kominkochin 

party 3 and Fabian Socialist party one respectively. The remaining MPs are Arakanese 

(Rakhine), Karen, and independents. One remarkable point about this election is that Sir 

J.A.Maung Gyi’s Shwe Taung Kyar (Golden Valley) party did not win a single seat. This 
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shows that the country does not like those who always supported the government, whether it 

was right or wrong. This is a feature of national progress. 

The Governor asked U Ba Pe, the Five Star party leader to form a government. But U Ba Pe 

could not solve his party’s internal disputes, and failed to get united support. He also could not 

attract enough number of other party MPs. He had to surrender his commission to form the 

government. In the mean time, Dr Ba Maw’s coalition moved a no confidence motion and 

dismissed U Ba Pe as party leader. 

After U Ba Pe and U Thein Maung resigned, U Paw Tun and Dr Ba Maw took the leadership. 

Dr Ba Maw took the initiative to form the government. But he faced a no confidence motion in 

parliament, moved by Five Star party, in alliance with Fabian and Thakin members. The 

outcome was even, 56-56, for and against the government. The decisive vote was cast by U 

Chit Hlaing as House Speaker, and the government stayed on. Then the MPs attempted to 

bring down U Chit Hlaing; the votes in the no confidence motion against U Chit Hlaing were 

63 for the motion, and 53 against. Although U Chit Hlaing’s opponents won, they lacked an 

outright majority, which was half the total number of MPs; and according to the statue, U Chit 

Hlaing stayed on as Speaker.  

The government could not do anything effectively as it was preoccupied in parliament with the 

business of sharing jobs. Only one significant business came into parliament; Sir Thomas 

Cooper, the finance minister introduced draft law for farm rents, together with its Burmese 

translation which he distributed. The Frontier Garrison Act, proposed by the home minister 

was defeated; it was enacted later with the special power of the Governor. Other Acts 

introduced by the government concern the salaries of the House Speakers and other 

parliamentary officials, and the Light House Act. 

Other proposals which came from the opposition were U Saw’s draft law of farm rents, Fabian 

U Maung Myit’s draft law to amend Rangoon Municipal Act, and the draft law to abolish the 

town municipals act. Other important tasks discussed were the amendment of parliamentary 

regulations, and the permission to use Burmese language in the legislature. 

In a notable event, Dr came to parliament wearing the hat of his Damma-tat (Chopping knife 

force). For his lack of gaungbaung (formal head-dress), the MPs seriously censored Dr Ba 

Maw; harshest criticisms came from U Ba Thi and U Kun.  

Another objection raised was the postal charges for letters and parcels sent to India; set at 
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foreign rates, it has been criticized especially by Indians and Europeans. However, the motion 

change it did not pass through after the voting. In another issue, Five Star party successfully 

blocked the grant of funds for the finance department, and pensions. This was a deliberate 

obstruction by Five Star party, intending to disrupt government plans, because they were not in 

it. The attack appeared as a surprise for the coalition cabinet. The government was hard 

pressed for lack of funds, but the Governor saved the situation by using his special power, 

citing his duty to ensure the financial obligations. 

The first meeting of the legislature spent time on sharing of jobs; it has brought no benefit to 

the country. 

The Upper House (Senate) meeting concluded after deliberating on the appointment of Speaker 

and Deputy Speaker, the budget, and approving the Light House Act, passed by the Lower 

House. Although the two Houses have not done a useful job for the country, the people paid 

about 200 000 rupees for the daily grants of the MPs. 

The Second Meeting of Parliament 

At the second meeting held in August, U Ba Thein, mill owner of Shwe Paukpin, asked the 

government not to collect land revenues earlier than April 1; his proposal got approval. Then U 

Kyaw Zan introduced the Motor Vehicle Act, which was defeated. Again, U Kyaw Zan, after 

speaking his objections against horse racing, which was damaging the morals of the people, 

proposed the Burmese Boat Rowing Act, to allow rowing competitions. This also failed to 

become law.  

Then U Ba Thein of Shwe Paukpin moved to open technical schools, at Meikhtila, Prome, 

Akyab (Sittwe), Bassein (Pathein), Moulmein, and Mandalay, under the Central Technical 

Institute. Although U Pu, minister for forests spoke against it, the motion passed through. 

Again U Ba Thein proposed to send 100 State Scholars abroad annually; it also got approval of 

the House. 

Mr. Raphy proposed the government to build a museum, but was rejected. 

Shwe Paukpin U Ba Thein urged the government to enlist 50 percent Burmese in the army, Mr. 

Booth Graveley, the Governor’s advisor, promised that the suggestion would be favorably 

considered by the Governor. Then Myanma Ta-yar U Nyunt from Mandalay put forward the 

bill to allow the Burmans to write wills; but it was defeated. As the objectors spoke in English, 
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Speaker U Maung Gyi translated them for U Nyunt. 

Dr Thein Maung of the government party asked to be allowed to introduce the bill amending 

the Criminal Code, which has been passed by the Lower House. He also put forward another 

bill concerning paddy and grain measure. 

U Kyaw Din proposed to form a seven member committee to consider MPs salaries. Then the 

education minister introduced a bill to appoint parliamentary secretaries; it passed through with 

a vote of 17- 12 in its favor. U Kyaw Zan proposed to introduce state lottery; the members 

decided to get the people’s opinion and produced a questionnaire. 

During the Lower House meeting, it was proposed to adjourn the meeting in consideration of 

the disaster due to storm and floods; it was agreed and the government gave 150 000 rupees for 

aid to the victims. 

Then the House sought approval to have U Saw’s farm rents law considered by a select 

committee. Draft legislations produced by majority consensus were Bassein U Ohn’s Upper 

Burma Farm and Revenue Act, 1937, U Maung Myit’s bill to abolish the municipals, Ganga 

Singh’s 1937 bill to amend the Criminal Code, Prome rural member U Lu Wa’s Burma Village 

Autonomous Administration Act, Bassein South member U Ba Ohn’s draft Primary Education 

Law, Prome U Ba Than’s draft bill for Salary of Members of Parliament. They all got the 

House’s approval for further business. Then the House also permitted to introduce U Ba Win’s 

draft Adoption Act, U Ba Ohn’s draft for Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage Act, and U Ba 

Pe’s draft law for Permanent Residence in Burma. 

In the second meeting of the Lower House, Myitkyina U Ba Yin made the proposal to the 

government to allot five acres of land for every family. Although it was in support of the 

promise given by Prime Minister Dr Ba Maw, the Speaker turned it down, saying it did not 

conform to regulations. 

A noticeable incident during that meeting was the vehement objection raised by Mr. Leach 

when U Ba Hlaing referred to Europeans as Kalar Phyu (White Indians). But U Ba Hlaing won 

the argument after he explained the usage with reference to historical documents. In another 

incident, Indian member Mr. Arangar asked finance minister Dr Thein Maung if he would 

reduce the postal rates; when Dr Thein Maung replied that the matter was under consideration, 

Meikhtila U Ba Yin intervened and asked if the government would give a yes or no answer. 

After Dr Thein Maung replied that the government has no intention to reduce the postage rates, 
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he was loudly protested by Indian members. The row subsided only after Prime minister Dr Ba 

Maw rose to state that the government would give sympathetic consideration. 

This meeting was unlike the meetings of the diarchy parliament; a number of proposals was 

made and draft bills introduced. This seems to indicate that the MPs are now dedicated to the 

good of their voters. However, the fact that they came only from the opposition appears to 

mean that governing party MPs consider their duties fulfilled after they have supported the 

government; for them it was the government’s duty to do good for the country. But the 

government so far has done nothing effectively. 

Another conspicuous feature was the open buying and selling of votes in parliament. Almost 

all Lower House members agreed that people bought nominations to become Senate members. 

Some members have been accused of, and despised for, taking money from Indians, in return 

for nominating Indians. News was also widespread that corruption was rampant during the 

selection of ministers. We have heard Home Minister U Paw Tun revealed, during a speech he 

gave in a province that a vote has fetched from 2500 to 3000 rupees. The MPs were not dutiful; 

they have been enjoying merriment. Many of them were seen at the horse race. It is even said 

that on voting days, some MPs were sent away with plenty of wine and women. Such is the 

loose character of the MPs. Voters from the townships should find out what their MP has being 

doing in Rangoon. Most notorious are the MPs from Upper Burma, and they are the subject of 

gossip in Rangoon. 

Of course dutiful MPs did hard work; they took part in debates; they put up bills. The present 

system is unlike the diarchy in which the government has no real power; there is no chance of 

MPs doing anything good for the country. The Burma government, as well as the British 

government, has maintained that the present system is advanced. The MPs now have a duty to 

ask the government what it plans to do in response to parliament’s activities. If parliament’s 

decisions come to nothing, there is no reason to keep the record of proceedings. The MPs 

should be well aware of this point. 

The aim of the new system of government 

The aim of the new system is to pacify the unrest in the country, by creating new official posts, 

and sharing them among the people; it will keep some people happy. But the system has 

brought nothing for the people; as the saying goes, “The people don’t get, although they have 

been given; they are hungry although they have been fed.” Although politicians have given 
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then high hopes, they actually have not received anything concrete. If things go on in the same 

manner, there is not much to hope in the future either. It is a clear fact that people are getting 

poorer day by day. The poor classes will have no way to support a system that cannot bring 

benefits for the poor who form 90 percent of the population. The new system may bring 

expectations for a while, but after some time, dissatisfaction, and unrest are bound to recur. 

There will be demands for change. 

It is said the government is progressive. But the fact is nine or ten native ministers, instead of 

only two previously, does not make the difference. Farmers and workers have to continue 

giving what they used to give before; and the village headmen, township officers, and deputy 

commissioners, whom they dreaded are still there. New laws have not brought them relief. We 

understand that the ministers are responsible for policy, and the civil servants run the daily 

affairs. But this makes no difference for the poor folk. Officers are still wielding the same 

powers like before. Farmers and workers have seen no benefits from the new administration; 

they will not support it. 

Having seen these defects of the new administration, it seems that every body should reject it. 

Indeed they will decide to do so in the near future. 

The Indian Civil Service (ICS) 

Because the ICS civil servants are the real rulers, they can do both instant good and bad things 

for the poor people. As their rights and privileges are protected by the chief government 

secretary in London, they cannot be sacked, nor their salary reduced. Protection is given them 

by the 1921 Royal Services Commission, also known as the Lee commission. They are 

recognized as if they are heaven born. The 1935 Burma Act also provides special powers to the 

Governor to protect the ICS people. So long as these privileged rulers are running the 

administration, the nation’s development would be stuck like an anchored ship. 

In self-governed states and Dominions, no such special rights exist for the civil servants. And 

there are no such things as minorities. The people and their representative government can 

work together to develop their country. This is the difference between colonial status and 

Dominion status. Another difference is, although Dominions are under British rule, the British 

in no way can restrict their freedom. Britain has a duty to get the consent of the Dominions 

when it declares war on another nation; and it has to get the approval of Dominions in 

choosing a new king. Britain has no right to act freely in matters relating to Dominions. The 
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Governor of Ireland appointed by Britain has been removed by President Valera, but Britain 

could not protest it; since then there is no governor in Ireland. Also there were two chambers 

of parliament in the original form of administration given by Britain. But the Irish thought the 

Upper House was of no use; so they abolished it. This is how an independent nation can 

manage it own affairs. 

To reach the Dominion status the Burmese leaders, as well as followers, will have to work 

selflessly. For now, both the leaders and followers are adrift in the sea of ministerial and other 

political posts. 

Weakness of the Burmese people 

Although Burmans have got into politics, the nation has not progressed as much as it should; 

the reason is the lack of true politicians, and those who are there are only selfish opportunists. 

The selfish politicians can rally more followers; it is hard for genuine politicians to set up 

strong parties. When they have honest leaders followers are ready to take risks. But the leaders 

they have are like tamar (neem) leaves; the more you chew them, the more bitter they taste. 

Thus followers decline to sacrifice, but they also seek for themselves. But even if the followers 

are dishonest, they have some degree of loyalty. 

For example U Ottama has opened the country’s eyes; he has gone to jail for the sake of the 

people. And for that reason, the people tolerated all of U Ottama’s faults.  When the 

government arrested U Ottama and sent him to court, the people came out to help him. Within 

a few days U Ottama legal fund collected more than 17 000 rupees. After the legal fees have 

been paid, there was more than 10 000 rupees left. U Ottama promised that he would not use 

that sum for himself, but that he would deposit it in a bank and use it to award foreign 

scholarships. But he did not keep his promise. It is known that no scholars have been sent 

abroad and that the money has been spent as U Ottama wished. Still the people revere U 

Ottama, and also thank him, as the ‘eye opener’ of the people. Only when U Ottama behaved 

worse did the people lose respect for him. Even then, there are people who would be ready to 

offer U Ottama lunch. This is the nature of the Burman followers. 

When we do get honest leaders, they have no ability. Such leaders gradually lost followers. 

Some were selfless to begin with; but when pressed under poverty, they could not resist long 

enough, and they earned from politics. Some had good intentions; but for their lack of business 

skills, their organizations lost money. U Chit Hlaing formed the Thilawa oil refinery with 
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shares from the people; the people trusted him and bought the shares. But the refinery did not 

produce a drop of petroleum; the company lost hundreds of thousands rupees, and the 

shareholders suffered badly. Dr Thein Maung set up the Chisry (?) Pharmaceutical Company; 

but it went bankrupt, and it was the shareholders who lost. U Hla Pe built a spinning mill at 

Myingyan; but as he did not understand the business, it failed. U Po san and some people built 

a steel mill, but today we cannot find a trace of it. Such failures are due to dishonest intentions 

from the beginning, or to lack of management skills. In Burma no one is punished for the 

losses suffered by share holders. But in Russia they sue and punish people who are 

incompetent; the man whose corruption or cheating is evident is shot. In some countries they 

people take some form of action before the government does. 

Because of the past failures of business led by political leaders, the people now do not 

cooperate to build new businesses. This is the reason why Burma remains undeveloped 

industrially. 

Failures are the foundation for progress. In Burma, business failures, when they are just 

beginning to emerge, will open the people’s eyes. But it usually is the experience of other 

countries. In England, when they started forming companies many people lost their fortunes 

due to the South Seas Company. Dubbed the South Sea bubble, the company was run by 

crooks, to do trading business with America and islands in the south. 

About five years ago, in France, a man named Stavisky opened a bank and swindled people’s 

money; the country erupted, and the government fell, as ministers and high officials have 

helped him. However we should look at not only the failures; there are success stories we 

should study. There are many Indian and European companies instituted in Rangoon. Many of 

them went broke; we have seen how Bulloch Brothers, the big European rice trading company, 

went bankrupt. But there are many successful ones, but very few are Burmese own. We ought 

to encourage company businesses, because only they can prevent foreigners taking away our 

fortunes. 

We should blame not only the leaders, but also the followers. The Burmans have little faith in 

organized business. They have no mutual regard, or trust; they are individualistic. This is 

because they have no experience or training for organizational work. The government is also to 

blame. Huge sums of money have been invested in cooperative societies, but there is no 

progress; only the societies disappear one after another. This happens because the people have 
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not been trained to manage the cooperatives. In Japan cooperatives are very successful because 

they got proper government support. Some Japanese, who are skilled in cooperative business, 

are now giving training in other countries, and also have written books on the subject. One 

Japanese named Mr. Kagawa is very famous for organizing cooperative businesses. Although 

the Japanese are doing it, the British government has ignored it. Cooperatives are very 

successful in Denmark also. But the government has no intention to introduce them in Burma. 

It may have reasons. The British people are prospering by doing business with Burma. If 

Burma succeeds in business and industrialization, it will be at Britain’s expense. They may 

have deliberately prevented Burmese business success, because they know it will result in 

closing down their factories, and the people losing jobs. The English are known as a Nation of 

Shopkeepers; they benefit more from trade with our country than by ruling it; for the British 

government, their people’s business and trade is priority. In the new government set up of 

Burma cooperatives are placed under transferred departments, under a minister. If the minister 

is wise and patriotic like the Indian ministers he will do a great job for the country. 

In some Indian provinces, the government is providing investment it as a public company. The 

government also gives loans for some new businesses. If the business does well, the investors 

share the profits; in case a business fails, the government shares some of the losses. This is an 

example of how patriotic ministers have done their job for the benefit of the country. In this 

way the country will gradually develop industries. In some areas the governments put in the 

investment, set up the industry, and manage it for some time; after it runs smoothly and is 

making profit, the governments privatize it as a public company. This is a method to 

industrialize the country quickly, and to solve unemployment. 

Such programmes will become possible in Burma only if the people loudly demand them. 

Otherwise the government will just ignore them. A nation’s progress depends upon the 

knowledge and vision of its people. If they remain passive, nothing will come from the 

government. It is only natural for a foreign government. 

The Burmese people these days are not living well like in former days, when they used to say 

that,” There is no funeral of one who died of starvation.” The said it because it was true then. 

But times have changed. The Burmans are doing worse; they are like fish in water that’s 

getting scantier. One can see for oneself poverty and starvation. This is due to the gradual 

intrusion of foreigners who are cleverer. The Burmans being unable to match their cleverness 
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have fallen from being well off to badly off.  

Foreigners who have intruded into the country rob from the people; but they do not rob all at 

once. Their method is gradual, like driving in a wedge; it’s slow torture. For example, the 

people do not object the municipals which prescribe home designs; the people don’t think it 

was against their interest. But the law makers have intentions. By making rules about home 

designs, the people are forced to buy iron, corrugated iron sheets for roof, cement, glass for 

glazing, ceramic toilet seats etc. That makes good business for importers and foreign factories, 

but puts the people in financial hardship. By such indirect means, the foreigners rob from the 

people. That is the way foreign capitalists work. 

To fight such exploitation, the people need to produce the materials domestically; and there 

must be laws, enacted by government, to enforce the use of domestic products. The people on 

their part should use native products out of patriotism. In this way we can develop our national 

economy. But we are sad to observe that in Burma people are interested in politics, but not in 

the economy. A nation may be free, but without economic freedom, there is no real benefit; the 

people will remain backward. This is obvious in Thailand, which is politically independent, but 

cannot economically recover, because it is exploited by France. Due to unbearable economic 

oppression by foreigners, there had been a revolt to dethrone the King. In Abyssinia, even 

before it came under Italian invasion, the economy had been in the hands of foreigners. 

Economic exploitation by Italy is also evident in Albania which has its own monarch. It is 

clear that political leaders should bear in mind the importance of economic independence, in 

addition to national independence.  

There is another important task. That is to improve commerce. It is the duty of the Burmese 

Chamber of Commerce, Burma Central Trading Association, Upper Burma Trading 

Association, and political leaders to work together to develop commerce. Commercial 

organizations have the duty to provide information, and assist people with their problems with 

regard to commercial business. They should find ways and means to make progress.  The 

organizations should talk with the government, railway and shipping companies, to recover, or 

prevent losses. They should also fight foreign exploitation; find foreign markets for Burmese 

companies to export, exhibit native products foreign trade exhibitions. 

It is for the purpose of assisting in these tasks that the Burmese Chamber of Commerce has got 

a set in parliament to represent it. The Burmese Chamber of Commerce and Upper Burma 
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Trading Association have representatives attached to railways and Rangoon port authority. 

Although the Burmese Chamber of Commerce is not quite active at present, it is hoped that in 

future it will work for the benefit of the country, as indeed it is required. It is the duty of the 

people to remind and ask them to do their duty. 

Conclusion 

At the moment politics in Burma is at the lowest level; there are various political parties, but 

not of them is capable of leading the struggle for independence.  No party is strong enough to 

take a leading role, and the people do not follow the path of liberty, but go their own ways to 

seek for themselves. The goal of independence is lost because they think the new system of 

administration granted by the British government is the end. Even the brave university students 

and young men are no longer adventurous; they assume the legislative assembly the last place 

for politics. And the peasants and workers, the village folk are relying on the legislative 

assembly. They have mean attitudes; they would ask for government in trivial matters. They 

are reluctant to take pains, but rather follow the path of least resistance. The grandeur of 

independence is out of sight; the people are tangled in the vicious cycle of thirty one realms of 

existence. 

The people need to realize that the legislative assembly cannot do anything to bring about their 

desire. Unlike in former days, there is no party both outside and inside parliament; parties exist 

only inside. And Wuntharnu leaders have lost direction, as they also have come to believe that 

the legislature is the last place to seek independence, and they have made it their livelihood.  

Thus the problem has arisen. Whom should we support? How will we proceed in our pursuit of 

independence? To tell the truth, although there are many parties at present, actually there are 

only two camps, self seekers, and selfless adventurers. But it is not difficult to find out who’s 

who in Burmese politics. 

Among the many parties, Five Star party has no serious program, although there are some 

internal conflicts. But it has to do with the disagreements over the sharing of office portfolios. 

Initially, it had declared the policy of accepting posts, and then to work to make better 

government. When they couldn’t get the posts, they become incapable of doing anything. What 

it did, when they couldn’t take the whole government, was to form alliance with other groups 

and attempt to forma all Burman cabinet, sort of national government. In this scenario, it is 

impossible to go ahead with Five Star to the goal of independence. Unless it gives up the 
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attitude of seeking benefits for self, from working for the country, and the unwillingness to 

make sacrifices, it has no chance to effectively lead the country.  

Dr Ba Maw’s party is now gathering strength, making use of its position in the government. It 

is making much use of the term Sinyetha (poor folk). The uninformed village folk believe that 

it has the potential to achieve independence, and put their lot behind this party. Thos who 

became party members after it came to power are likely to be opportunists. When this party 

falls from party, they would rather move away. They are just like barriers in a tray, always 

seeking a position for itself. 

Whether Dr Ba Maw is weak, or strong, his party is not really the one to bring independence. It 

is not doing it; it has not even a program for it. Although they use beautiful words, they are not 

working for independence; in fact the goal is receding. Again we have to rule out Dr Ba Maw’s 

party as a reliable one. 

U Chit Hlaing’s party is no longer active in politics. An impotent party, it is working toward 

alliance with Indians, and Englishmen, for own benefits. It has no vision for the future, and no 

longer talks about independence. It is hand in hand with the government oppressing the 

independence fighters. There is no way we can rely on U Chit Hlaing’s party. 

How about the Fabian Socialist party? It has made sacrifices; it does not seek for self. It does 

work for the country. As a new party, and an unselfish one, it can help its supporters only with 

verbal suggestions. In a country with shallow people who love assistance in money or 

materials, it cannot rally support. It cannot launch an effective independence campaign. 

Although talk much about independence, and the means to get it, the people are moving the 

other way; it’s just like the hound running north, while the rabbit runs south. The people have 

lost sight; it is not known when they will get back on the correct path. 

There is also Dobama Ahsiahyone also known as Thakin party. Its aim is noble – total 

independence. The party men are unselfish; thy sacrifice and take risks; and they go to jail, or 

face starvation. They are admirable. As the party members are mostly young men, they can do 

work. But they lack fixed program; they are taking up improvised tasks. In spite of their 

sacrifice and effort, valuable effect is still not in sight yet. And the party is now growing its 

strength as much as it should. Because there have been more words than deeds, the 

government’s harassment is undoing what they have done. Being young, the party men use to 

be arrogant; and they are quarrelling to become Bo (captain). 
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Being young men, who took up politics just after leaving school, Thakins tend to be rash, 

impatient and anti-social. A bit on the vulgar side, these young men can attract few people, 

because the people value civility. There is no chance of success without good social dealing; 

there is no way to get followers without the art of friendly relations. And without followers 

Thakins cannot gain independence. Again we find Thakins to be unreliable. 

Who can we rely on? This is a question we need to answer. The people need to give full 

backing to a party that is unselfish, and devoted to the nation’s good. One day the people will 

have to rally behind such a party. But first, the people must identify who are selfish, and who 

are not; and then they ought to face hardships to work for the independence of the country.  
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4. Extracts from U Ba Khaing's book “Burma's Political History” 

Translation: Tin Htway1 

Extract No. 1 (pp.: 56-58)2 
The Sun Daily began in 1911 with three editions a week. U Ba Pe was the Editor and U Hla Pe was 

Publishing Manager (Publisher).' At a time when foreigners were allowed to wear their shoes in 

sacred places, even on the pagoda platform of the great Shwe-da-gon U Ba Pe and U Hla Pe made a 

protest against this by inserting a special cartoon in their paper. One of these was especially 

effective; the cartoon showed Pagoda trustee members sweating under the weight of an English 

couple whom they were carrying onto the Pagoda platform. The English couple were saying how 

grateful they were that Pagoda Trustee members were so obliging as to allow them to visit the 

Pagoda platform without having to take off their shoes.3 

 

This cartoon aroused fury among the Europeans and Pagoda Trustee members. Mr. Shuttleworth, 

the Commissioner of Rangoon Police, summoned U Ba Pe and U Ha Po and gave them a serious 

warning not to repent the offence. U Da Pe and U Hla Po refused to be browbeaten: they put their 

case and walked out of the office unrepentant. At that time, it took considerable courage to defy a 

Police Commissioner. 

                                                 
1 Tin Htway: 184-194. 
2 This extract is taken from the book’s chapter 3; see above pp. 37-38. – The numbers of pages given by Tin Htway do 

not correspond with the pagination of the copy used for this paper. 
3 A reproduction of the cartoon described here can be found in the work of Heinz Bechert and Werner Gombrich 

(1984), Die Welt des Buddhismus. München, Beck: 150. The reproduction is reproduced here as an illustration. 
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The Police Commissioner's attitude aroused the fury of the younger politicians who called a mass 

meeting at Jubilee Hall to discuss the Shoe Question. The older pro-establishment group sometimes 

known as the Tu-Tha-Thin group headed by U Ba Tu, U Po Tha, U Thin refused to register any 

protest against the Police Commissioner. Two distinct factions emerged from this disagreement, 

divided by age as well as by conviction. U Khin, May Aung, Sir J.A. Maung Gyi (all Anglophile 

Burmese joined the conservative side) and U Thein Maung, U Maung Gyi, U Ba Dun, Dr. Thein 

Maung, U Ba Pe and others remained with the young progressives. U Thein Maung presided over 

that mass protest meeting. For their part in the meeting, the C.I.D. and the Police shadowed them 

wherever they went and whatever they did. 

 

Burmese text:1 

 

p. 52 

                                                 
1 Pages 52-57 of the original. 
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Extract No. 2 (pp.: 64-66)1 
When the G.C.B.A. was set up, hundreds and thousands of people from all over Burma joined as 

members. At that time, to become a Wunthanu or a member of the G.C.B.A. was a matter of pride 

in Burma. Those who wore homespun clothes and those who kept the long hair knot were very 

popular. The word Wunthanu was clearly and boldly written in front of every house. Whatever 

obstructions they encountered from the government authorities, they resisted all attempts to put 

them down with a heartening show of solidarity and strength. This time, they were at the height of 

their power and influence. 

 

Every shop proudly displayed the sign Wunthanu, each person carried his Wunthanu badge with 

him wherever he went. Those who held Wunthanu membership cards enjoyed great popularity 

every-where. Previous to the establishment of the Wunthanu associations, people had been terrified 

of all government authorities, of the D.C.'s the T.O.'s and the Village Headman, even of the 

Headman of Ten Households. But no longer. Now, if the authorities exceeded the limits of their 

authority by a fax fraction, the people had become aware of their rights: they would protest; if 

necessary, they would fight. 

 

This determination to resist all encroachments of liberty not sanctioned by law, certainly made the 

authorities more circumspect in the pursuance of their duty. In olden days, whenever a senior civil 

servant paid an official visit to a village, the villagers had to provide valeting services, transport, 

and liquor and even provide girls for their pleasure. But now, with the Wunthanu spirit spreading 

through-out the land the stocks, the symbol of the village headman's power, which he had used all 

too freely to the fear of the villagers, now disappeared into the air. The authorities could no longer 

order people to patrol their villages, or to erect hedges round the village as forced labour. The 

village headman dared no longer overreach himself and this change was largely the work of the 

Wunthanu it is no wonder they commanded such popularity and admiration. They defended the 

rights of the ordinary man. If one of the villagers suffered victimisation, the whole village would 

not rest till justice had been done. The Wunthanu members protested and carried their protest to the 

highest levels. The erring civil servant could not withstand the zeal and determination of the 

Wunthanu. Party funds were plentiful at that time; if anyone needed money to fight for justice, it 

was his. This financial support came not only from the Wunthanu but from the ordinary villagers. If 

                                                 
1 This extract is taken from chapter 4; see above, pp. 40-42. 
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a man suffered as the result of breaking an unfair government restriction, if a man was arrested on a 

charge of incitement to sedition or if a man was goaled because of his political convictions, the 

Wunthanu were on hand to help in every way. If he had a paddy field, the Wunthanu would 

cultivate it while he was detained, if he had dependents, wife, children, other relatives, they would 

be cared for with food, shelter and even money. No one was to suffer any loss as the result of his 

political convictions ... 

 

Burmese text:1 

 

 

p. 60 
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1 Pages 60-63 of the original. 
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p. 63 

 

 

Extract No. 3 (pp.: 77-78)1 
In 1280 (B. E.), when Sayadaw U Ottama returned to Burma, after a tour of Europe, America and 

Japan he found the Y.M.B.A. movement in full swing and flung himself into its work with 

unstinting devotion. For this, he earned the uninterrupted surveillance of the C.I.D. The fear of 

implicating themselves in troubles with the police drove a number of the Sangha to withdraw their 

open support of him and to deny him shelter in their monasteries. U Ottama found himself staying 

in a house, somewhere in Tha-maing, Insein District, instead of a proper monastery. Despite all 

these difficulties, he found a staunch ally in the Sun Daily which published almost daily articles in 

support of him. Because of this publicity, his fame spread; more and more people attended the 

Sayadaw's lectures, were stirred by his passions. 

 

 

                                                 
1 This extract is taken from chapter 6; see above, p. 45. 
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Burmese text:1 

 

 

p. 74 

 

 

p. 75 

 

                                                 
1 Pages 74-84 of the original (complete chapter 6). 
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Extract No. 4 (pp.: 90-95)1 

Among the women in the world the Burmese women are most privileged and most independent. 

Not less then the men, the Burmese women played their part in the country's independent 

movement. In 1919, they established an organisation called the Burmese Women's Union ..... 

 

Apart from the Burmese Women's Union, there is another women's organisation called the Dana 

Thukha Athin. Their original motive in establishing the organisation was to promote a religious 

revival – later they became involved in politics and changed its name to Wunthanu Kummari Athin.  

 

As the aim of the Wunthanu Kummari Athin was political freedom and the end of colonial rule, one 

aspect of the association was very strong anti-government feelings and hostility towards the British, 

not in personal or radical terms but as colonial overlords. At the Paung-de conference, they passed a 

resolution that they would boycott everything English. To symbolise their resolution they broke 

their tortoise-shell combs as a public gesture of protest against the English. The significance of this 

is that 'tortoise-shell comb' in Burmese is lip-khwam-bhi:, and the Burmese transliteration of 

'English', is anga-lip. When a mass meeting was held to protest against the police treatment of 

Sayadaw U Ottama, the Commissioner of Police ordered the crowd to break up the meeting and 

disperse. Having no effect, the police decided to use force. They charged their horses into the crowd 

and battered the people with their clubs. Panic spread among the crowd, people, including men, 

began to run helter shelter out of reach of the clubs and the horses' hooves. Among those who 

remained to defy the police ware a number of the Wunthanu Kummari Athin. The horses charges 

directly into them and they suffered many casualties, scratches, bruises and broken bones. But their 

courage, their solidarity, their unity, and their sacrifices was unmatched ... 

 

There was another women's organisation called the National Council of Burmese Women. It was 

established long before the 1931 London Round Table Conference and its President and Secretary 

were Daw Mya May (Mrs. M.M. Hla Aung) and Daw Mya Shwe, D.I.S. In response to their 

demand, Daw Mya Sein, daughter of late U May Aung, Home Minister was allowed to take part in 

London Conference on behalf of Burmese women ... 

 

 

                                                 
1 This extract is taken of chapter 8; see above, pp. 50-52. 
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Burmese text:1 
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1 Pages 89-94 of the original. 
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Extract No. 5 (pp.: 209-211)1 
The main idea of the Dobama Asi-ayone was to destroy the habit of fear and the acceptance of on 

inferior position in the Burmese actor as though they sere slaves in their own land; and to carry a 

social revolution on socialist lines. But actually their name Dobama Asi-ayone and their prefix 

Thakhin were quite contrary to the tenets of socialism. The word Dobama belongs to nationalism - 

one race or one nation, but socialism belongs to a world proletariat, in other words, 

internationalism. And the word Thakhin also belongs to capitalist nationalism as it is used in upper-

class society well-to-do people and high officials. Indeed, if there is a Thakhin (Master) it follows 

that there must be a kywan (slave or inferior), a concept quite alien to socialism. This was a point of 

debate and controversy. 

 

By this time, the Dobama Asi-ayone had become a great deal stronger. This was due to the 

enthusiasm of the young Thakhins who were prepared to sacrifice their promise and future 

prospects for the sake of their ideals. It was also due to the honesty of the Thakhin M.P.s the 

Legislative Councils who took their stand against the government on behalf of the people. Most of 

the existing M.P.s were mere opportunists and office seekers and in contrast to them, the young 

Thakhins earned the love and gratitude of the people. Most of all, the increased strength of the 

Dobama Asi-ayone is due to the work of Saya Lun, otherwise known as Mr. Maung Hmaing or 

Thakhin Kodaw Hmaing. The entire nation respected him and trusted him. Since he became the 

Patron of the Dobama Asi-ayone he toured all over the country giving lectures. Because the people 

worshipped Saya Lun who in turn worked with the Thakhin, the Dobama Asi-ayone, the young 

Thakhin could not but win the support of most of the people. 

 

But there were still people who although agreeing with the ideas and policy of the Thakhins were 

unwilling to co-operate with them. They thought the Thakhins were rude and wild in their dealings 

with other people and other parties and they often exceeded the bounds of good taste in their public 

speeches. What some people applauded as frankness and plain speech, they disapproved as 

vulgarities... 

 

                                                 
1 This extract is taken from chapter 12, sub-chapter on “The Thakin Movement”; see above pp. 77-79. 
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Burmese Text:1 
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1 Pages 216-222 of the original. 
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Extract No. 6. (pp.: 271-272)1 
There is one vary regrettable aspect of Burmese politics which seems to have no exact parallel in 

other countries. Parties existed in Burma but with very little foundation and largely depend on the 

personality of the leader. There is no such thing as Baldwin's Party, MacDonald's Party, or Lloyd 

George's Party in England but Conservative, Socialist and Liberal parties. Italy is never said to have 

been led by Mussolini's Party but by the Fascist Party. Germany was not led by Hitler's Party but by 

the Nazi Party. However much the personality of the leader influenced the party, at least the party 

existed in its on right. It was not so in Burma. Because parties had no solid ideological foundations 

but were named after the leader and depended largely on his will and caprice however ill-judged 

and unpredictable, there was loyalty to no fixed ideal, no ultimate goal. The death of the leader or 

his failure, spelled the end of the party. This is a basic weakness in Burmese politics and it is the 

duty of all to right it...  

 

Burmese text:2 

 

 

p. 281 

 

 

                                                 
1 This extract is taken from chapter 12, sub-chapter “U Chit Hlaing and Burmese Language”; see above p. 113. 
2 Pages 281-186 of the original. 
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Extract No. 7 (pp.:301-302)1 
In the l937-38 budget it was clearly shown that income exceeded expenditure by 15,3 millions. So it 

became possible to abolish the Thathameda Tax. This tax called 'Capitation Tax' in Lower Burma 

and Thathameda Tax in Upper Burma was an extra tax levied only on the Burmese people. No 

equivalent tax existed in the Indian Empire. 

This sort of taxation was never heard of in any country all over the world. Therefore Burma is the 

country which was heavily taxed regardless of per capita income. 

Although we are heavily taxed by the government, we reap the least benefit, because the country is 

controlled by foreigners who run it as they wish. Though Burma is our land and although we are the 

live natives, now we have to like strangers, as though we did not belong to our own land. 

Everything is in the hands of foreigners. So to regain our own rights it is our duty to fight for them. 

First, people must know what their rights are. The progressive people must enlighten the ordinary 

people. Then they will know their rights and what they have lost and they will fight to regain them. 

That is the most important duty of every Burman… 

 

Burmese text:2 

                                                 
1 This extract is taken from chapter 12, sub-chapter “The Financial Situation of Myanma”; see above p. 124. 
2 Pages 314-321 of the original. 
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5. Ko Ko Thett, An Appraisal of ‘Political History of Burma’ by Ba Khine 

 

Published in 1938, when the Burmese independence movement was about to take an  unexpected 

turn under the leadership of the young thakins, ‘Political History of Burma (myanma pyi naing ngan 

yay yazawin)’ seemed to have gone unnoticed in the hurly-burly of the days. Yet the book arguably 

is one of the earliest, if not the earliest, the most original, and an underappreciated treatise on 

Burma’s nationalist movement of the 1920s and 1930s. Its significance lies in the fact that the book 

was written by someone who had not only witnessed the unfolding of the history but was part of it.  

The author was neither an undetached Western scholar nor a colonial administrator - one’s 

typical sources of Burmese history of that period. Ba Khine was part of the nationalist movement, 

and someone, as his book demonstrates, who had followed the movement closely, and more 

importantly, critically. He was better known as ‘Fabian U Ba Khine,’ since he was a founding 

member and secretary of Burma’s Fabian Socialist Party in the late 1930s. As such his version of 

Burmese history is a ‘history from below’, a natural outcome of ‘participant’s observation’ and an 

epitome of ‘self-criticism.’ The book has now been unearthed and translated into English by Dr. Tin 

Hlaing for Myanmar Literature Project.  

The firs striking point about the book must be its title. It should be noted that the Burmese 

word ‘thamaing’ for history was hardly in use in the 1930s. The word yazawin, literally meaning 

‘chronicles of kings’, was widely used to refer to history in a general sense. The country’s name 

was referred to by the author as ‘myanma pyi’ not ‘bama pyi’ preferred by the thakin movement. 

Nainganyay, being politics or political in Burmese, the book’s title translates well as ‘Political 

History of Burma.’ 

Ba Khine makes it clear that, apart from informing the public about the politics of 

independence movement, his work is targeted ‘to the people of ‘the next generation’ who are into 

politics and political history, to the politicians who would like to be reminded of their past, and to 

those who would like to judge the progress and regress of the Burmese politics of the day.’ The 

author stresses that he has tried his best to give ‘unbiased and objective’ information as he has 

relied solely on primary sources - his interviews with politicians, newspapers, journals and 

magazines. His references are not revealed however. The author also acknowledges the assistance 

of many leading intellectuals of the day in the making of the book.   

The author’s yardstick for an ideal politician is materialistic: ‘a way to test whether a 

politician was truthful is to look at how poorer he got (during his political career).’ The very first 
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point in his twenty-point analysis as to why Burmese politics has not seen any progress is note-

worthy: ‘lack of appreciation of independence leading to the real desire for it.’ Reading into the first 

few pages of the book, the author’s bold insights into Burmese political culture already delight the 

reader. Ba Khine argues that, in history, the Burmese has never been capable of collective efforts. 

They achieved what they achieved under strong and capable individual leaders. Thus, when a 

Burmese emperor was in decline, so was his empire. Several revolts against the British occupation 

since 1885 failed not only because the British were better armed, better organized and better at 

communication and logistics. They failed because the revolt leaders, from Minlaung Maung Thant 

of the 1900s to Saya San of the 1930s, were autocratic - they all wanted to restore monarchy. Those 

who did not like the idea stayed away from the revolts. 

As to the rise of anti-colonial nationalism in India and Burma, the author holds that ‘fear of 

the White men’ went away as more and more colonial subjects were exposed to the West after the 

opening of Suez canal in 1869.  The Indians came to the sense that ‘only in their subject countries, 

Englishmen act like masters.’ In addition to the enlightenment of the colonized, the worldwide 

political changes such as the 1905 Russo-Japanese war, World War I and the Wilsonian declaration 

for self determination as well as the Russian revolution have fuelled the Indian and Burmese 

nationalist movements. 

The emergence of the wunthanu nationalist movement in Burma is traced back to its modest 

origin. The associational life in Burma was inspired mainly by India National Congress, founded in 

1885. The formation of Young Men’s Buddhist Association, YMBA modeled after YMCA, in 

1906, and its transformation into a formidable political organization known as General Council of 

Burmese Association (GCBA) by 1919 is well known. Little known is the fact that even in the 

GCBA era in the early 1920s, its annual meetings were still opened with ‘prayers for health and 

glory of King George and Queen Mary.’ Nonetheless the GCBA grew into a nationwide movement 

in the 1920s as it was joined by firebrand monk U Ottama who promoted wunthanu patriotism, 

calling for self-respect, self-sufficiency and the boycott of things foreign. The author details how 

power and parliamentary politics, introduced to Burma by the British in 1922, corrupted some of 

the Wunthanu activists, known as the group of twenty-one, who attempted to fight the colonial 

system ‘from within.’ This led to the GCBA split in the mid-1920s and also resulted in a split of the 

sangha (the Buddhist order) who presided over the GCBA. ‘The country has been on the right track 

for independence; but when the 21-group deserted the wunthanu, the direction was lost.’ the author 

laments. 
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One whole chapter is dedicated to the affairs of sasana (Buddha’s teaching) as the author 

ends the previous chapter admiring the selfness sacrifice of the nationalist monks, such as U Wizara 

and U Ottama, in the wunthanu movement. The author praises learned monks who stayed out of 

politics whereas he condemns the monks who ‘mingle Dhamma talk with political lecture’ and 

receive money for their talks. The author also chronicles how the Young Monks’ Association 

(sasana mamaka founded in 1908?) became less influential due to some of the members’ 

involvement in party politics. He balances this view by praising the sasana mamaka members who 

recently regained public support through their efforts to keep the Buddhist order clean. 

Remarkably very much ahead of his age, Ba Khine pays special attention to the role of 

women in the wunthanu movement in another chapter. Pretty much in line with his age, the author 

assesses that female nationalists were simply following their husbands in politics. Nonetheless he 

does not fail to document the ‘legendary’ courage of Theigyizay Daw May who defied the British 

police at a meeting in support of U Ottama at Queen’s park in Yangon (in 192?). She and many 

other ladies refused to leave the meeting while most men and, even monks, fled the scene. Daw 

May and many women were violently attacked by the police.  

What follows are political lessons one can draw from the lives of U Chit Hlaing and U Soe 

Thein who led two different factions of the GCBA. U Chit Hlaing was generous and honest but his 

generosity and honesty were abused by ‘the crooks and scoundrels who surrounded him.’ The man 

who had once been regarded as Thamada-President or Uncrowned King of Burma ended up a 

sellout in 1937 as he was elected speaker of the Lower House under the 1935 Government of 

Burma Act. Thus, judges the author, U Chit Hlaing’s political convictions were found to be only 

‘skin-deep.’ U Soe Thein did not fare better. An oil-well owner and an American-educated 

petroleum engineer, Soe Thein, had been exposed to socialist ideas in India and Europe. For this he 

was accused of promoting political violence, even more so after the 1930 Sayar San revolt. He 

stayed out of legislature politics. Nonetheless he was ‘gradually deserted by the people because he 

was incapable of delivering anything.’ 

The life and death of the revolt leader Sayar San, who had been a member of U Soe Thein’s 

GCBA, provides another lesson. The author resents lawyers Dr. Ba Maw and U Pu who used Sayar 

San’s trial as a stepping stone for their political career. When Sayar San ‘descended to the rank of a 

murderer’ and went to the gallows, his lawyers who failed to provide ‘a good counsel on the verge 

of his death’ became colonial employees. Other significant events of the time such as the 1930 

Rangoon jailbreak, the Indo-Burmese communal riot and the Sino-Burmese communal riot are 
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noted in passing but the author does not link these events to the Great Depression, and the resultant 

economic downturn that was felt deeply in colonial Burma. 

As for the ‘Association of Development of Youth,’ (founded in 1935?), the author hopes 

that the association would mature into ‘the path of leftist politics’ the way its forerunner YMBA 

had been gradually radicalized. The youth association was not only involved in rural development 

work, debates and library projects it also started kyeepwaryay magazine (the Progress). The 

magazine became widely known when it was handed over to a young intellectual, who would 

become known as Kyeepwaryay U Hla.  The author astutely points out that the authorities allow 

associational freedom to divert the youth from politics but it hardly works. The founding of the 

Rangoon University Student Union, was encouraged by Principle D.J Sloss, in order to influence 

the student body, but the Union had become his biggest opponent. 

The author’s account of the emergence of the Dobama Asiayone (the thakin movement) in 

the mid-1930s is rather detailed and moving. One could almost feel the Dobama pamphlets and hear 

the Dobama song. It is noted that the Dobama Asiayone was genuinely under a collective leadership 

since it had neither president nor secretary. Decisions were made at the meetings of the members. 

Nonetheless the Asiayone almost fall apart under the erratic personality of the founder-member 

Thakin Ba Thaung who was seen as a socialist and a capitalist in the same person. U Ba Khine’s 

critical approach to the Dobama movement is worth quoting at length:  

‘‘Actually the name Dobama Asiayone and the name prefix thakin (meaning master) were 

incompatible with the ideals of socialism. Dobama conveys the spirit of Burmese 

nationalism, whereas socialism is internationalist in nature.  Thakin is rather capitalist usage, 

being applied to the elites, either rich men or officials.’’ 

The paradox must have been felt by many leftist radicals who wanted to become members of the 

Dobama movement. Many of them, including Ba Khine himself, shunned the Dobama Asiayone as 

they could not put up with the arrogance and conceit of the thakins who showed no respect 

whatsoever to members of other parties. The thakins considered other Burmese politicians ‘enemy 

number one’ who played into the British government’s game of ‘divide and rule.’ The author’s 

caution that the thakins would lose support due to their extreme political stance and their rude 

manners would have actually happened if their Dobama movement had not been rescued by the 

student movement that had gained widespread following after the 1936 student strike. 

 For the 1936 election, the first election held under the 1935 Burma Act that separated the 

country from British India, the Dobama founded komin-kochin aphwe (our king, our affair party) 
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and fielded no less than 30 candidates. Only three were elected to the legislative assembly. The 

three Dobama MPs attended ‘the assembly meetings with their adopted aim to revoke the 1935 

constitution’ and always sided with the party in the opposition. ‘This required that they consistently 

oppose the government; it meant that they could not take ministerial posts. Thus they always 

supported no confidence motions’ at a that time even the GCBA was in the hands of the 

government, writes U Ba Khine. 

 A considerable section of the book was dedicated to all other significant political 

movements and parties. The author writes a candid diatribe against Dr. Ba Maw, the most powerful 

politician of the time, who ran the sinyetha party with his unique brand of sinyetha-wada 

(socialism).  Dr. Ba Maw was most famous for flip-flopping. The author however maintains that ‘as 

he (Dr. Ba Maw) has clearly stated that he needed to adapt to situations, one has only to blame 

himself for believing his words.’ The virtues of Dr. Ba Maw such as his ideas, his generosity, his 

friendliness for the poor, his stamina and hard work, his great power of persuasion are not 

overlooked. The author warns that, unless Dr. Ba Maw changed his ways, his fall would be as fast 

as his rise. 

The GCBA U Chit Hlaing, who had abandoned the wunthanu spirit for the legislature 

politics, is criticized for his ‘political summersault.’ The author notes that it is ‘pathetic’ that 

Burmese political parties lack ideology and are usually constructed around the personalities of party 

leaders as he writes ‘In England, there is no such thing as Baldwin’s party, Landsberry’s party, or 

MacDonald’s party, or Lord Lloyd George’s party.  The parties in England are Conservative, 

Socialist, Labour, Liberal, which are based on ideology.’ As for the politicians who had formed a 

coalition of five parties (nga-pwint saing aphwe) so they could control the majority of parliament 

seats, the author notes that even though these politicians lack patriotism, they should be 

commended for remaining true to themselves: ‘they are not prepared to suffer personal losses; that 

they believe in evolutionary development.’ The nga-pwint saing aphwe won the majority seats in 

the parliament in the 1936 election since they had spent much on their political campaigns and put 

up two charismatic personalities, U Ottama and Prince Hteik Tin Wa, as their figureheads. 

Nonetheless the squabbles among themselves due to the lack of an authoritative leader meant that 

they were not able to form a cabinet.  The coalition fell apart under ‘no confidence motion’ by Dr. 

Ba Maw who skillfully co-opted some of the coalition politicians into his own wing. 

As of his own party, Fabian Socialist Party, founded in the election year of 1936, U Ba 

Khine holds that ‘socialism can thrive only in independent states; as Burma is not independent the 
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party was formed to adapt socialism to the situation’ which means ‘to fulfill the need of the people.’ 

In contrast to the thakins, who opposed everything the government does, the Fabian socialists 

‘oppose the government but talk with it to launch programmes that can bring relief to the 

underclass.’ The founding members of the party were Deedoke U Ba Cho, U Ba Khine and student 

unionist Ko Nu, who left the Fabian socialists for the thakins in 1938. Despite its declared policy 

and plan, only one out of thirteen candidates fielded by the Fabian Socialist Party was voted to the 

parliament. U Ba Khine attributes this failure to two reasons: the party was fresh new and was 

deemed a party set up only for the election, and the party was poor and it could not spend much on 

its election campaign at a time when vote buying became a norm in Burmese politics. 

After dealing with the political movements of the time, the author turns to the political 

landscape change Burma had seen since she lost her sovereignty. After the annexation to British 

India in 1886, the country was ruled directly by the British government of India.  Although India 

was introduced to dyarchy, a mixed administration that aimed toward self-government as early as in 

1919, Burma was left out. Amidst the opposition, the country was granted dyarchy only in 1923.  It 

is noted that only seven percent of all the eligible voters voted in the first dyarchy election in Burma 

since the people did not like the idea of dyarchy. The ethnic composition of dyarchy parliament as 

well as its successor the legislative body (Upper House and Lower House) under the 1935 Burma 

Act can be found in this section.   

A brief review of the political economy of the country can be seen in the section titled ‘the 

financial situation of Burma.’ The author declares that the Burmese were ‘the most heavily taxed 

people’ since they had to pay thathemadeda tax or human tax that was not collected in any Indian 

province, nor in any other country. The author points out that the 1937-38 saw the income exceed 

expenditure by 15.3 million rupees. The money should have rendered the human tax irrelevant. 

The author concludes that Burma has not seen any political progress due to the lack of ‘true 

politicians.’ He decries the fact that it was hard for committed politicians to set up strong parties 

since people usually fell for the selfish politicians who ‘could really more followers.’ Even the 

revered political monk U Ottama was not above reproach as he had failed to account for some 10, 

000 rupees, the leftover of a legal fund collected for him by his supporters. Yet, the author argues, 

the people still revered U Ottama and only when ‘U Ottama behaved worse, did the people lose 

respect for him.’ It should be noted that U Ottama, the foremost nationalist leader in Burma, died in 

oblivion in 1939. 

Burma remained underdeveloped industrially, the author argues, because the politicians who 
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ventured into businesses had ‘dishonest intentions from the beginning.’ Besides, most of them 

lacked ‘management skills.’ Not only the corrupt leaders, but their unscrupulous followers were 

also to blame. U Ba Khine could have been the first Burmese cultural historian to point out that the 

Burmans had little faith in organized business, and that they had no regard or trust for one another; 

and that they were individualistic. The author has been inspired by successful cooperative 

businesses in Japan and Denmark.  As for the plight of his own land, the author observes that 

Burmese people could no longer claim ‘there is no death from starvation in this country.’ 

Then who should the people turn to?  Neither Dr. Ba Maw nor the GCBA U Chit Hlaing, 

nor five-party alliance, nor the Fabian socialists. Nor the thakins since they were anti-social and 

unreliable. Fabian U Ba Khine advises that ‘the people identify who are selfish, who are not; and 

then they ought to face hardships to work for the independence of the country.’ 

All in all Fabian U Ba Khine’s book has many a political lesson to offer, including lessons 

one can draw from the fate of the book and the life of its author. Little is known about the private 

life of the author, except for that fact that he was close to and greatly influenced by the British 

liberal scholar J.S Furnivall, who is regarded as the founding father of Burma studies. Ba Khine’s 

advocacy for Fabian tactics; peaceful and gradual undermining of the colonial system did not catch 

on at the onset of the Second World War, when a revolution was fermenting in the thakin quarters. 

He died in 1940, aged only 34. 

The fact that the author was proven wrong on one major account - he had downplayed the 

thakhin movement as the thakhins would become the most powerful politicians, the winners who 

had to write history, during and after the War, should not affect the historicity of the book as a 

seminal study on Burma’s independence movement. Counterfactually one could even argue that, if 

U Ba Khine’s Fabian socialist visions had been materialized, the state of Burma, now known as 

Myanmar, would not have been through what she has been through since the book publication in 

1938. 

The lucid translation of the book by Dr. Tin Hlaing managed to capture the frustrated tone 

of the author. It would be of great benefit to Burma scholar community if the dates of some of the 

events, such as the exact date of the colonial police attack on the Burmese women at Queen’s Park 

in Rangoon in the 1920s, that are missing in the original can be checked and footnoted in the 

English translation. Burma scholars might even find that the English version of the book is more 

accessible than the original which is written in the 1930-style Burmese. No doubt Dr. Tin Hlaing’s 

translation will attract scholars and general readers alike. The author U Ba Khine will be smiling 
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from his grave if he knows that ‘the people of ‘the next generation’ who are into politics and 

political history, for whom he dedicated the book, are actually grateful for his efforts. 

 

Ko Ko Thett 

04.03.2010  

Helsinki  
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III. APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 

SHORT INFORMATION on the MAKING of the BOOK REPORTS  
 
CHOSEN BOOKS from the bibliography will be provided on a lending basis by the manager [or 
for people in Myanmar through the Myanmar Book Centre in Yangon (55 Baho Road; telephone 
221-271, 212-409)]. 
 
TWO REPORTS on each book by different persons are accepted. 
 
LENGHT: 8,000 to 12,000 words (plus special space, if desired); 
 
LANGUAGE of PUBLICATION: English; manuscripts in Myanmar language will be translated; 
 
CRITERIA (must not slavishly be observed): 
 

1. Biographical information about the author/translator, and other contributors; 
 

2. Information about the non-Myanmar sources used in the book; (if the book is a translation, 
the original English version will be provided, too, if possible;) 

 
3. Summary of the book’s contents; 

 
4. Information about the special aim and intended impact of the book at the time of 

publication; 
 

5. How are foreign terms and concepts translated or transformed into the Myanmar language 
and the Myanmar context? (May be omitted!) 

 
6. Personal assessment by the reviewer of the book, its impact on later times and its meaning 

for today 
 
DEADLINE of DELIVERY of the REPORT: December 31, 2005 (the deadline can be extended);  
 
DELIVERY of the REPORTS DRAFTED: Directly to the manager of the project by email or 
through the Myanmar Book Centre. 
 
COMMENTS and EDITING: The reports will be commented upon by another person. The 
reviewer may react on the comments and answer the questions as he or she likes. The responsibility 
for the final editing of the reports is with the project manager. 
 
REWARD: As a financial reward, each reviewer will receive 50 US $ at the time of submitting the 
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book report and 30 US $ after the final editing. 
 
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS like recollections of elder people, who remember the impact of 
Nagani on their life, and essays on subjects related to the club (Nagani Song, Nagani Magazine, the 
role of literature in disseminating knowledge in Myanmar, etc.) are very much appreciated. 
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Appendix 2 

INFORMATION about COMMENTARIES on BOOK REPORTS 
 

1. The commentaries asked for shall serve two aims 
 

First (and most important): To start a dialogue on Myanmar's intellectual and literary 
heritage between interested people inside and outside of Myanmar. 
 
Second (and important, too): To check the clarity of the report with regard to the intended 
publication. 
 
Therefore, the commentator should be interested in Burma affairs and in the general topic of 
the respective book, but must not know anything about its specific content. 

  
2. Length of each commentary: Must not exceed the space of this paper. 

 
3. Some hints that may be useful to observe in writing a commentary: 

 
Are their any questions that are brought up by reading the report? 

 
If yes, what kind of questions do arise? 

 
Are the criteria listed in the “Short information on the making of book reports” (see 
attachment) met by the book report? 

 
What information on the book report do I find interesting/exciting or 
unnecessary/redundant?  

 
Is there anything that I would recommend to the author of the report? 

 
Delivery of the commentary: It would be appreciated if the commentaries could be sent by email to 
the above mentioned email address. If the author of the report chooses to react on the commentary, 
the commentator will be informed. 
 
Affairs to come: All participants will be informed about the development of the publishing process 
of the reports and are invited to participate in future deliberations and activities. - Questions and 
recommendations are very much appreciated.
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MYANMAR LITERATURE PROJECT 

 
Starting with an investigation into the NAGANI BOOK CLUB 

 
The project's 

Working Papers 
are published by 

the Department of Southeast Asian Studies of Passau University 

 

Already Published: 

No. 10:1, An Introduction into the Nagani Book Club 

No. 10:2, Thein Pe, Saya Lun and Member of Parliament 

No. 10:3, Ba Hein, The World of Capitalists 

No 10:4, Thein Pe, Student Boycotters (Two Volumes) 

Forthcoming: 

No. 10:6, Nu, Gandalarit 

--------------- 

Some Nagani Books 

were scanned and are available on CD. 

For details contact 

habezett@t-online.de 

 
-------------- 

 
All Working Papers published until now are available 

at  
http://www.zoellner-online.org/mlp.htm  

and at the Online Burma Library 
http://www.burmalibrary.org/show.php?cat=2083 
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INVITATION 
 

Readers are invited to participate in the project by 
 
• writing comments and criticisms on the contents of 

this and other volumes of this series; 
• contributing essays on Burmese/Myanmar literature 

as a medium between the international world and 
Burmese society; 

• providing material that sheds more light on the 
Nagani Book Club, its context and impact on 
Burmese intellectual and literary life; 

• offering assistance as translators and commentators 
of book reports. 

 

----------------------------------------------------- 

 

For contributions and questions, please contact: 

 

Dr. Hans-Bernd Zöllner 
University of Passau 
Phone: +49-40-8317961 
Fax: +49-40-84051735 
Email: habezett@t-online.de 


